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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to apply
discourse analysis (textlinguistics) to the Book of
Revelation.

This research has two outcomes.

It adds to the

body of literature validating discourse analysis as a viable
and useful tool for biblical studies.

It also suggests a

literary framework for the Book of Revelation, with
particular attention to discourse segmentation and peak.
The procedure used in this dissertation has five
steps.

First, notional type is evaluated on the basis of

speech-act theory and a combination of contingent temporal
succession and agent orientation.

Second, the surface text

is analyzed for recurring semantic domains, verb patterns,
word order, and sentence structure.
segmented into paragraphs on
and internal cohesion.

th~

Third, the discourse is

basis of boundary features

Fourth, paragraphs are joined into

episodes on the basis of coherence devices, such as
participant reference.

Fifth, climax and denouement are

identified by disruptions in the typical surface structure.
Applying a textlinguistic method to the Book of
Revelation primarily yields information pertinent to the
overall literary framework.
hortatory.

The underlying notional type is

The preponderance of aorist indicative verbs

puts the book in a narrative framework.

The surface text

exhibits a marked concentration of verbs from the semantic
domain for Ncontrol, rule."

Paragraph segmentation and

episode grouping coincide with shifts in participant

reference.
pattern.

The discourse follows an episode-sequel literary
The discourse macrostructure is the tenet of God's

sovereign rule.

Discourse peak (climax) occurs at 19:1-10;

peak' (denouement) occurs at 21:1-22:7.

Both segments

display crowded stage, semantic quantity-based highlighting,
and role reversal.
A textlinguistic analysis of the Book of Revelation
revealed a distinct semantic network and macrostructure.
The analysis also gave credence to the idea that the
occasion behind the book was incipient heresy rather than
persecution.
than comfort.

The intent, therefore, was exhortation rather
The analysis had little bearing on authorship

or date and found no correlation between the literary design
of the book and the use of symbols or peculiarities of
grammar.

The results of the analysis favored literary

progression rather than reiteration.
Textlinguistics is an objective tool for studying
discoursG segmentation and peak, which in turn helps the
reader to determine authorial intent and macrostructure.
The method was not particularly helpful for interpreting
problem passages in the Book of Revelation.

The

pri~~ry

value of textlinguistics is focusing attention on the whole
discourse as the true object of literary study.

The

approach is also a useful tool for combatting readercentered hermeneutics.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this dissertation is to evaluate the
literary structure of the Book of Revelation.

Many features

of this book have divided the Christian community for
centuries, and the literary structure of the written text is
no exception.

The question of literary design is Mhotly

debated, mainly because conclusions on this matter radically
affect one's understanding of the historical referents and
eschatology of the book.· 1

According to R. H. Mounce, the

book is frequently Mthrust into a predetermined outline.· 2
This writer uses textlinguistics (discourse analysis) to
examine the literary structure of the Book of Revelation.
Impetus for Research
The plethora of outlines on the Book of Revelation
made this research necessary.

virtually every commentator

suggests some outline, most of which diverge from the others
lDonald A. Carson, Douglas J. Moo, and Leon Morris,
An Introduction to the New Testament (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1992), 465.
2Robert H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation, in The
New International Commentary on the New Testament, ed.
F[rederick] F[yvie] Bruce (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977),
11.

2

in one way or another but often with little justification
for the writer's particular approach.

In addition, the Book

of Revelation is the object of intense popular interest,
given the approaching end of the second millennium A.D. and
continuing unrest in the Persian Gulf and Middle E3st.
G. B. Caird lamented that the book was Mthe paradise of
fanatics and sectarians, each using it to justify his own
peculiar doctrine and so adding to the misgivings of the
orthodox.

W

)

Mounce blamed much of the confusion on popular

expositors Mwho tour the country with multicolored charts
and definitive answers for every detail of the book.w4
The writer's interest in linguistics for the study
of biblical texts is the result of earlier work in
sociolinguistics and Bible translation, a field where
discourse analysis has been especially useful.

Studying

hermeneutics kindled the writer's interest in the
significance of literary structure for interpreting biblical
texts.

The most pertinent question for the interpretation

of any biblical document is authorial intent.

A correct

assessment of the structure of the written text will help
the contemporary reader to determine authorial intent and
meaning.
3G[eorge] B[radford] Caird, A Commenta~ on the
Revelation of St. John the Divine, in Harper's New Testament
Commentaries, ed. Henry Chadwick (peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
1966),2.
4Robert H. Mounce, rvhat Are We rvaiting For: A
on Revelation (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992),

Commenta~

viii.

3

Methodology
The hierarchical nature of language governs how one
determines literary structure. 5

Discourse can be subdivided

into words (or lexemes), clauses, sentences (or cola),
sentence clusters, paragraphs, and sections or episodes.

If

a written text is to communicate sensibly and meaningfully,
the whole (i.e., discourse) must display coherence between
the parts (i.e., words, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs).
Applying these principles to written texts is generally
known as -discourse analysis.-

Most linguists outside the

realm of biblical studies prefer the terms -textlinguistics*
or -text analysis,* on the grounds that -discourse- refers
to spoken communication while -text* refers to written
communication. 6 Biblical scholars typically use the term
-discourse analysis. *

David Crystal drew attention to the

·considerable overlap between the domains of discourse
analysis and text linguistics· but also pointed out that
textlinguistics is more concerned with ·the structure of
texts.*?

This writer considers the terms to be

interchangeable.
A hierarchical view of language provides the
5Robert E. Longacre, The Grammar of Discourse,
Topics in Language and Linguistics, ed. Albert valdman and
Thomas A. Sebeok (New York: Plenum, 1983), 273.
6David Crystal, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of
Language (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 116.
?David Crystal, A Dictiona~ of Linguistics and
Phonetics, The Language Library, ed. David Crystal (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1935), 96.

4

framework for the methodological approach in this
dissertation.

Peter Cotterell and Max Turner captured the

essential features of this approach:
How does a speaker or writer communicate his meaning
through the fine texturing of the verbal structure of
his material? And in what different ways do smaller
units, such as individual propositions, cluster together
to make larger ones, and how do these larger units
relate in turn to each other to make up whole discourse?
These considerations . . . are surely relevant to an
understanding of a text, and yet they receive little
discussion in theological works.s
A recent essayist has already called for the application of
textlinguistics to the Book of Revelation. 9
This writer is aware of the limitations of discourse
analysis for decoding the structure of Revelation.

John

Pilch said that Mcomplete agreement- on the structure of
Revelation ·still eludes scholars,- and discourse analysis
is unlikely to change this situation. IO

A textlinguistic

approach, however, is more objective than what has been
offered heretofore.
One methodological concern has been whether to
include external texts, either canonical or noncanonical,
for the sake of comparison with the Book of Revelation.
8Peter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and
Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity,
1989), 29.

9L. Hartman, ·Form and Message: A Preliminary
Discussion of 'Partial Texts' in Rev 1-3 and 22:6ff.,· in
L'Apocalypse johannique et l'Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau
Testament, ed. J[an) Lambrecht (Leuven, Belgium: University
Press, 1980), 130.
IOJohn J. Pilch, What Are They Saying about the Book
of Revelation? (New York: Paulist, 1978), 52.

5

John did not work in a literary vacuum.
his literary milieu.

He was cognizant of

Even those who uphold the l.iterary

unity of Revelation must allow for the possibility that John
mimicked other literature in formatting his text.
a study

whi~h

However,

does not a priori place undue emphasis on

parallels with other texts is a more objective analysis of
literary design.

Overemphasizing comparisons between texts

too easily prejudges the structure of a given text.

This

writer agrees with Caird:
If they [the original readers] wanted to ask questions
about . . . the structure of his book, . . . they had to
look for their answers exactly where we must look, in
the book itself.ll
Discourse analysis is better suited to studying the Book of
Revelation in its own right.

Comparing the discourse

structure of Revelation with that of other relevant texts
could be a fruitful topic for future study.
Organization of the Study
This dissertation consists of five chapters.
Chapter one introduces the study by acquainting the reader
with the problem to be addressed, the impetus for the
research, the methods to be employed, and the organization
to be followed.

Chapter two develops a textlinguistic

method appropriate for the Book of Revelation.

This chapter

first places discourse analysis in the context of
linguistics in general and then details its use in biblical
llCaird, 7.

6

studies in particular.

The method concentrates on five

major aspects of textuality: notional type, surface
structure syntactic devices, discourse boundaries,
coherence, and prominence.
In chapter three the writer applies the method
developed in chapter two to the Book of Revelation.

The

chapter begins with a brief treatment of pertinent
presuppositions on introductory matters which affect
discourse analysis.

The textlinguistic method is then

applied to the Book of Revelation in the order given in
chapter two.

Discourse type is considered as a convergence

of four generic qualities: contingent temporal succession,
participant reference, projection in time, and literary
tension in development of plot.

Analyzing syntactic surface

structure focuses on lexical features (e.g., recurrent
semantic domains and changes in verb morphology) and
syntactic features (e.g., word order and sentence
structure).
and episodes.

The whole discourse is divided into paragraphs
Coherence is determined by tracking

participant reference, changes in location and time, and
thematic macrostructures.

Prominence (both climax and

denouement) is analyzed by distinguishing between mainline
and supportive material.

The conclusion of chapter tnree

consists of a presentation of the literary structure of the
Book of Revelation according to a textlinguistic method.
Chapter four brings the re3ults of this research to
bear on introductory and interpretive issues concerning the

7

Book of Revelation.

The results of textlinguistic research

are used to dnswer questions concerning John's use of
symbols, his peculiar grammar, and whether the book
progresses in straightforward chronological fashion.

The

literary structure of the book as developed by discourse
analysis is compared to representative outlines in the
published literature.
Chapter five concludes the dissertation by defending
discourse analysis as a valuable exegetical tool.

The Book

of Revelation, because of its linguistic complexity, is an
important test of the applicability of discourse analysis.
Discourse analysis is an objective tool which evangelical
scholars can use to refocus attention on the biblical text.
Evangelicals need reliable tools in their exegetical
armamentarium to combat reader-centered hermeneutics.

8

CHAPTER TWO
A TEXTLINGUISTIC HETHOD SUITABLE
TO THE BOOK OF REVELATION
The Book of Revelation requires an eclectic approach
to discourse analysis which takes advantage of different
methodologies.

Developing an adequate method requires an

introduction to the array of terms and procedures which fall
within the sphere of discourse analysis.
Introduction to Discourse Analysis
A consensus definition of discourse analysis is
difficult to determine.

A. B. du Toit defined discourse

analysis as
studying . . . the course of an argument at paragraph or
peri cope level, and then, more specifically, the course
of the argument as presented by the writer as an ordered
whole, and as a result of his selection and arrangement
of words, phrases and sentences within the peri cope or
paragraph context. l
The four primary tasks of discourse analysis are:
(1) classifying discourse type; (2) determining constituent
units and peak; (3) identifying a macroproposition; and
(4) describing text-specific cohesive devices.
lA. B. du Toit, MThe Significance of Discourse
Analysis for New Testament Interpretation and Translation:
Introductory Remarks with Special Reference to 1 Peter
1:3-13,N Neotestamentica 8 (1974): 56.

9
h~!eeing

on the

fu~damental

tenets of discourse

analysis is easier than establishing a common method.
Stanley Porter and Jeffrey Reed identified three criteria
for genuine discourse analysis: (1) studying the text at the
paragraph level, (2) the importance of the sociocultural
context, and (3) the interplay between text structure and
authorial intent and meaning. 2 Discourse analysis,
therefore, is concerned with the intersection of the
author's knowledge base with sociocultural influences in the
production of meaning.

Discourse analysis also views the

text as the fruit of the author's pragmatic concerns,
purposes, and intentions.

Finally, the appropriate domain

of study is the whole text because it is the -natural unit
of language-; sentences, on the other hand, are only ·useful
constructs of the linguist.- 3

Certain features of the

communicative event simply cannot be explained or understood
when investigation is restricted to a sentence level,
particularly sequential organization and discourse topic
(macrostructure) .
The Development of Discourse Analysis
Discourse analysis (textlinguistics) can best be
understood when seen in the wider context of linguistics in
2Stanley E. Porter and Jeffrey T. Reed, -Greek
Grammar since BDF: A Retrospective and Prospective
Analysis,- Filologia Neotestamentaria 4 (November 1991):
157-59.

3Robert E. Longacre, -Texts and Text Linguistics,in Text vs. Sentence: Basic Questions of Text Linguistics,
ed. Janos S. Pet6fi (Hamburg, Germany: Buske, 1979), 258.
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general.

As an approach to language and a tool for

describing human

discourse analysis is a

co~munication,

recent development.

This section also explores the slow

introduction and hesitant acceptance of discourse analysis
in biblical studies.
Its Evolution within Linguistics
Formal linguistic theories were born in Greece
around the fifth century B.C.

The initial concerns were

philosophical in nature, rather than the practical study of
communication.
grammar.

Early work centered on the codification of

Many centuries later, under the influence of

Darwinianism, the chief interest in linguistics was
comparative philology through diachronic investigation.

The

recognition of Sanskrit's similarities to Latin and Greek
steered linguistics toward studying the historical
development of languages.

This approach was also of slight

value for the study of existing texts in their own right.
Ferdinand de Saussure's Cours de Linguistique

Generale, a -radical change in perspective of the way
language was viewed and described,· was published
posthumously in 1916. 4

Saussure's distinction between

langue (language system) and parole (actual utterance)
encouraged linguists to consider texts without resorting to
comparisons with the Romance languages.

Linguists began to

make a transition from diachronic to synchronic
4Porter and Reed, 144.
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investigation.

The object of study, as well as the methods,

changed considerably.
Another significant Mtransitional figure M was zellig
Harris, the graduate school mentor of Noam Chomsky.s

Harris

requested that linguists expand their object of study beyond
sentences and consider larger units.

Although Harris did

have a measurable impact on the development of linguistics,
his method was criticized for being vague and lacking
direction. 6

His pupil, Noam Chomsky, decidedly affected

linguistics with his ideas of transformational-generative
grammar.

Chomsky sought to describe syntactic formation

without any consideration of meaning, thus establishing a
truly objective and scientific method.

His method was

weakened, however, as linguistics progressed, by being
concerned with the production of communication rather than
the study of it.

Still, Chomsky had a profound impact on

the field of linguistics.

His real influence might be

reactions against him rather than positive outcomes
attributed to him.

One notable reactionary to Chomsky, who

figured prominently in the development of discourse
sWalter R. Bodine, MHow Linguists Study Syntax,w in
Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew, ed. Walter R. Bodine
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 96.
6Robert-Alain de Beaugrande and Wolfgang Ulrich
Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics (London: Longman,
1981), 21. Robert Longacre, on the other hand, credited
Harris with Mtrue instinct W for language study and said that
Harris Mcame very close to saying something of what I am
saying.- Robe~t E. Longacre, The Grammar of Discourse,
Topics in Language and Linguistics, ed. Albert Valdman and
Thomas A. Sebeok (New York: Plenum, 1983), 290.

12

analysis, was Kenneth L. Pike.
Pike is credited with developing tagmemics, a Mslot
and filler M approach which strengthened the idea of a
hierarchy among language units. 7 This concept awakened
linguists to the phenomena of cohesion and coherence in
discourse.

Pike directly influenced the work of Robert E.

Longacre, who popularized discourse analysis among linguists
and Bible translators.

Longacre developed methods for

studying paragraph structure and discourse prominence
(peak).

Together, the two men have wielded considerable

influence in the development of discourse analysis in
American linguistics.

Chief among their positive outcomes

was focusing on the whole text as the true object of
literary study.

An approach centered on nothing less than

the whole text is a solid foundation for translation and
exegesis of books of the Bible, as many interpreters began
to discover.
Its Use in Biblical Studies
Kathleen Callow complained in 1974 that Mthe
discourse structure of Greek has not yet received adequate
attention.

wg

Fourteen years later, David Alan Black said

7Kenneth L. Pike, Language in Relation to a Unified
of the Structure of Human Behavior (The Hague:
Mouton, 1967); Kenneth L. Pike, Linguistic Concepts: An
Introduction to Tagmemics (Lincoln, NE: University of
Nebraska Press, 1982).
Theo~

8Kathleen Callow, Discourse Considerations in
Translating the Word of God (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1974),
94.
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that -discourse analysis is one of the least understood
branches of biblical

linguistics.~9

Peter Cotterell and Max

Turner, who wrote Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation in
1989, lamented the -lack of awareness· of discourse analysis

in evangelical scholarship.lo

Porter wrote in 1992 that the

use of discourse analysis ·cannot be ignored in any thorough
treatment of the Greek language.- ll
Discourse analysis has been used profitably in Bible
translation, and its roots in biblical studies can be traced
to people associated with that work, such as Kenneth pike
and Robert Longacre.

Actually, the association between

linguistic concerns and Bible translation extends back much
farther than Pike or Longacre.

Translating the Bible into

vernacular languages was one of the fruits of the Protestant
Reformation, with its emphasis on sola scriptura.
Missionaries were often responsible for the first grammars
of native languages.
Applying the principles of discourse analysis to
9David Alan Black, Linguistics for Students of New
Testament Greek: A Survey of Basic Concepts and
Applications, with a Foreword by Moises Silva (Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1988), 138. This \-,riter is unsure, though, what
Black meant by -biblical linguistics.- By and large, the
application of linguistics to books of the Bible follows the
same rules and procedures as linguistic analysis of other
literature.
lOPeter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and
Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity,
1989), 31.

llStanley E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New
Testament, Biblical Languages--Greek, no. 2 (Sheffield,
England: JSOT, 1992), 298.

14
Bible interpretation can be traced first to Daniel P.
Fuller. 12

The essence of Fuller's approach to interpretation

was the recognition of literary units in a text and their
interrelationships in the development of a main theme.
Johannes Louw officially introduced Bible students to
discourse analysis, however, with the 1973 publication of
MDiscourse Analysis and the Greek New Testament.- 13

In this

article Louw called attention to the influence of discourse
structure on authorial intent.

His method consisted of

isolating the individual cola (predicate and related
elements) of the pericope or paragraph.

Louw later gave a

more full treatment of his brand of discourse analysis on
the Book of Romans. 14

He continued to develop methods of

discourse analysis for biblical studies with The Semantics
of New Testament Greek, which included a section on the
colon analysis of whole texts. 1S
Louw's 1973 article (MDiscourse Analysis and the
Greek New Testament-) instigated an explosion of works on
discourse analysis and biblical studies.

Joseph Grimes, a

12Daniel P. Fuller, The Inductive Method of Bible
Study, 3d ed. (Pasadena, CA: By the author, 1959).
13Johannes P. Louw, MDiscourse Analysis and the Greek
New Testament,- Bible Translator 24 (January 1973): 101-18.
14J[ohannes] P. Louw, A Semantic Discourse Analysis
of Romans, 2 vols. (Pretoria, south Africa: university of
Pretoria, 1979).
lSJ[ohannes] P. Louw, Semantics of New Testament
Greek, Society of Biblical Literature Semeia Studies, ed.
Dan o. Via, Jr., and William A. Beardslee (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1982).

15

linguist affiliated with the Summer Institute of
Linguistics, outlined three discernable levels of discourse
structure in Greek texts. 1G

Grimes also wrote The Thread of

Discourse, which, although not specifically tied to biblical
studies, has become a standard reference in the field of
discourse analysis. 17

Robert Longacre began his long and

fruitful association with discourse analysis by offering a
work on the flood account in Genesis. 1B

He later codified

his methods in a chapter in a book edited by another
prominent linguist, Wolfgang Dressler. 19

Longacre's magnum

opus was the 1983 publication of The Grammar of Discourse.
Integrating discourse analysis and biblical studies
has progressed tremendously over the past two or three
years.

Stephen Levinsohn, an associate of Longacre in the

Summer Institute of Linguistics, offered a thorough
investigation of the discourse features of New Testament
texts. 20

In 1992, two books were published on the utility of

16Joseph E. Grimes, MSignals of Discourse Structure
in Koine,· SBL Seminar Papers (1975): 151-64.
17Joseph E. Grimes, The Thread of Discourse (The
Hague: Mouton, 1975).
IBRobert E. Longacre, MThe Discourse Structure of the
Flood Narrative,· SBL Seminar Papers (1976): 235-62.
Longacre continued his work on Genesis with Joseph: A Sto~
of Divine Providence: A Text Theoretical and Textlinguistic
Analysis of Genesis 37 and 39-48 (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1989).
19Robert Longacre and Stephen Levinsohn, ·Field
Analysis of Discourse,· in Current Trends in
Textlinguistics, ed. Wolfgang U. Dressler (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1978), 103-22.
20Stephen H. Levinsohn, Discourse Features of New

16

linguistics, including discourse analysis, for Bible
interpretation. 21

concrete examples of the fruitful

application of discourse analysis to interpreting biblical
texts abound. 22
The Hierarchical Nature of Language
Effective communication, whether spoken or written,
depends on the integration of and coalescence between
individual parts.
f~om

These components of communication range

the phoneme to the complete dialogue or text.

Modern

linguistics rests on the presupposition that language use
can be reduced to distinct levels arranged on a hierarchy of
increasing complexity.

Students of all written languages

are taught to study grammar and syntax.

The hierarchical

Testament Greek: A Coursebook (Dallas: Summer Institute of
Linguistics, 1992).
21Dav3d Alan Black, ed., Linguistics and New
Testament Interpretation: Essays on Discourse ~jalysis
(Nashville: Broadman, 1992): Bodine, Linguistics and
Biblical Hebrew.
22David L. Allen, -The Discourse Structure of
Philemon: A Study in Textlinguistics,· in Scribes and
Scripture: New Testament Essays in Honor of J. Harold
Greenlee, ed. David Alan Black (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1992), 77-96: Robert E. Longacre, -Towards an
Exegesis of 1 John Based on the Discourse Analysis of the
Greek Text,· in Linguistics and New Testament
Interpretation: Essays on Discourse Analysis, ed. David Alan
Black (Nashville: Broadman, 1992), 271-86: G. M. M. PeIser,
A. B. du Toit, M. A. Kruger, H. R. Lemmer, and J. H.
Roberts, -Discourse Analysis of Galatians,· Neotestamentica
26 (1992): 1-41; and Jeffrey T. Reed, -To Timothy or Not: A
Discourse Analysis of 1 Timothy,- in Biblical Greek Language
and Linguistics: Open Questions in current Research, ed.
Stanley E. Porter and D. A. Carson (Sheffield, England:
JSOT, 1993), 90-118. Other examples are listed in the
bibliography.
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model which supports discourse analysis, however, takes the
student beyond these two levels.
Linguists and others interested in a linguistic
approach to biblical studies have proposed various levels in
a language hierarchy.

Longacre divided language into

morpheme, stem, word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph,
episode (in narrative texts), and discourse. 23

Longacre

followed a tagmemic approach to language organization,
consisting of syntagmemes and tagmemes.

A syntagmeme is any

including element (such as a paragraph); the included
element (such as a sentence) is the tagmeme.

Any given

element (from word to episode) is thus both a syntagmeme and
a tagmeme--a tagmeme for the level above it and a syntagmeme
for the level below it.

In this model the paragraph is the

basic unit of complete thought and analysis.

Richard Soulen

referred to the whole discourse as a texteme, being
Mcomposed of macro-syntactic elements marked off by
introductory and closing signifiers. M24
The hierarchical aspect of language has clear
implications for a textlinguistic approach to written texts.
Teun van Dijk stated, MThe semantic structure of a discourse
may be hierarchically organized at several levels of
analysis.- 25

The analyst must examine the text at each level

2JLongacre, Grammar of Discourse, 273.
24Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism
(Atlanta: Knox, 1976), 154.
25Teun Andrianus van Dijk, Text and Context:
Explanations in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Discourse,
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of language use and then integrate the data into a complete
picture of the semantic structure of the text.

Meaning

resides in four distinct yet interrelated levels of
language--words, sentences, paragraphs, and discourse.
Michael Stubbs argued that ·certain phenomena . . . can only
be explained with reference to the syntagmatic chaining of
linguistic units at the clause or above. w26

Analyzing any

part without considering its integration into the whole
results in an inappropriate emphasis on one level of
language, such as word study errors.

Moises Silva

specifically cautioned Bible scholars: ·We do not do justice
to language if we treat it atomistically, analyzing its
individual components without reference to their place in
the linguistic system.w27

Louw proposed a better method:

The entire discourse is an interwoven unit where the
smallest group of sentences to be analyzed is the
paragraph. ::8
The integration of the separate language components
Longman Linguistics Library, no. 21 (New York: Longman,
1977), 7.

26Michael Stubbs, Discourse Analysis: The
Sociolinguistic Analysis of Natural Language (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1983), 83.
27Moises Silva, God, Language, and Scripture: Reading
the Bible in the Light of General Linguistics, Foundations
of Contemporary Interpretation, no. 4 (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1990), 45. Silva does not, however, deny the
usefulness of word studies as traditionally employed in
conservative hermeneutics. He enjoins evangelicals to
consider their rightful place in the larger schema of the
whole discourse.
28Louw, Semantics of New Testament Greek, 88.
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in any text means that the whole is greater than the sum of
its parts.

Black stated that Mat each major step up the

ladder of the linguistic hierarchy, something new emerges
that was neither present nor predictable at the preceding
level.- 29

No single component of the text fully reveals its

meaning in isolation from the syntagmeme in which it is
embedded, up to the point of considering the entire
discourse.

In discourse analysis, -the whole legislates the

parts, while, in turn, a study of the parts is necessary to
the comprehension of the whole. w3o
Method
Recognizing discourse analysis as a feasible and
useful tool in biblical studies has come slowly.

The

failure to recognize and use discourse analysis can be
attributed to the bewildering multiplicity of methods one
finds under the umbrella term -discourse analysis.-

The

uncertainties in discourse analysis are a result of the
diverse influences on its development, such as anthropology,
computational linguistics, philosophy, classical rhetoric,
sociology, and psychology.

In defense of discourse

analysis, however, it should be recognized that the
complexity of language precludes the possibility of finding
a uniform method which can account for the literary
29Black, Linguistics for New Testament Greek, 97.
30Longacre, Joseph, 42. Longacre admits that this is
circuldr reasoning, but discourse analysts generally favor a
Utop-down* and -bottom-up* approach to language study.
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structure of all texts or text types.
The field of discourse analysis as a whole is
unwieldy and intimidating.

Stubbs wrote: MThe subject is

too vast, and too lacking in focus and consensus.- 31
Silva concurred, stating that Mthe boundaries of this
discipline are rather fuzzy.M32

This dilemma is nowhere more

apparent than in the absence of a clear method.

Micheal

Palmer urged that linguists give more attention to
procedures and methods:
If our results are to be accepted as viable, the methods
we use must be made explicit, since the correctness of
the results of linguistic and grammatical analysis
depends on the validity of the modes of argumentation
and the analytical procedures by means of which they are
reached. 33
Palmer identified a muddled method as the principal reason
that biblical scholars shy away from discourse analysis:
If the application of linguistics to biblical Greek is
to gain wide support among biblical scholars we cannot
overlook the problem of procedure. Most of our
colleagues are not trained in linguistics and many,
perhaps because of their lack of exposure to the
relevant literature, are quite skeptical about the
methodological validity of our enterprise. 34
The objective of this chapter, therefore, is to develop a
31Stubbs, 12.
32Silva, 118.
33Micheal W. palmer, MHow Do We Know a phrase Is a
phrase: A Plea for Procedural Clarity in the Application of
Linguistics to Biblical Greek,- in Biblical Greek Language
and Linguistics: Open Questions in Current Research, ed.
Stanley E. Porter and D. A. Carson (Sheffield, England:
JSOT, 1993), 152.
34Palmer, 156.
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textlinguistic method which is appropriate and applicable to
the Book of Revelation by synthesizing several different
methods of discourse analysis.

Peter MacDonald bluntly

stated: MAnalysts who limit themselves to only one kind of
discourse analysis have little hope of understanding
even the simplest of human communication. MJ5
Notional Type
The first principle of discourse analysis is that
the entire text and nothing less is the true object of
literary study.

The practical application of discourse

analysis to particular texts, however, varies with the type
of literature being studied.

Different types of literature

require different treatment, and the textlinguistic method
used for a particular text depends on its notional type.
Eugene Nida and his colleagues divided textlinguistic
methods into two basic categories--methods for texts
following a logical pattern and methods for texts ordered by
temporal sequence. 36

The Book of Revelation presents a

particularly challenging case because of its apparent
mixture of three different kinds of literature: epistolary,
apocalyptic (in a narrative framework), and prophetic.
35Peter J. MacDonald, -Discourse Analysis and
Biblical Interpretation,· in Linguistics and Biblical
Hebrew, ed. Walter R. Bodine (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns,
1992), 161.

36E[ugene]
Snyman, and J. V.
Special Reference
(Cape Town, South
1983), 110.

A. Nida, J[ohannes] P. Louw, A[ndreas] H.
W. Cronje, Style and Discourse, with
to the Text of the Greek New Testament
Africa: Bible Society of South Africa,
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Notional type is a label for the text's underlying
semantic structure. 37

Genre is a label for features and

devices on the text's surface level.

A text's notional type

is a reflection of the author's overall purpose or intention
in the communication.

Thus, some writers have equated

notional type with the primary speech act of the text, such
as telling a story, teaching, warning, or commanding. 3B

In

other words, what effect did the author intend the
communication to have on his readers?
The notional type of any text is determined by a
combination of two factors: contingent temporal succession
and agent orientation. 39

Contingent temporal succession

might be chronological but not necessarily so; rather, the
idea is that one event is contingent in some way on a
previous event.

If the text develops according to

participant reference, then it has agent orientation.
Narrative literature is positive for both contingent
temporal succession and agent orientation.

Behavioral

literature (that which explains or argues a point) is
negative for contingent temporal succession but positive for
agent orientation.

In addition to these two criteria, a

text can display projection in time.

In the case of

narrative with projection in time, the text is prophecy;
without projection in time, the text is story.
37Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 3.
38MacDonald, 158.
39Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 3.

A text can
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also include tension.

Narrative with tension is climactic

narrative; without tension, the text is episodic narrative.
According to Longacre, narrative literature
-requires contingent temporal succession.
su~cession

literature.

w4o

Deep structure

is the underlying paradigm for narrative
The surface sequence, however, is not

necessarily ordered by linear chronology but can include
backflashes and forward flashes in time. 41

The only

requirement for contingent temporal succession is that
events are mutually dependent or conditioned.

The agent

orientation of narrative literature is usually encoded in
the surface structure as first or third person, depending on
whether the author had a part in the action.
The analyst must bear in mind that notional type is
a consideration of the deep semantic structure of the text
based on authorial intent.

The surface structure can be in

complete agreement with the notional label, or the notional
type can be encoded differently in the surface structure.
The author might have intentionally mismatched the notional
structure and the surface structure.

For example, John

20:31 (-these have been written that you may believe-)

points out that, while John's Gospel is in narrative genre,
John's purpose and thus the notional type of his Gospel, is
40Robert E. Longacre, -Discourse Peak as Zone of
Turbulence,· in Beyond the Sentence: Discourse and
Sequential Form, ed. Jessica R. Wirth (Ann Arbor, MI:
Karoma, 1985), 95.
41Nida, Louw, Snyman, and Cronje, 12.
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behavioral.

The analyst must first evaluate the notional

type of the text according to its use of contingent temporal
succession. agent orientation. projection in time. and
tensiun.

Ascertaining the notional type will guide further

analysis of paragraph structure in the surface text.
Evaluating notional type on a semantic level will also
provide constraints for later investigation of the focal
point of the text as well as the author's purpose in
writing.
Surface Structure Analysis
The Chomskyan revolution in linguistics and the move
to structuralism in biblical exegesis made the surface text
not only unimportant but even an impediment for
understanding the real message.

Transformational-generative

grammar reduces the surface text to universal communicative
patterns.

This approach to text is untenable for

evangelical scholars. particularly those who consider
biblical documents within the tenet of verbal. plenary
inspiration.

For evangelical scholars. the surface text is

vitally important and necessary for understanding the
message.

Furthermore. the surface text is all that the

author actually left behind for subsequent generations to
study.

The text itself is where the mind of the reader

meets the mind of the author.

Consequently, surface

structure analysis must be primary: MThe analysis of any
text unavoidably begins with the surface structure simply

25

because this is the material the author
US.- 42

. offers to

To attempt to decode the meaning of the text apart

from (and perhaps in spite of) the surface text is an insult
to the author.

Semantic deep structure is realized in and

through a syntactic surface text.
Many writers make conspicuous reference to
macrostructure, but the analyst must also investigate
microstructure.

Macrostructure is revealed through the

patterns and regularities of microstructural elements.
According to van Dijk. MEach macrostructure is entailed by
its underlying microstructure.- 43

Overall, lexical analysis

of the surface structure is an attempt to discover
linguistic patterns that point to more global features of
the text, such as cohesion, coherence, and macrostructure.
The surface structure text is the result of the
author's selection and arrangement of verbal signs, taken
from an almost infinite range of possibilities.

No

meaningful discourse is a random assemblage of isolated
words and sentences.

Any author must consider -how to say

it- when there is a message to be communicated.
narrative literature merely listing events is not

In
·~nough

to

communicate meaning; the author (narrator) organizes and
42Louw, Semantics of Net.; Testament Greek, 94.
43Teun Andrianus van Dijk, Macrostructures: An
Interdisciplinary Study of Global Structures in Discourse,
Interaction, and Cognition (Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum. 1980).
80. (Emphasis in original; all emphasis in later quotations
is original to the source unless specifically stated
otherwise. )
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structures the narrative in order to accomplish the primary
speech act.

This facility led Longacre to refer to the

author as a -composer- who has considerable options with the
language as he writes. 44

considering both this selection and

arrangement are part of surface structure analysis.

The

analyst endeavors to ascertain the author's preferences.
Analyzing the surface text entails lexical and
syntactical analysis.

The data consists primarily of

statistics and patterns in order to define regularities for
the text.

Gillian Brown and George Yule defined a

regularity as -a linguistic feature which occurs in a
definable environment with a significant frequency.-45

The

only problem, though, is that the limited amount of data
under consideration makes determining statistical
significance difficult or suspect.

This writer used

-acCordance- software for lexical and grammatical construct
searches of the biblical text. 46

At this point, the analyst

is constructing a picture of lexical and grammatical
patterns, not explaining them.
Lexical analysis explores the author's use of
deictic indicators for sociolinguistic setting, time,
location, and discourse structure; recurring semantic
domains; and patterns of verb usage.

David Crystal defined

44Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 19.
45Gillian Brown and George Yule, Discourse Analysis
(Cambridge: University Press, 1983), 22.
46acCordance Ver. 1.0, OakTree Software Specialists,
Altamonte Springs, FL.
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deixis as
features of LANGUAGE which refer directly to the
personal, temporal or locational characteristics of the
SITUATION within which an UTTERANCE takes place, whose
MEANING is thus relative to that situation. 47
Personal deixis includes markers for the identification of
the author or narrator, his relationship with the readers,
and the situational context.

Markers for temporal deixis

include verb tense, words specifically for time, and
temporal conjunctions.

Other deictic elements, such as

coordinating or subordinating conjunctions, indicate
discourse structure.

Lexical analysis also measures the

author's use of recurring semantic domains, which will later
be consulted as devices for establishing cohesion,
coherence, and prominence.

In this research, the writer

used The Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on
Semantic Domains, edited by Louw and Nida. 48

Using Louw and

Nida's lexicon, or any lexicon for that matter, is
circumscribed by the compiler's interpretive maneuver in
assigning a word to a particular semantic category.
Cotterell and Turner questioned whether Louw and Nida had
correctly identified the semantic category of any specific
word in the New Testament. 49
47David Crystal, A Dictionary of Linguistics and
Phonetics, The Language Library, ed. David crystal (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1985), 86.
48Johannes P. Louw and Eugene A. Nida, eds.,
Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic
Domains (New York: United Bible societies, 1988).
49Cotterell and Turner, 169.
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In addition to examining the author's use of deixis
and recurring semantic domains, lexical analysis includes a
study of verb patterns.

The predicate element is

practically the irreducible minimum of the Greek clause.
Consequently, shifts in verb tense (considered as aspect
rather than time), mood, or person and number suggest
divisions in the surface structure.

Every text type has a

characteristic tense (aspect) and voice for verbs on the
main line (the essential backbone of the event sequence) .50
For example, a text which is narrative story usually has a
concentration of verbs in the historical present.

verbs on

the main line in narrative prophecy are usually future.
Syntactic analysis includes investigating word order
and sentence structure.

Word order can be studied even in

Koine Greek, where word order is not predetermined but
displays considerable freedom.

The analyst first

establishes patterns or regularities (unmarked usage) and
then notes deviations (marked usage).

A departure from word

order and sentence structure patterns indicates a marked
text, either for highlighting or for topic shift.

The

starting point for analyzing word order must be established
patterns. 51

The definite article is generally placed before

the substantive.

Certain parts of speech, such as

intended to alert the reader not to accept Louw and Nida's
judgments without critical reflection.
50Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 14.
51Porter, 286-97.
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interrogatives, negatives, and pronouns, are usually
positioned near the beginning of a clause.

Adjectival

modifiers, demonstrative pronouns, and genitival modifiers
usually follow the noun they modify.
Several notable grammarians of long standing have
taught that the basic order of elements in Koine Greek
clauses is verb, subject, object (VSO) .52

Randolph Radney

also demonstrated from a textlinguistic perspective that
Koine texts typically follow a VSO pattern. 53

Accordingly,

an element moved out of place ahead of the predicate is
emphasized in its sentential cotext.

A -fronted W element is

any constituent placed before the predicate. 54

The

phenomenon of frontshifting occurs when Melements .

have

been moved from what is considered to be their unmarked
position to or towards the beginning of the clause or
s2Archibald Thomas Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek
New Testament in the Light of Historical Research, 4th ed.
(Nashville: Broadman, 1934), 417-25; F[riedrich) Blass and
A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature, trans. Robert W. Funk (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1961), 248-53 (hereafter
referred to as BDF); Nigel Turner, Style, vol. 4 of A
Grammar of New Testament Greek, ed. James Hope Moulton
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1976), 344-50: C[harles)
F[rancis] D[igby] Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament
Greek, 2d ed. (Cambridge: university Press, 1960), 166-70.
Longacre, although not a Greek grammarian and certainly not
a traditionalist, disagreed, stating that Koine Greek is
Mweakly VSO.w Robert E. Longacre, MIntroduction,w OPTAT:
Occasional Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics 4, no.
1-2 (1990): 8.
53J. Randolph Radney, MSome Factors That Influence
Fronting in Koine Clauses,· OPTAT: Occasional Papers in
Translation and Textlinguistics 2, no. 3 (1988): 13.
54Levinsohn, 18.
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sentence. wSS

This device establishes a local discontinuity

in the text or is used for highlighting.

The problem with

this kind of measuring device, however, is that many clauses
do not contain all three elements (verb, subject, and
object), thus skewing statistical evaluation.

The two most

common clause patterns (for both independent and dependent
clauses) are predicate only and predicate plus complement
(in which the complement precedes or follows the predicate
in equal proportions)

.56

The monolectic character of the

Greek verb (person and number contained in the inflected
ending) obviates the necessity of including an expressed
subject.

In clauses which do include an expressed subject,

the subject is usually in the initial position, which
implies that the typical pattern for Greek sentences is not
VSO but, rather, SVO.57

Consequently, the expressed subject

Mis often used as a form of topic marker . . . , and is

appropriately placed first to signal this semantic
function. M58

The expressed subject can change the tcpic by

marking a new participant or event as the focal point.

The

lower incidence of fronted nominatives makes their
occurrence more influential.
55Stephen H. Levinsohn, MPhrase Order and the Article
in Galatians: A Functional Sentence perspective Approach,·
OPTAT: Occasional Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics
3, no. 2 (1989): 46. Radney referred to thlS phenomenon as
Mfronting M (1).
56Porter, 293.
57Porter, 295.
5BPorter, 295.
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Assuming the centrality of the predicate, sentences
can be divided into prenuclear, nuclear, and postnuclear
elements.

Sentences in which the nominative element is

shifted to the front, ahead of the verb, can segment the
text or establish a new topic.

Other established patterns

of Greek sentence structure include placing relative and
other dependent clauses after the referent and using
prenuclear participial clauses to indicate topic
continuity. 59

Analysis of sentence structure also considers

sentence length.
Colon Analysis
Prominent linguists such as Nida 60 and LOUW 61 based
their entire method on reducing discourse into distinct cola
or kernel sentences.

Nida defined kernel sentences as Mthe

basic structural elements out of which the language builds
its elaborate surface structures.- 62
as Ma kind of thought unit.- 63
of Demetrius in

nEp\~p~EvEias

Louw defined the colon

He reached back to the ideas
for the use of K&Aov as the

59Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 183.
60Eugene A. Nida and Charles R. Taber, The
Practice of Translation (Leiden: Brill, 1969).

Theo~

and

61Louw, Semantics of New Testament Greek.
62Nida and Taber, 39. See
and Meaning in the Fourth Gospel:
of John 2:1-11 and 4:1-42, trans.
Gleerup, 1974), for an example of
biblical text.

Birger Olsson, Structure
A Text-Linguistic Analysis
Jean Gray (Lund, Sweden:
Nida's method applied to a

63Louw, Semantics of New Testament Greek, 95; Louw,
Semantic Discourse Analysis of Romans, 21; H. C. du Toit,
MWhat Is a Colon?- Neotestamentica 11 (1977): 1.
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irreducible grammatical unit of coherent thought. 64
basic noun plus verb (N
any colon.

+

The

V) structure is the backbone of

Discourse analysis, therefore, consists of

isolating these cola and mapping text structure on the basis
of additive or associative relationships between them.
Colon analysis divides the text into single,
individual affirmations through backtransformation of
compound and complex sentences.

Treating subordinate

clauses as embedded sentences is not a new approach to
language.

Fuller advocated this method in his Inductive

Method of Bible Study, a work which has been influential in

the development of linguistics for biblical studies (page
14) .65

Fuller defined the proposition (his term for what

Louw labelled a colon) as a predication, found in the text
by the presence of a verbal element. 66

The cornmon feature in

these methods, whether the text is divided into cola,
kernels, or propositions, is reducing and rewriting the text
as a string of rudimentary sentences.
This writer questions the validity and usefulness of
dismantling and then rebuilding the text as a means of
interpretation.

Colon analysis might be detrimental to

studying a narrative text.

In narrative the message is not

constructed through an elaborate system of coordination and
subordination.

Colon analysis of a narrative text might

64Louw, Semantics of New Testament Greek, 106.
65Fuller, V-1.
66Fuller, V-lO.
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obstruct the surface features of the text's peak segment,
because peak is sometimes denoted by a change in sentence
length or information rate.

Consequently, Longacre would

only recognize the whole discourse, paragraph, and sentence
as structurally identifiable units for discourse analysis. 67
The utility of colon analysis is limited by other
methodological shortcomings.

The amount of time required to

reduce the text to its minimal elements (e.g., kernel
sentences or cola) places an undue burden on the exegetical
process.

Cotterell and Turner described this work as

·unnecessarily cumbersome. w68

Stubbs questioned whether the

results would have much value for other readers: MA formal
analysis of any complete text of more than a few hundred
words is so complex that probably no one would ever want to
read it.- 69

Furthermore, rewriting text as a string of

minimal statements does not represent everyday speech.

Most

languages (and certainly Koine Greek is no exception) have
the means to indicate coordination and subordination and,
thus, the means of forming complex and compound sentences.
Colon analysis robs the language of this intrinsic feature.
The resultant interpretation would be skewed by
artificiality.
The method of colon analysis also leaves the
67Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 272; Longacre,
MIntroduction,- 12.
68Cotterell and Turner, 197.
69Stubbs, 214.
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question of intersentential relationships unresolved.

J. A.

Loubser pointed out:
Louw . . . does not reflect consciously on the necessary
relation between colons . . . . He further maintains that
colons are structured in paragraphs (pericopes), but
without explaining how this happens, except mentioning
that the structuring takes place with regards to a
specific theme. 7o
Cola are conjoined by a subjective analysis of overall
theme.

Van Dijk questioned whether a methodical approach to

identifying relationships between cola or propositions was
possible:
NO complete and formally adequate system of functional

categories (-cases-) exists at the moment, and there are
many theoretical and empirical problems in the selection
of appropriate categories and rules for their
combination. 71
Brown and Yule criticized colon analysis as -inevitably
subjective.- 72

Colon analysis might have value for

interpreting argumentative texts, but its applicability to
narrative literature (including apocalyptic texts) is
debatable.
Establishing Discourse Boundaries
According to the hierarchical model of language
(page 16), any whole discourse can be divided into
paragraphs and sections (argumentative literature) or
70J. A. Loubser, -The Structural Interpretation of
Argumentative Texts,- Scriptura 5 (November 1981): 4.
71van Dijk, Macrostructures, 20.
72Brown and Yule, 114.
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episodes (narrative literature).

Grimes referred to this

feature of text as ·partitionability.-73

Marking the

beginning and ending of segments is a universal feature of
textuality.74

An important part of discourse analysis,

therefore, is studying suprasentential units for cohesion
devices and unit relationships.

Failing to divide discourse

into distinct paragraphs breeds misinterpretation and
misunderstanding, because discourse meaning resides at a
level above the sentence.
The paragraph is the basic unit of written
communication.
at once.

Whole texts cannot be mentally processed all

In a document of such length as the Book of

Revelation, the author's message can and must be divided
into paragraphs.

The mind will naturally seek smaller units

which can be recognized by boundary markers and internal
organization.
Paragraph segmentation reveals how the author
organized the discourse.

Grouping sentences into paragraphs

and paragraphs into episodes indicates how the author staged
the text and developed the message.

The interpreter -must

devise a way of biting off chunks of data that will
correspond exactly to units which were in the author's
mind.- 75

These units will display internal cohesion.

Crystal defined cohesion as the ·SYNTACTIC or
73Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 10l.
74Nida and Taber, 152.
75Fuller, Iv-9.
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CONNECTIVITY of linguistic FORMS at a SURFACE-STRUCTURE
LEVEL of analysis.- 76

Cohesive devices, rather than the use

of indentation commonly found in translations, determine
where paragraphs begin and end.

The interpreter must study

the discourse for paragraph segmentation in its own right.
The term ·pericope- might be preferred over
·paragraph,- because ·paragraph- is often equated with
orthographic practices of indentation.

Even Louw, with his

method of reducing the text to kernel sentences, taught the
centrality of the paragraph: ·The fundamental unit for the
explication of the discourse is the paragraph.- 77

Grimes,

however, pointed out that dividing the text into its
constituent parts, such as paragraphs, is only the ·spade
work- of linguistic analysis. 78
A survey of Bible translations reveals that theii'
suggested paragraph divisions in any book rarely agree.
Some breaks, which are more or less obvious, have
considerable overlap between translations, but most
divisions are disputed.

Perhaps this problem can be

attributed to a feature of the Greek language.

Koine Greek

·prefers to link its continents of thought with isthmuses
76Crystal, 54.
77Louw, semantic Discourse Analysis of Romans, 5.
78Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 101. Longacre,
however, was clear about the importance of this aspect of
discourse analysis: ·Constituency analysis is necessary to
the understanding of discourse scructure.- Robert E.
Longacre, MAn Apparatus for the Identification of paragraph
Types, - Notes on Linguistics 15 (1980): 5.
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more often than to divide them with deep straits.- 79
Cohesive devices used to segment texts into
paragraphs fall into two categories: those which identify a
break in the text and those which indicate that a series of
sentences should be read together as a paragraph unit. Bo
Boundary features typically involve a discontinuity or point
of departure from the cotext, indicated by a fronted
element. B1

Discourse markers which indicate a break in the

flow of the text fall into two categories: lexical and
metatextual.

Lexical markers include the use of

conjunctions, such as OUV, tOtE, or 010; a noun in the
vocative case; adverbs for time or place; and a sudden
change in verb features, such as tense or person and number.
Narrative literature often marks discourse boundaries by
shifting to or from the unmarked aorist tense.
A metatextual marker is a partial text which has
another text portion as its subject matter.

Metatextual

markers which segment discourse can introduce or conclude a
79John R. Werner, -Discourse Analysis of the Greek
New Testament,- in The New Testament Student and His Field,
ed. John H. Skilton and Curtiss A. Ladley (phillipsburg, NJ:
presbyterian & Reformed, 1982), 233.
BOLists of devices for establishing text cohesion can
be found in Brown and Yule, 194; Cotterell and Turner, 31;
Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 102-7; Longacre and Levinsohn,
106-09: David crystal, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of
Language (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 119;
John Beekman and John Callow, Translating the word of God,
with Scripture and Topical Indexes (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1974), 279: and Teun A[ndrianus) van Dijk, Some Aspects of
Text Grammars: A Study in Theoretical Linguistics and
Poetics (The Hague: Mouton, 1972), 91.
B1Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 194.
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paragraph.

Markers which introduce paragraphs include

introductory words or phrases, rhetorical questions, preview
statements, headings, or citation formulas.

Markers which

close paragraphs include summary statements (such as the
author's comments on the narrative) or terminal sentences.
A terminal sentence can be the main participant attaining an
important goal or the final event in a series.

In the case

of Revelation, the hymns seem to fill the role of a doxology
or summary statement and thus signify the end of an episode.
Apocalyptic literature often uses metatextual devices for
structuring the text, such as commands to write (encoding)
and commands to hear or read (decoding) .82

The more devices

used to mark a paragraph boundary, the greater the break
with the cotext.
In addition to boundary-marking devices at the
beginning and end of paragraphs, the sentences they entail
will display internal cohesion.

Internal cohesion which

binds sentences into recognizable paragraphs consists of
several different elements, depending on the type of
literature under study and the author's preferences.

For

the most part, paragraphs are semantic rather than
grammatical units.

According to Louw, the paragraph is

indicated by its Msingle unitary semantic scope. M83

Cohesion

is achieved through the use of lexical, structural, and
82David Hellholm, MThe Problem of Apocalyptic Genre
and the Apocalypse of John,M SBL Seminar Papers 21 (1982):
177.

83Louw, Semantics of New Testament Greek, 98.
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logical relationships.
Lexical relationships, such as collocation,
reiteration, paraphrase, synonymy, substitution,
coreference, and inclusio, are capable of conjoining
sentences into a semantic paragraph.

word groups (a lexical

span, whether consisting of lexemes, word roots, or a common
image) reveal the presence of a distinct unit in the text. B4
Lexical repetition signifies more than words from a common
semantic domain, however.

It also indicates that the unit

revolves around a central topic and that every proposition
within the unit is somehow connected to it, what Cotterell
and Turner referred to as a ·thematic net.- S5

John Beekman

and John Callow unequivocally stated that the essential
function of a paragraph is to communicate one theme: MIf the
theme changes, then a new unit has started.- s6

Sometimes

theme is indicated by repeating a word of related semantic
content at the beginning and end of the paragraph.

Peter

MacDonald expanded the identification of paragraph topic to
include ·semantic relatedness perceived in the vocabulary,
event sequence, and character networks.- 87
Besides lexical relationships, structural
relationships, such as conjunctives, asyndeta, repeated
syntactic structures, and ellipses, can establish a chain
84werner, 214.
85Cotterell and Turner, 232.
86Beekman and Callow, 279.
87MacDonald, 170.
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between sentences to form a paragraph.

As far as

conjunctions are concerned, however, Koine Greek contains so
many conjunctions that asyndeton is more remarkable and
significant.

Asyndeton can be resumptive (return to a

previous topic), explanatory (comment on a previous topic),
parenthetic (interrupt the topic), or enumerative Ca list) .BB
Levinsohn pointed out, however, that John (at least in his
Gospel) used asyndeton for unmarked connection between
sentences and used ouv, rather than 0(, as a developmental
marker. B9
The third device for internal cohesion is the use of
logical relationships, such as backreference and action
sequentiality.

Action sequentiality dictates that events

joined in sequence are capable of meaningful continuity.
Backreference is common, because cohesion depends on
-relating what is being said at the moment back to what has
already been said.- 9o

In backreference, part or all of a

preceding sentence is repeated in the following sentence.
logical relationship based on prior exposure to other
teaching or texts can also account for the cohesion of a
paragraph-level text without apparent semantic unity.

In

this case, the reader has been preconditioned to connect
terms which appear totally unrelated. 91
BBGrimes, -Signals of Discourse Structure,· 157.
B9Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 39.
90Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 259.
91Callow, 31.

She cited the example of Jude 5-7.

A
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After isolating paragraphs on the basis of houndary
markers and internal cohesion, the next step in discourse
analysis is to determine their part in the development of
the whole text by identifying their structure and labelling
their essential content.

Susumu Kuno suggested that every

paragraph revolves around a ·peak sentence.- 92

Grimes

referred to the same phenomenon as an ·information center.- 9)
The peak element or theme in the paragraph can be stated at
the beginning, end, or middle of the paragraph, or it can be
stated at both the beginning and end of the paragraph.
Furthermore, paragraphs can be labelled according to
Longacre's apparatus for paragraph types. 94

Writers such as

Loubser and Fuller have provided lists of potential
relationships between propositions and paragraphs, but these
methods favor analysis of epistolary and other expository
literature rather than narrative literature.

The difference

is one of development: expository literature follows the
demands of rhetoric and logic, whereas narrative literature
fits into a grid of time sequence and participant reference.
The hierarchical model which divides a whole
discourse into distinct levels also makes allowances for the
presence of recursive (embedded) units.

Recognizing

92Susumu Kuno, ·Generative Discourse Analysis in
America,· in Current Trends in Textlinguistics, ed. Wolfgang
U. Dressler (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1978), 289. The ·peak
sentence· can be identified through the use of full noun
phrases when a pronominal form would have sufficed.
9JGrimes, Thread of Discourse, 280.
94Longacre, -Apparatus for paragraph Types,· 5-22.
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recursion in a text is a chief feature of Longacre's
tagmemic model of discourse. 95

Longacre stated: ·Several

layers of paragraph structure typically occur within a
paragraph.·96

A group of sentences can be an embedded

paragraph, and a group of paragraphs can take the form of an
embedded discourse.

Anyone paragraph can be interrupted by

another embedded paragraph, but surface structure signals
mark both the beginning of the interruption and the return
to the initial paragraph.

Backshifted pronouns and past

tense or third person verbs indicate the presence of an
embedded paragraph. 97

Narrative literature typically

includes some embedded exposition.
The meaning of the terms ·cohesion- and ·coherencesuffers from considerable overlap and confusion.

The

position taken in this dissertation is that cohesion refers
to syntactic and semantic connections in sentences and
paragraphs, whereas coherence refers to the development of
the narrative on a larger scale.

Still, an impenetrable

barrier cannot exist between these two distinct, yet
related, aspects of text.

For example, reintroducing a

nominative form after a pronominal sequence indicates the
beginning of a new paragraph, even though participant
reference is considered a device for establishing coherence.
95Longacre, Joseph, 61.
96Longacre, -Introduction,- 12.
97Marjet Berendsen, -Formal Criteria of Narrative
Embedding,- Journal of Litera~ Semantics 10 (October 1981):
85.
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Also, narrative discourse often uses adverbs for temporal
sequence to indicate paragraph breaks, even though temporal
progression is considered under coherence.
In narrative literature the level following the
paragraph is the episode.

The episode is a slot filled by

either paragraphs or an embedded discourse.

Van Dijk

referred to the episode as a sequence of events involving
identical participants. 9B

Episodes in apocalyptic

~1terature

are often denoted by a change in world (location and time)
or chief events. 99

Units in narrative literature (including

apocalyptic texts) are often based on participant anaphora
and common time.
connectedness between paragraphs and episodes in
either an additive or associative relationship is a crucial
property of meaningful discourse.

Dividing the text into

distinct paragraphs and episodes is insufficient for proper
interpretation.

The analyst must also establish meaningful

relationships between these units.

The lexical and

structural mechanics of these relationships include hook
words, overlapping elements, and common introductory
devices. IOO

The relationships between text units also

reflect underlying semantic macrostructures.

Often the

interpreter must evaluate the unit relationship on the basis
98van Dijk, Macrostructures, 21.
99Hellholm, 179.
IOOH. van Dyke Parunak, MTransitional Techniques in
the Bible,· Journal of Biblical Literature 102 (December
1983): 525-48.
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of the flow of the argument.

Sometimes specific markers in

the text indicate a relationship.

Sequential. as opposed to

sentential. connectives (conjunctions. particles. and
interjections) are often used to signify an appropriate
relationship between paragraphs or episodes in argumentative
literature. 101

On a semantic level. John Tuggy suggested

eight basic paragraph patterns for narrative discourse:
(1) problem-resolution. (2) resolving incident-resolution.
(3) complication-resolution.

(5) episode-sequel.

(4) occasion-outcome,

(6) move-goal. (7) setting. and

(8) preliminary incident. 102

These labels are equally

suitable for episode-level units.

Fuller listed six ways

that narrative units can be related: repetition,
progression. contrast. interchange. inversion. and
symmetry. 103
Although outlining is commonly taught and practiced
as a means of interpreting books of the Bible, -rarely is
the outliner moved to be explicit about the kinds of
coordination and subordination upon which his outline is
based. W 104

Discourse analysis is incomplete unless the

paragraphs are both identified and then conjoined into a
lOlvan Dijk. Text and Context. 89.
102John C. Tuggy. ·Semantic paragraph Patterns: A
Fundamental Communication Concept and Interpretive Tool.- in
Linguistics and New Testament Interpretation: Essays on
Discourse Analysis. ed. David Alan Black (Nashville:
Broadman. 1992). 60-62.
103Fuller, VII-6-8.
104Grimes. Thread of Discourse. 208.
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faithful representation of the development of the author's
message.

Each paragraph and episode will have a central

theme, which, when considered together, will eventually
reveal the overall theme of the whole discourse.
Devices for Establishing Coherence
Coherence is a definitive aspect of textuality.
Crystal defined coherence as the ·underlying FUNCTIONAL
connectedness· of communication. lOS

Discourse structure is

not revealed by chaining together individual sentences.
Although any sequence of sentences can be cohesive without
being coherent, an understandable and meaningful connection
is required for acceptable communication.

Coherence in a

text helps the reader organize complex semantic information.
Coherence is more than cohesion or connectedness.

While

many linguists use the terms ·cohesion- and ·coherenceinterchangeably, Peter MacDonald was correct in
distinguishing between the two: ·Cohesion . .

is a surface

structure notion, and coherence is a semantic one.- 106
Grimes listed six ·partitioning principles· which
give a text coherence: spatial setting, temporal setting,
theme, change in cast of characto.rs, participant
orientation, and grammatical relationships of coordination
and subordination.lo7

In narrative literature coherence is

l05Crystal, Dictionary, 53.
l06MacDonald, 166.
l07Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 102-7.
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achieved primarily through participant reference
(participant anaphora) and events joined by a common time
and location.

Narrative is essentially Ma concatenation of

situations and responses M between participants in a common
setting. IOB

Grimes indicated that narrative most often uses

pronominalization for maintaining cohesion and coherence. 109
Participants often provide the Mcommon orientation M
necessary to group related events.IIO

Events in one temporal

sequence are distinguished from another sequence by
consistent association among participants.

Consequently,

units in narrative Mbegin where a person begins to act or
react and they stop where the action he began at that
particular time stops. MIll

Levinsohn was unequivocally clear

about the importance of tracking participants in Greek
narrative:
An understanding of these factors sheds light on the

author's intentions as to the status of the participants
in the story, as to whether certain events or speeches
are highlighted and as to the degree of association
between successive incidents. 112
Grimes also indicated that participant reference is
important for determining discourse structure: MThe point
IOBFuller, VlI-1.
I09Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 259.
110Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 41.
IllFuller, VII-2. This connection between
participants and action is what Longacre and Levinsohn
referred to as the Magent-action axis· (Longacre and
Levinsohn, 107).
112Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 113.
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where this orientation [of participants] changes is
structurally significant.

"113

Participants and their associated events fall into
two categories. 114

Participants are either principal

(central) or nonprincipal (noncentral).
pivotal or nonpivotal.

Events are either

Callow wrote: "Even the simplest

story has . . . a plot, and this means one character is more
important than the others, and certain events likewise.- lls
Nonprincipal participants do not significantly alter the
development of the story.

They can be assistants to a

principal or nonprincipal participant, an introducer, or a
bystander.

They usually appear and disappear from the

action sequence without any formal introduction.

Principal

participants, on the other hand, are associated with pivotal
events.

Pivotal events significantly change the development

of the narrative.

Longacre added a third category for

describing participant reference, "props.-116

These

"participants- can be nonhuman, inanimate, or natural
geological forces.

Nonhuman participants which figure

prominently in the Book of Revelation are supernatural
beings with both positive and negative roles.

participants

are also distinguished by their level of local salience,
that is, whether they are on or off the "stage.113Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 261.
114Nida, Louw, Snyman, and Cronje, 140.
l1sCallow, 49.
116Longacre, "Introduction,- 9.
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Longacre suggested six levels of participant
reference, in descending order of markedness: (1) noun plus
qualifier; (2) noun without qualifier; (3) surrogate or
generic noun; (4) pronoun; (5) verb affix; and (6) null. II?
A new narrative unit can be indicated by use of a full noun
phrase to refer to a previously mentioned participant.

The

reintroduction of a nominative form in the middle of a
paragraph might be used to identify paragraph peak.

In

addition to participants worked into the narrative, the
author might refer to himself in the text.

Author viewpoint

will affect the way in which other participants are included
in the text.
Koine Greek did not require a distinct lexical item
to refer to a participant.

Investigating participant

structure in Greek discourse, therefore, requires the
analyst to include references to person and number inherent
in the verb.

Greek texts can also distinguish between

participants by differences of gender and number in
pronominal forms and adjectives.

According to Grimes:

The stretches of text within which these stratagems of
reference can be worked out without resetting the scene
or reidentifying the characters are significant when it
comes to dividing the discourse into component segments
like paragraphs and episodes. lIS
Beyond merely identifying the presence of
participants throughout the text, however, is the work of
11?Longacre, MIntroduction,N 9.
118Grimes, MSignals of Discourse Structure,N 153.
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decidir.q why the participant is included.

Longacre listed

seven operations accomplished by referring to specific
participants: (1) first mention,
narrative as a pivotal figure,

(2) integration into

(3) routine tracking,

(4) restaging after an absence, (5) confrontation with other
participant or role reversal (usually associated with peak),
(6) local =ontrast and local thematicity (participant in
focus in a paragraph), and (7) author's evaluations and
comments (sometimes associated with the story moral)

.119

participants can also be ranked by their role in the action:
deliberate involvement (agent), acted upon (patient),
instrument, and zero involvement. 120
In addition to participant reference, narrative
texts also subdivide according to locational or temporal
discontinuities.

The need for coherence among participants,

time, and place is primarily an outworking of the principle
of local interpretation.

The reader presumes that

participants, time, and location remain constant until the
writer indicates a change.
Markers for location consist of nouns and adverbs
designating place and certain prepositions denoting
movement.

Markers for temporal relationships include

temporal prepositions and conjunctions (nxpl, OtE, otav,
~Etu,

and EWS), temporal phrases, relative tenses, and the

sequence of tenses.

Local discontinuities in spatiotemporal

119Longacre, Mlntroduction,H 9.
120Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 44.
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setting can establish a point of departure from the
preceding cotext.

A discontinuity is established by

Mfronting- the setting to the beginning of the sentence.
The fronted locational or temporal element will indicate
topic shift.
Once analysts have tracked temporal relationships
through the text, they must evaluate combinations of text
units by time.
successive.

Events can be related as simultaneous or

Both temporal overlap and succession must

account for relationships between singular events and
collective event spans.

Furthermore, successive events can

be related in succinct chronological juxtaposition or
separated by an interval of elapsed time.
Beyond their utility in text segmentation, coherence
features also point the reader to the correct interpretation
of the whole text.

Macrostructures and other devices for

establishing coherence are integral components of discourse
meaning.

Deriving a global macrostructure suitable for an

extended portion of text might result in a new synergistic
meaning that exceeds the sum of the individual sentences and
paragraphs it represents.

Consequently, the macrostructure

gives the reader a Nglobal constraint- on how individual
words, sentences, and paragraphs are to be understood. 121
Throughout the text, choice of lexical items and syntactic
formulations is restricted by the macrostructure.

According

121Hendrikus Boers, MDiscourse Structure and MacroStructure in the Interpretation of Texts: John 4:1-42 as an
Example,- SBL Seminar Papers 19 (1980): 160.
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to van Dijk:
Discourse cannot be adequately accounted for at the
microlevel alone. . . . At the same time it is shown
that macrostructural interpretation is also a necessary
condition for the interpretation of sentences. 122
Global macrostructures within a text reveal the
author's mind in developing the text.

Macrostructure gives

the text unity, purpose, and direction.

As such, it is

intimately related to authorial intent.

Relationships

between sentences are not merely sequential but are also
macro-topical.

According to Longacre:

Every text . . . has a germinal idea . . . that acts as
an overall plan in the development of the discourse. A
skillfully constructed macrostructure can typically be
captured in a line or two but the macrostructure can be
shown, in turn, to have a governing effect on the
relative inclusion, balance, and elaboration of detail
throughout the text. 123
Identifying this Mgerminal idea,M therefore, is an essential
step in discourse analysis, particularly as it relates to
text segmentation and authorial intent.

Longacre added:

Macrostructure analysis attempts to make explicit how
the overall plan and global purpose of a story exercise
a selective control on the incidents that are included
and the relative elaboration of detail that characterize
the presentation of each incident. 124
The macrostructure is entailed by the propositions
it contains.

Determining an appropriate macrostructure for

a discourse, then, is essentially a process of selection,
122van Dijk, Macrostructures, 26.
123Longacre, Joseph, 17.
124Longacre, Joseph, 42.
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reduction, deletion, and

generalization.1~5

The component

parts of a larger unit must be Mcapable of fusing themselves
into essentially one assertion. M126

This singular assertion

would then be the macroproposition of the larger unit.

The

macrostructure, therefore, is -a proposition entailed by the
joint set of propositions expressed by the sequence. M127
Whereas lexical collocation is a feature of cohesion,
concept relatedness is a feature of coherence in
macrostructure.

The concept structure should be capable of

organizing the propositions of the sequence.

If expressed

as a paraphrase, the macrostructure will comprehend -the
essential, inalienable elements of content, with their exact
interconnections. -128
Macrostructure can also be revealed by a repeated
phrase with Mtopic function. M129

Some texts include a

summary paragraph which clearly states the macrostructure of
preceding paragraphs or the whole text.

In some texts, a

thematic sentence indicates the macrostructure of a larger
textual unit.

In rare situations macrostructure is

indicated by signals in the surface text which identify the
125van Dijk, Macrostructures, 79.
126Fuller, VI-l.
127van Dijk, Text and Context, 136.
128Cesare Segre, MThe Nature of Text, in Text vs.
Sentence: Basic Questions of Text Linguistics, ed. Janos S.
Pet6fi (Hamburg, Germany: Buske, 1979), 80.
M

129van Dijk, Text and Context, 119. In other words,
not every sentence or proposition is a relevant constituent
of the macrostructure.
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global structure.
Devices for Marking Prominence
A notable feature of most narrative literature is
that the text moves to a climax and, perhaps, a denouement.
A pivotal event occurs, after which the conflict is
resolved.

Both classical Greek tragedy and comedy had a

turning point.

Longacre humorously noted: MDiscourse

without prominence would be like pointing to a piece of
black cardboard and insisting that it was a picture of black
camels crossing black sands at midnight.- 130

Investigating

peak is a major task of discourse analysis.
Several linguists have referred to the phenomenon of
prominence as ·staging. w131

Grimes defined staging as ·the

speaker's perspective on what is being said. w132

The author

manipulates material in order to give more prominence to
some items than to others and to bring the reader into a
shared perspective on narrated events.

In this paradigm

discourse is divided into pre-peak, peak, and post-peak
episodes, as well as inter-peak episodes or paragraphs if
the narrative contains more than one peak element (climax
and denouement).

Longacre divided narrative literature into

nine potential slots: title, aperture, stage, pre-peak
episodes, peak (climax), peak' (denouement), post-peak
130Longacre, MZone of Turbulence,- 83.
131Brown and Yule, 134; Grimes, Thread of Discourse,
323; Cotterell and Turner, 241.
IJ2Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 113.
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episodes, closure, and finis.133
phrase or sentence.
participants.

Aperture is a formulaic

Stage gives the time, place, and

Denouement is the final resolution.

Closure

is conclusion, and finis is another formulaic sentence.
The presence of prominence in the text assumes that
a distinction can also be made between mainline and
supportive material.

Each text type organizes material in a

unique way:
Different kinds of discourse seem to select different
kinds of information around which to organize the rest.
Narratives and procedures . . . take the time-oriented
parts of the material as their backbone and hang
identifications and explanations on as peripheral
elements. Explanations and exhortations, on the other
hand, put the covariance relationship in the center of
things and subordinate events to it. 1J4
Mainline material is essential to development of the
narrative and functions as the backbone of the discourse.
Pivotal actions and principal participants are included in
mainline material.

The combination of significant events

and participants led Longacre and Levinsohn to divide the
storyline into an event-line, agent-line, and reparteeline.lJS
In narrative texts mainline material is usually an
event-line signified by verbs displaying a consistent tense,
aspect, or mood.

For example, classical Greek narrative

typically used the aorist tense for mainline material, while
133Longacre, Grarrunar of Discourse, 22.
13~Grimes,

Thread of Discourse, 257.

13SLongacre and Levinsohn, 106.
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the imperfect tense was used for background material. 136
According to Porter, the aorist tense is unmarked
(background), the present is marked (foreground), and the
perfect is highly marked (frontground) .137

Levinsohn pointed

out that mainline material is generally unmarked. 138
Highlighting and marking are reserved for material off the
mainline narrative.

Greek texts also use participles,

infinitives, and nominalizations for material on the
mainline narrative.

Cullow summed up the situati0n very

well: MThe moral is: study verb tenses with care, and where
any unexpected or unexplained tenses occur, check for
discourse factors.- 139

Mainline material might also follow

a typical word order.
Identifying material in the text as mainline
presupposes that other material is background or supportive.
These details do not directly affect the development of the
action sequence.

Supportive material is neither a condition

for nor a consequence of mainline events.

Grimes listed

four types of supportive material: (1) setting,
(2) background,

(3) evaluations, and (4) collateral. 140

Setting includes grammatical locatives and identificatory or
descriptive sentences.

Setting adds details concerning who,

136Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 165.
137Porter and Reed, 153-54.
13SLevinsohn, Discourse Features, 161.
139Callow, 40.
140Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 51-65.
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when, and where; or it can be the Mprime mover- in a chain
of following events. 141

Background consists of explanatory

information or a sequence of events as an embedded
narrative.

Such an event sequence might be used to explain

events yet future to the narrative.

Evaluations give the

author an opportunity to insert attitudes toward the topic
or expectations for the reader.

In some documents this

material is the aim of the entire discourse, if the text
takes the form of a moral exhortation.

Collateral simply

relates things that did not happen, whether they were
expected to happen or not.

Longacre added another kind of

supportive material--Mflashback---which refers to prior
events out of chronological succession by the use of a past
perfect tense. 142
In addition to the distinction between mainline and
supportive material throughout the whole text, each
paragraph has focus and emphasis (localized highlighting) .143
Focus is signalled by repetition.

Emphasis is signalled by

foregrounding, repetition, synonyms, and promotion.

Other

markers of localized highlighting include the unnecessary
use of a redundant full noun phrase,

drro~pivo~al

(to mark

significant responses in conversation), the historic present
(to mark a concluding speech or action), and the genitive
141Fuller,

VII-3.

14~Longacre,

MIntroduction, - 3.

143V1ilbur pickering, A Framework for Discourse
Analysis (Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1980),
49-56.
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absolute (to mark a participant)

.14~

Focus is to writing

what a spotlight is to the stage; emphasis is like a clash
of cymbals from the orchestra pit.
Identifying peak is vitally important to
understanding authorial intent and interpreting the overall
message of the text.

Peak establishes a profile or point of

reference which orders and arranges other parts of the text.
The peak tells the reader that the narrative is ·going
somewhere in terms of its own inner drive and
development. w145

Peak can be the answer to a controlling

question, the resolution of a paradox, or a victory after
competition. 146

All events and participants are in some way

related to the peak, either by virtue of a build-up or
decrease in tension.

No text can be appropriately outlined

without identifying the peak segment.
Discourse peak is marked by altering typical surface
structure features.

Peak is frequently highlighted by

concentrating participants on the scene (the ·crowded stage w
syndrome), by intensifying the pace of the action, or by
changing the location.

This convolution in the narrative

led Longacre to refer to peak as a ·zone of turbulence. w147
At peak, characteristic verb features which have marked the
main line are noticeably absent.

Longacre listed ten

144Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 168-69.
1~5Longacre,

·Zone of Turbulence,· 84.

146Cotterell and Turner, 244.
147Longacre, ·Zone of Turbulence,w 81.
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potential devices for marking peak in the surface structure:
(1) rhetorical underlining by means of repetition and
paraphrase: (2) heightened vividness by a tense shift or
by a person shift: (3) resort to such quasi-dialogue or
dialogue devices such as rhetorical question, dialogue,
or drama (dialogue without quotation formulas) when they
have not heen previously present in the discourse:
(4) change of pace by varying the length of constituent
units such as clauses, sentences, and paragraphs:
(5) use of onomatopoeia; (6) packing the action line by
increasing the ratio of verbs to nonverbs; (7) ·slowing
the camera down- by treating structures that are not
usually on the event li~e as if they were; (8) phasing
out of the usual markers of event line in favor of the
more particular sort of markers that are found in peak;
(9) phasing out many of the sequence signals and
conjunctions that normally provide cohesion to a
discourse: (10) simulating at the peak of a discourse of
one type the features of another; or by outright
embedding of one type within another. 148

Other devices for marking peak include changing word order
or clause structure and using redundant pronouns (such as
the personal pronoun used with the verb).

Any use of an

expressed subject in an unambiguous situation also marks a
passage for prominence .149
Two complications must be considered, however, lest
the reader think that finding peak is an easy matter.

For

one, a lengthy narrative can have more than one peak
segment.

The term ·peak- can be applied to climax as well

as denouement.

Climax is the point of greatest tension and

confrontation.

Denouement is the point of plot resolution.

Longacre subdivided peak into action peak and didactic peak.
Narrative discourse generally includes embedded expository
14BLongacre, "Zone of Turbulence,- 96-97.
149Porter, 303.
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material. 1SO

The other complicating factor is the ability of

the author to delay peak by building up tension, almost to
the point of climax, and then backing away from it.
In summary, a textlinguistic method analyzes
discourse at each level of the language hierarchy from
lexemes to episodes.

Reducing discourse to levels below the

lexeme (morpheme and phoneme) was excluded from this
dissertation.

The first consideration in discourse analysis

is notional type.

Determining whether the author used

contingent temporal succession and/or agent orientation
provides general guidelines for segmenting the text.

The

relationship between notional type and speech-act theory
helps the reader to assess prominence and peak.

The next

step is to derive a pattern of lexical, grammatical, and
syntactical regularities.

Deviations from patterns

established on the basis of frequency of use in the
particular text can indicate segmentation and prominence.
This information, combined with the use of text-specific
discourse markers, provides the analyst with objective data
for paragraph and episode segmentation.

Analyzing

participant reference and global macrostructures depicts how
segments in the text cohere.

Peak (climax and denouement)

reinforces the central speech-act.

This textlinguistic

method is applied to the Book of Revelation in chapter
three.
150Longacre, ·Zone of Turbulence,· 84.
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CHAPTER THREE
A TEXTLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS
OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Important Presuppositions concernina
the Book of Reyelation
Certain presuppositions affect how textlinguistic
analysis is applied to a document.

In the case of the Book

of Revelation, these presuppositions include the influence
of external texts on the structure of Revelation.

In other

words, did John (consciously or subconsciously) pattern his
text on another document?

Another significant

presupposition is the literary unity of the text.

Other

important considerations are authorship, occasion, and
authorial intent.
Influence of External Texts
The matter of intertextuality has figured
prominently in discussions on the Book of Revelation for
quite some time.

Admittedly, the Book of Revelation

contains more allusions <albeit not one direct quotation) to
the Old Testament than any other book of the New Testament.
Furthermore, the utility of the Old Testament prophets in
understanding the symbolism in Revelation is undeniable.
The value of dissecting the Book of Revelation in order to
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find bits and pieces of other documents. however. is
questionable.

The proposal with the most advocates is that

John relied heavily on the prophecies and apocalyptic
visions of the Book of Daniel.!

J. Lust proposed that John

relied on Ezekiel, particularly in Revelation 18-22.2

M. D.

Goulder took this reliance further and proposed that the
entire text of Revelation was structured on the basis of
Ezekiel.]

J. M. Rife thought John used the Book of Amos as

a -literary model- for the letters to the seven churches.'
IG[regory] K. Beale, The Use of Daniel in Jewish
Apocalyptic Literature and in the Revelation of St. John
(Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1984); Gregory K.
Beale, -The Influence of Daniel upon the Structure and
Theology of John's Apocalypse,- Journal of the Evangelical
Theological Society 27 (December 1984): 413-23; John Andrew
McLean, -The seventieth Week of Daniel 9:27 as a Literary
Key for Understanding the Structure of the Apocalypse of
John,- ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1990; James D.
Newsome, Greeks, Romans, Jews: Currents of Culture and
Belief in the New Testament World (Philadelphia: Trinity,
1992),80.

2J. Lust, -The Order of the Final Events in
Revelation and in Ezekiel,- in L'Apocalypse johannique et
l'Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, ed. J[an]
Lambrecht (Leuven, Belgium: University Press, 1980), 179-83.
Lust's system for obtaining his correlations between
Revelation and Ezekiel is suspect, however, when he refers
to -numerous implicit quotations- (180). Quotations are
explicit, not implicit. See Jon paulien, -Elusive
Allusions: The Problematic Use of the Old Testament in
Revelation,· Biblical Research 33 (1988): 37-53. Douglas
Ezell came to the same position as Lust a few years earlier:
-The entire pattern of events from Revelation 19:11 to 22:5
is dependent upon the imagery of Ezekiel 37-48.- Douglas
Ezell, Revelations on Revelation: New Sounds from Old
Symbols (Waco: Word Books, 1977), 90.
3M. D. Goulder. -The Apocalypse as an Annual Cycle
of Prophecies,· New Testament Studies 27 (April 1981): 34267.

4J. Merle Rife, NThe Literary Backgro~nd of
Revelation 2-3,· Journal of Biblical Literature 60 (June
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R. H. Charles devised an extensive list of John's alleged
borrowing from New Testament sources, particularly the
Gospels of Matthew and Luke. s

In contradistinction, Martin

Kiddle's position is well stated: John reports what he saw
in visions, not what he read in another book. 6
How does intertextuality affect the application of
discourse analysis to an actual document?

Anthony Thiselton

thought that John's sources provided -generative matrices
. . . through a textual network or textual grid.- 7 A
fundamental presupposition of discourse analysis, however,
is that the individual document in and of itself is a
worthwhile and reliable object of study.

Consequently, the

methods of source, form, and redaction criticism are
inconsistent with textlinguistics.

The methodological

question is whether diachronic or synchronic investigation
has priority.

Overemphasizing the use of external texts in

1941): 182.
SR[obert] H[enry] Charles, A Critical and Exegetical
on the Revelation of St. John: With Introduction,
Notes, and Indices, also the Greek Text and English
Translation, in The International Critical Commenta~, ed.
S. R. Driver, A. Plummer, and C. A. Briggs, 2 vols.
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1920), 1:lxxxiii-lxxxvi.
Commenta~

6Martin Kiddle, The Revelation of St. John, vol. 17
of The Moffatt New Testament Commenta~, ed. James Moffatt
(London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1940), 69. Kiddle made his
method clear: -We are on surer and more profitable ground
when we attempt to examine John's own literary plan(xxviii) .
7Anthony C. Thiselton, New Horizons in Hermeneutics:
The Theo~ and Practice of Transforming Biblical Reading
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992), 39.
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the production of the text under study prejudges the issue
of literary design.

Textlinguistics is grounded on the

precedence of synchronic investigation.

Micheal Palmer

stated: -Diachronic data . . . may not be used as a
supporting argument for a particular analysis of the wayan
author used a given word or construction.- s

John's use of

sources, whether written and whether canonical, is not,
therefore, a deciding factor in the application of discourse
analysis to the Book of Revelation.

Jon Paulien summarized:

Finally, it is clear that John's experience with Jesus
has led him in the Apocalypse to transform thoroughly
the OT materials with which he was working. Thus,
rather than trying to impose OT concepts and structures
upon Revelation, we must interpret these concepts
through the prism of the Christ-event. The correct
interpretation of Revelation will be one that is
fundamentally Christian.9
v. S. poythress put the matter of intertextuality in general
in proper perspective: -When there is no literary connexion,
the other discourses can at best be used to build up .
linguistic, sociological, and ideological insights.

M1D

SMicheal W. palmer, -How Do We Know a phrase Is a
Phrase: A Plea for Procedural Clarity in the Application of
Linguistics to Biblical Greek,· in Biblical Greek Language
and Linguistics: Open Questions in Current Research, ed.
Stanley E. Porter and D. A. Carson (Sheffield, England:
JSOT, 1993), 158.
9Jon Paulien, -Recent Developments in the Study of
the Book of Revelation,· Andrews University Seminary Studies
26 (Summer 1988): 170.
lavern S[heridan] poythress, -Analysing a Biblical
Text: Some Important Linguistic Distinctions,· Scottish
Journal of Theology 32 (1979): 130. Poythress also
commented: -When Paul used a given idea in a letter, he
might not at the time have been thinking about where that
idea came from. In fact, if asked he might not even have
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Literary Unity
No compelling evidence exists to overturn the selfattestation found in Revelation concerning its literary
unity.

H. B. Swete's position from 1906 is still valid

today:
The book creates a prima facie impression that it
proceeds from one author or editor. The first and
chapters claim to be written by the same person
(1:1,4,9; 22:8); and that the first three chapters
the last two or three have come from the same hand
be shown by simply placing in parallel columns the
and phraseology which they have in common. 11

last
and
may
ideas

The epistolary prologue and epilogue as written unify the
document.

JOrgen Roloff recognized the value of these two

segments for unifying the text:
By no means may one, as frequently happens, regard these
epistolary elements as insignificant additions to the
Mtrue M apocalypse in the later main sections (4:1-22:5),
or even as secondary ornamentation. Closer examination
shows instead that they are inseparably connected to the
rest of the book by various thematic references . .
The series of visions in the later sections refers
directly to the problems of the churches that are
addressed in the first section. 12
R. H. Charles, who wrote during the heyday of source
criticism, felt free to dissect the book in spite of its
where or how he had picked up the idea in the
first place N (116).

remerr~ered

IIHenry Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John:
Commentary on Revelation: The Greek Text with Introduction,
Notes, and Indexes (London: Macmillan & Co., 1906), xlvi.
Swete lists this evidence as 1:1--22:6; 1:3--22:7; 1:3-22:10; 1:8--21:6; 1:8--22:12; 1:17--22:13; 2:7--22:17; 2:7-21:7; 2:11--20:6; 2:28--22:16; 3:11--22:12; and 3:12--21:2.
I2JOrgen Roloff, The Revelation of John: A
Continental Commentary, trans. John E. Alsup (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1993), 7.
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apparent unity.

Commenting on 20:4-22:21, he wrote: MThe

traditional order of the text exhibits a hopeless mental
confusion and a tissue of irreconcilable contradictions.

wl3

Charles's commentary, therefore, assumed that Revelation was
the work of an unintelligent editor.

He took great

liberties in rearranging several parts of the text.

J. M.

Ford followed in Charles's footsteps to a large degree and
allowed the text to be dismembered.

According to Ford:

(1) [Chapters] 4-11 emanate from the circle of John the
Baptist and reflect his own and his disciples'
expectation of MHe that cometh- before they could be
enlightened by the life of Jesus Himself; (2) 12-22 are
of later date but still originate from the disciples of
the Baptist who mayor may not have converted to
Christianity. This section represents the view of those
who predicted the Fall of Jerusalem under the Romans in
A.D. 70 and ascribed this to the unorthodox behavior of
their coreligionists. Such an attitude would be shared
by such groups as the covenanters of Qumran and is
intimated by the Baptist himself (Matt. 3:7-10; cf. John
1:19-27) and perhaps the primitive Jerusalem church once
led by James, the 'brother' of the Lord; (3) 1-3 and
22:16a, 20b, 21, were added later by a Jewish Christian
disciple, perhaps one who had come to know Jesus Christ
more accurately, like the disciples of the Baptist at
Ephesus in Acts 19:1-7 or the Scripture scholar Apollos
in Acts 18:24-28. 14
Regardless of why one might object to Ford or Charles, the
net effect of their dissections would render a
textlinguistic analysis of the Book of Revelation pointless.
Applying textlinguistics to a written document starts from
the presupposition of literary unity.
13Charles, 1: 1.
14J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation: Introduction,
Translation, and Commenta~, vol. 38 of The Anchor Bible,
ed. William Foxwell Albright and David Noel Freedman (Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, 1975), 3.
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Authorship
Long-standing Christian tradition has been that
John, the disciple of Jesus and the generally accepted
author of one Gospel and three Epistles, was the author of
the Book of Revelation.

The consistent witness of early

church writers, such as Justin, Melito of Sardis, Irenaeus,
Tertullian, Hippolytus, and Origen, affirmed Johannine
authorship. IS

This position was the consensus until the

sixteenth century.16

The first detractor was Dionysius,

bishop of Alexandria and student of Origen, whose opposition
was largely a reactionary move against a chiliast sect.

The

view that Revelation was composed by an amanuensis has had
several advocates, such as Paul Gaechter.17

By and large,

those who discredit Johannine authorship of Revelation do so
by pointing out its differences with the Gospel and Epistles
attributed to John.
Discrediting Johannine authorship, however, leaves
the question posed by Donald Guthrie unanswered: "Was the
Asiatic church overrun with brilliant Christians by the name
of John, who would only need to announce their name for the
15Donald A. Carson, Douglas J. Moo, and Leon Morris,
An Introduction to the New Testament (Grand Rapids:
zondervan, 1992), 468.

16John J. Pilch, What Are They Saying about the Book
of Revelation? (New York: Paulist, 1978), 33.
17 Paul Gaechter, "The Role of Memory in the Making of
the Apocalypse," Theological Studies 9 (September 1948):
425. Gaechter's position is placed on sha~~ ground,
however, when he makes "due exception . . . of the divinely
inspired character of the Apocalypse" (419).
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Christians to know which was

meant?·l~

Although the question

of authorship is not foundational to a textlinguistic study,
one's position on the matter will determine if micro- and
macrostructural findings from the Book of Revelation can be
compared to and contrasted with the Gospel and three
Epistles of John.

The present writer holds to the

traditional view that the Book of Revelation was composed by
the same author who wrote the Gospel and the three Epistles
of John, namely, John the disciple of Jesus.
Occasion, Purpose of Book, and Authorial Intent
Another hotly debated issue concerning the Book of
Revelation is the matter of date and occasion.

The occasion

behind any written document, which M. A. K. Halliday and
Ruqaiya Hasan referred to as the Mfield of discourse,· is an
integral component of textlinguistic study.19

Much like the

question of authorship, though, little internal evidence
exists to form a dogmatic position on the sociological
occasion which was behind John's writing.

Numerous

commentators favor a date during the close of Domitian's
reign. 2o

This position, however, generally rests on the

lBDonald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, rev.
ed. (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity, 1990), 946.
19M. A. K. Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan, -Text and
Context: Aspects of Language in a Social-Semiotic
Perspective,· Sophia Linguistica 6 (1980): 12.
20Representatives include Swete, cvi: Robert w. wall,
Revelation, vol. 18 of New International Biblical
Commenta~, ed. w. Ward Gasque (peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
1991), 5: Massey H. Shepherd, The Paschal Liturgy and the
Apocalypse, Ecumenical Studies in worship, ed. A. Raymond
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assumption that the occasion behind the writing was
persecution.

Wilfrid Harrington pointed out that the idea

of widespread persecution during Domitian's reign has been
grossly overstated:
The standard, unflattering portrait of Domitian is . . .
highly suspect. Indeed, Roman writers contemporary with
him--Quintilian, Statius, Martial, Silvius Italicus-paint a quite different picture. 21
Sources typically consulted to compose a picture of Domitian
include Pliny the Younger, Tacitus, and Suetonius, all of
whom wrote during the reign of Trajan and probably made
Domitian more sinister to make Trajan more appealing.
The threat of persecution as the most pressing
problem behind John's writing is suspect.

The following

analysis demonstrates that a more urgent matter was
doctrinal integrity and loyalty to Christ under the threat
of heretical teaching concerning the sovereign rule of God.
Accordingly, John's intent was not to comfort those wounded
by persecutions but to challenge those wooed by heretics.
Perhaps the reference to virgins in 14:4 refers to doctrinal
purity in the same way that adultery in the Old Testament
George and J. G. Davies, no. 6 (London: Lutterworth, 1960),
77; and George Eldon Ladd, A Commenta~ on the Revelation of
John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1972), 8.
21Wilfrid J. Harrington, Revelation, Sacra Pagina,
ed. Daniel J. Harrington, no. 16 (Collegeville, MN:
Liturgical, 1993), 10. On the other hand, the treatment of
Domitian by Quintilian and his colleagues was probably not
completely objective, either. The most plausible view is
that both rulers harbored some measure of ill will toward
Christians and that persecution plagued John's readers
regardless of how Revelation is dated.
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prophets indicated falling away from the one true God.
Notional Type
The underlying notional structure of a written text
is a reflection of the overall speech act or authorial
intent woven into the text by the author.

Teun van Dijk

commented on the inseparability of speech act and
macrostructure:
The semantic macro-structure is the propositional
content of the macro-speech act and, consequently, the
macro-speech act is the pragmatic function of the theme
or topic of the text. 22
Leonard Scinto defined text as a ·conscious concatenation of
lower-order units into some structured whole that fulfills a
particular communicative goal.*23

The idea of notional

structure revolves around the question of what the author
hoped to accomplish in and through his document.

Discourse

type is a reflection of the text speech act.
A. Y. Collins made the question of authorial intent
subsidiary to a consideration of the kind of language
contained in the Book of Revelation.

According to Collins,

Revelation is not referential language but, rather, is
22Teun Andrianus van Dijk, ·New Developments and
Problems in Textlinguistics,* in Text vs. Sentence: Basic
Questions of Text Linguistics, ed. Janos S. PetOfi, Papers
in Textlinguistics, no. 1, 2 vols. (Hamburg, Germany: Buske,
1979), 519.

23Leonard F. M. Scinto, MFunctional Connectivity and
the Communicative Structure of Text,· in Micro and Macro
Connexity of Texts, ed. Janos S. PetOfi and Emel SOzer,
Papiere zur Textlinguistik, no. 45 (Hamburg, Germany: Buske,
1983), 74.
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Mexpressive or depth- language. 24

The function of the book,

consequently, was to interpret a ·situation of marginality
and alienation. M25

On the other hand, the author's intention

might be indicated by the recurrent expression,

~aKaplos.

The author specifically states in 1:3 that those who not
only read and hear but also keep (obey) the words contained
in the book are singled out for blessing.
is found in 22:7.

Other uses of

~aKaplos

A similar motif
(14:13; 16:15;

19:9; 20:6; 22:14), particularly that in 16:15, reinforce

the idea of a blessing for loyalty and faithfulness to the
cause of Christ.

The overall speech act, therefore, appears

to be admonishing the readers to remain true to their Lord,
not sympathizing with their alleged sociopolitical plight
and economic problems.
Discourse type can be approached by means other than
speech·-act theory.

Discourse type entails deep notional

type and surface text genre.

According to Robert Longacre,

notional structures of discourse relate more clearly to
the overall purpose of the discourse, while surface
structures have to do more with a discourse's final
characteristics. 26
Peter Cotterell and Max Turner pointed to the importance of
an introductory -initiatory marker- for determining the
24Adela Yarbro Collins, ·'What the Spirit Says to the
Churches': preaching the Apocalypse,· Quarterly Review 4
(Fall 1984): 77-78.
25Collins, 76.
26Robert E. Longacre, The Grammar of Discourse,
Topics in Language and Linguistics, ed. Albert Valdman and
Thomas A. sebeok (New York: Plenum, 1983), 3.
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genre of the surface text. 27

The prevailing view is that the

Book of Revelation is apocalyptic literature, on the grounds
that the genre is stated in the opening words, 'ArroKci).,m!IlS
'I1lO"ou XP10"'tOU.

Revelation does share considerable overlap

with other texts considered to be apocalyptic literature,
such as visionary experiences, extreme use of symbolism, an
angelic mediator, and a dualism between good and evil.

On

the other hand, the Book of Revelation diverges from
commonly defined apocalyptic genre in just as many ways:
(1) it is not pseudonymous;

(2) the book contains a self-

designation as prophecy (1:3; 22:7); and (3) there is a
moral imperative generally absent from apocalyptic
literature.

Taken at face value, and without being forced

into a preconceived literary grid, the book is actually a
mixtum compositum, or hybrid text. 28

The book contains

equally viable elements of three text types: apocalyptic,
prophetic, and epistolary literature. 29

Robert H. Mounce

emphasized that determining the literary genre of the Book
of Revelation was the sine qua non of competent exegesis,
but this view is overstated. 3o

The present writer prefers

27Peter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and
Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-varsity,
1989), 242.

28Gregory Linton, -Reading the Apocalypse as an
Apocalypse,· SBL Seminar Papers 30 (1991): 172, n. 57.
29Barbara Wootten Snyder, -Triple-Form and Space-Time
Transitions: Literary Structuring Devices in the
Apocalypse,· SBL Seminar Papers 30 (1991): 440-50.
JORobert H. Nounce, The Book of Revelation, in The
New International Commentary on the New Testament, ed.
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the view that Revelation is sui generis.
Longacre devised a scheme for identifying notional
type by considering whether the text was positive or
negative for contingent temporal succession, agent
orientation, projection, and tension. 31

The Book of

Revelation clearly exhibits both projection in time and
narrative tension.

The book is also positive for agent

orientation, but the question of contingent temporal
succession is debatable.

If the text is positive for both

agent orientation and contingent temporal succession, then
the notional structure is narrative prophecy.

If the text

is positive for agent orientation but negative for
contingent temporal succession, then the notional structure
is hortatory.

Because the book includes a self-designation

as -the words of this prophecy· (1:3; 22:10,19), then the
notional structure must be positive for contingent temporal
succession.

Longacre pointed out, however, that this

feature does not necessarily presume straightforward
chronological sequence but, rather, that subsequent events
in the narrative are somehow contingent on prior events.32
A final word in favor of the hortatory notional type
may be added, however.

The letters to the churches are,

with the exception of the letter to the church at Laodicea,
F[rederick] F[yvie] Bruce (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977),
12.
31Longacre, 3.
32Longacre, 3.
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of the antithetical or contrast paragraph type (see page
100).

Each letter contains specific instructions to the

churches concerning how they are to modify their behavior.
The hortatory element in Revelation might be the notional
structure after all.

Rarely do notional structure and

surface structure agree entirely.

Longacre called attention

to the matter of skewing between notional and surface
structures. 33

In the Book of Revelation the apocalyptic and

prophetic surface text is the outer form in which John
encoded the underlying notional idea, an exhortation from
Christ to His churches to remain faithful.
Syntactic Surface Structure
The surface structure text consists of distinct
elements arranged in a slot-and-filler hierarchy from
morpheme to the entire discourse.

A textlinguistic method

founded on a hierarchical model of language must include
analysis of lexemes (particularly recurring semantic
domains), word order, and sentence structure.

Subdividing

lexemes into morpheme components is excluded from the
present study.
Lexical Analysis
Lexical analysis in a textlinguistic model is not to
be equated with word studies.

Analyzing lexical

constructions in a discourse framework consists of
determining regularities, patterns of usage, and other
33Longacre, 10.
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distinctives in a text by frequency distributions and
related statistical tests.
priority.

Synchro~ic

investigation has

The analyst attempts to form a picture of the

author's lexical repertoire in the one document being
studied.
Deixis
Deictic aspects of language refer to the
sociolinguistic setting surrounding the text.

Deixis is

subdivided into terms for the author and his relationship to
the readers, the time frame of the text, and the locations
of the narrative events described in the text.

Deictic

words and expressions acquire meaning by virtue of occurring
in a specific text.
Deictic indicators for persons in Revelation include
personal pronouns, references to person inherent in the
verb, and proper names.

First and second person personal

pronouns are exophoric, pointing beyond the text to the
writer and readers and their social relationship.34

These

pronouns can also be used to establish an Mauthority and
credibility structure- for the text, which John seems to
have done for the Book of Revelation. 35

John added the

redundant first person singular personal pronoun to his name
34Robert-Alain de Beaugrande and Wolfgang Ulrich
Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics (London: Longman,
1981), 167_

35Stanley E. Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of
the New Testament, with Reference to Tense and Mood, Studies
in Biblical Greek, ed. D. A. Carson, no. 1 (New York: Lang,
1989), 100.
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in 1:9 and 22:8 in order to attest to his personal
involvement in the message and to add weight to its
reliability.

R. C. Lenski pointed out a similar phenomenon

in Daniel 7:15; 8:1; and 9:2.36

The first person singular

personal pronoun also refers to John in 1:10,12,17; 4:1;
5:5; 7:13,14; 10:8,9,10,11; 11:1; 17:1,3,7,15; 19:9,10;
21:6,9,10,15; and 22:1,6,8,9,10,18.

In most of these

verses, the pronoun follows a verb for speech, indicating
that John's primary role in the narrative is that of
recipient.
use of
E~OU

~Ol

No significant difference was indicated by the
in the context of ·spoke to me- as opposed to

for ·spoke with me.-

~Ei

The second person singular

personal pronoun refers to John in 4:1: 10:9,11: 17:1,7:
19:10: 21:9: and 22:9.

This pronoun follows the verb

oEi~w

in three of these verses (4:1; 17:1: 21:9), reinforcing
John's personal involvement in receiving the visions
described in the book.

By proper name and by personal

pronoun, John claims total responsibility for receiving
these visions and conveying them to the readers.
The first person plural personal pronoun refers to
John and his readers in 1:5,6.

~~ese

pronouns highlight an

important deictic feature in the Book of Revelation by
including John and his readers in a common doctrinal belief.
By writing T0 ciyurrwvtl

EV

i]~as

Kui AUCJUVtl

i]~as

'to u'i~u'tl mhou. Kui ErroiT)CJEv lllldS PUO"lAEiuv,

EK 'twv

a~up'tlciJv ll~ciJv

John emphasizes a

36R[ichard] C[harles] H[enry] Lenski, The
Interpretation of St. John's Revelation (Minneapolis:
Augsburg, 1963), 54.
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crucial ingredient in his relationship with his readers.
They are bound together by a mutual belief in the depravity
of man, the love of God, and redemption by the sacrifice of
Christ.

The important statement in 1: 6 (f.7rOlllCJEV;'I.HIS

PUCJtAEiuv) points out another central tenet of their shared

doctrine, namely, that they as believers are destined to
rule.

John strengthens his affinity with his readers in the

expression of mutual struggle and hope in 1: 9 (0 a.OEACIlos

u~wv

Kui CJUYKOtVWVOS f.V tij 9AlljlEl Kui PUCJtAEl<:t Kui Urr0J.10vij f.V "l1CJoi)) .

In addition to the relationship between writer and
readers, deixis refers to the time frame of the message,
either the time of reception or the time at which it was
encoded in writing. 37

Only one expression in the text

indicates this kind of time, f.V tij KUptUKij ;'J.1EP<:t

(1: 10).

The

most likely view is that John received the visions on a
Sunday.

John F. walvoord, on the other hand, understood the

expression to mean the eschatological day of the Lord, so
that John was ·projected forward to the future day of the
Lord. M38

The only other use of KUptUKOS in the New Testament

is in 1 Corinthians 11:20, which refers to observing the
Lord's Supper.

The evidence is too meager to establish a

conclusion with certainty, and walvoord has probably read
his theology into the expression, f.V tij KUptUKij

;'~EP<:t.

Mounce

suggested that ·the Lord's day· was an alternative to the
37Porter, 101.
38John F. walvoord, The Revelation of Jesus Christ: A
Commentary (Chicago: Moody, 1966), 42.
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pagan practice of setting aside a special day to honor the
emperor .J'J
Temporal deixis within the visions of Revelation
centers on the use of four words from the semantic domain
for time,

~alpos,

XPOVOS, wpa, and

~~€pa.

Two adverbs, nOtE

and taxu, also add an element of time to the text, but they
indicate nothing about the time of receiving or encoding the
message.

Temporal prepositions and conjunctions used in

Revelation, such as nXP1, OtE, otav,

~Eta,

and EWS, primarily

connect sequential events within visions.
Locational deixis is stated more clearly.

John

writes that he was on an island in the Aegean Sea called
Patmos when he received the visions.

The way he connects

this reference to place with a reference to tribulation and
perseverance supports William Ramsay's view that John's
banishment to Patmos included hard labor.4o

John was hardly

on the island for the sole purpose of spreading the gospel,
although he probably did.

George Eldon Ladd questioned

whether John was still on the island at the time of writing
on the grounds that

("{EVO~TJV

in 1: 9 is aorist. 41

The aorist

tense, however, primarily indicates not past time but,
rather, undesignated temporal aspect.

The location of

John's readers is also indicated plainly.

They are members

J9Mounce, 76.
40W[illiam] M. Ramsay, The Letters to the Seven
Churches of Asia and Their Place in the Plan of the
Apocalypse, 4th ed. (London: Hodder & Stoughton, n.d.), 85.
HLadd, 30.
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of Christian congregations located in the Roman province of
Asia Minor.
Recurring Semantic Domains
An important step in applying discourse analysis to
a text, no less so when the text is a book of the Bible, is
a statistical evaluation of recurring semantic domains.

The

Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic
Domains edited by Johannes Louw and Eugene Nida can be used

profitably for this research. 42

The reader will do well,

however, to allow for changes to the groupings and
designations in the Lexicon.
This writer concentrated on finding common semantic
domains among the verbs used in Revelation, justified on the
grounds that the narrative framework consists of related
events.

The most frequent verbs (occurring 20 times or

more) are ciKOUW (46), civoiyw (27),

~<iAAW

(28), yivoJ1at (38),

yp<iq,w (29), OiOWJ1l (58), doov (56), EiJ11 (110), EPX,OJ1a.l (36),
EX,W (100), 'icr'tT)J1l (21), ..:<i9T)J1at (33),

Aa.J1~<iVW

(23), AE.yw

(94), rrlrr'tw (23), rrolEw (30), and rrpocr,,:uvEW (24).

Whether

the use of these verbs in the Book of Revelation is
significant was determined by comparing their frequency in
Revelation to the rest of the New Testament on the basis of
the number of occurrences per one thousand words.

verbs

with a noticeably higher frequency in Revelation include
42Johannes P. Louw and Eugene A. Nida, eds., GreekEnglish Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic
Domains (New York: United Bible Societies, 1988).
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dV01YW, PUAAW, 010(')lll, Eioov, EXW, KUOT]Ila.l, rr11{'t'w, and
rrpoCJKUV(W.

A reasonable explanation exists for the greater
incidence in Revelation of each of these eight verbs.

The

greater use of dvoiyw (2.46 times per 1000 words, compared
to the next most frequent, 0.77 in Acts) coincides with the
general theme of disclosure as books, seals, the temple, and
heaven are opened.

The more frequent occurrence of PUAAW

(2.55 times per 1000 words, compared to the next most
frequent, 1.62 in Matthew) falls into the theme of judgment.
Babylon, the dragon, death, and Hades are thrown down in
retribution.

Although oioWll1 occurs slightly more often in

Revelation (5.29 times per 1000 words, compared to 4.36 in
Ephesians), the aorist passive indicative third singular,
EOOOT], occurs almost exclusively in Revelation (1.92 times

per 1000 words, compared to 0.73 in Ephesians, and 68% of
all instances of EOOOT] in the entire New Testament).

This

observation figures prominently later in the dissertation
(see page 138) in the discussion of a central thematic
macrostructure in Revelation, namely, the sovereignty of God
as the one who appoints people and supernatural beings, even
those who oppose Him, to His tasks.

Similarly, the greater

use of KUOT]Ila.l (3.01 times per 1000 words, compared to 0.99
in James; mainly in the expression Mthe one sitting on the
throne N for God), rr1rr!W (2.10 times per 1000 words, compared
to 0.90 in Matthew; primarily for the fall of God's
enemies), and rrpoCJKUV(W (2.19 times per 1000 words, compared
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to 0.62 in Matthew) reinforces the truth of God's sovereign
rule over the affairs of mankind.

The more frequent use of

Eloov (4.11 times per 1000 words, compared to 0.76 in
Galatians) is the result of the book being a record of
John's visual experience in receiving it.
The most notable recurring semantic domain in the
Book of Revelation is ·control, rule.

M

words in Revelation

from this domain are OOUAOS, U;oucrio., Kpo.'tEW, J3o.crIAE.io.,

j3o.O'lAE.US, J3o.O'lAE.UW,

aprro.~w,

OEW, AUW, Kpivw, KUpIOS, pcij3oos,

apxwv, rroq.lni VW, ouvo.J.US, oEcrrrO'tTJS, 9povoS, OiOWJ.1I,
nOIEw, UAUcrIS, 'tTJPEW,

~UAo.K~,

and

uyopa~w.

Ko.9i~w,

Specific examples

of verbs in Revelation from this domain include AU cro.v't I
(1:5), J3aAAElv (2:10), rrolJ.1o.vE.l (2:27), Tiyopo.cro.S (5:9),

j3o.crIAE.UcrOUcrlV (5: 10), EXOUcrlV (9: 11), AUcrOV (9: 14), OE.OE.J.1€.vOUS
(9: 14), €.Au9TJcro.v (9: 15), j3o.crIAE.UcrU (11: 15),

Ej3o.CTiAE.uCTo.~

(11: 17), rrolJ.1o.ivElv (12: 5), TiYOpo.crJ.1EVOI (14: 3), Tiyopacr9TJcro.v
(14:4), ExoUcro. (17:18), EJ3o.criAE.UcrE.V (19:6), 1TOIJ.1o.vE.i (19:15),

EKpa'tTJcrE.v (20:2), EOTJcrE.V (20:2),
(20:4), j3o.crIAE.UcrOUcrIV (20:6),
(20:10),

EJ3A~eTJ

Au9~vo.l

Aue~crE.'to.l

(20:3), ij3o.criAE.Ucro.V
(20:7),

€J3A~eTJ

(20:15), and J3o.O'lAE.UcrOUO'lV (22:5).

The

prevalence of this semantic domain, which threads through
the text and ties the narrative together, is a pivotal part
of the thematic macrostructure on which the text is based
(see page 133).
Verb Patterns
The Book of Revelation contains 1,568 verbs, of
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which 891 (57%) are in the indicative mood, 88 (6%) are in
the imperative mood, 86 (5%) are in the subjunctive mood,
and 399 (25%) are participlps.

Categorizing verbs by tense

reveals that 682 (43%) are aorist, 613 (39%) are present, 39
(2%) are imperfect, 118 (7%) are future, 117 (7%) are
perfect, and one is pluperfect.

The distribution by voice

is even more marked: 1,176 (75%) are active; only 248 (16%)
are passive.

Aorist verbs tend to be indicative (452 or

66%) and third person singular (241 or 53% of the 452).

The

aorist indicative first singular is generally used by John
to indicate his reception of the revelatory message
or UOOV).

(~KOUaa

Present tense verbs tend to be participles (303

or 49% of the 613), which John often uses to identify major
participants or minor participants in a temporary salient
role.
The distribution of verbs by tense and chapter
reveals significant concentrations.

The present tense

occurs more often in chapters 11, 17, and 19.
tense occurs most often in chapter 21.

The future

The aorist, the

tense of choice for narrative texts, is noticeably absent
from chapter 4 and only slightly used in chapter 22.

Five

of the thirteen verbs in the perfect tense and the one verb
in the pluperfect tense occur in chapter 7.

The

concentration of the present tense in chapters 11 and 17
indicates that the material is off of the mainline
narrative.

The use of the present tense in chapter 19 adds

to the climactic nature of that discourse segment.

The
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absence of the aorist from chapter 4 is related to the
function of that segment in setting the stage for the
narrative to follow.

The relative infrequency of the aorist

in chapter 22 stems from the future-oriented time frame of
22:1-7 and the epistolary character of 22:8-21.

Other verb patterns include a concentration of
imperatives in chapters 2, 3, and 6.

The imperatives in

chapters 2 and 3 are addressed to John and the recipient
churches by Jesus.

The imperative verbs in the rest of the

book are generally commands addressed to John by angelic
beings.

verbs in the passive voice are concentrated in

chapters 6, 8, 9, 11-15, and 18-20.
Mainline verbs in Revelation focus on specific case
frames. 43

In chapters 1-3, the predominant case frames are

-desire/cognition- and Mexperiential.

N

The -desire/

cognition- case frame includes -knowledge of persons- and
incorporates the idea of evaluating another's character and
behavior. 44

The Mexperiential- case frame includes emotions.

Together, these two case frames point out that the emphasis
in chapters 1-3 is an evaluation of the churches by Jesus,
who then enjoins them to an appropriate response, generally
repentance.

Predominant case frames in the rest of the book

are Mphysical- (bodily states, processes, and activities)
and Mmotion.-

These case frames are expected, given the

43Longacre, 169-242. He defined a case frame as Ma
set of verbs with characteristic accompanying nouns in
particular roles· (169).
44Longacre, 188.
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narrative text type.
Two observations are to be made concerning the
lexical analysis of the Book of Revelation.

First, the book

is decidedly in a narrative framework, given the
preponderance of verbs in the aorist tense and indicative
mood.

John's role was clearly a passive one of hearing and

seeing and being instructed to write down what he heard and
saw.

Second, the copious use of words from the semantic

domain for ·control, rule- lends support to the contention
made later in this dissertation (see page 134) that the
overarching thematic macrostructure of the Book of
Revelation is God's sovereignty.
Syntactic Analysis
Syntactic analysis moves up the linguistic hierarchy
from words to phrases, clauses, and sentences.

The research

still consists of finding patterns and regularities in the
text under study.

Discrepancies are noted for later

consideration as devices for marking segmentation and
prominence.
word Order
Evaluating word order is a matter of comparing that
of the text under study to established patterns.

Adjectives

and genitival modifiers typically follow the noun they
modify.

Relative clauses usually follow the referent.

Locatives are not first in the clause unless they are
frontshifted for establishing a new topic or resuming a
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previous topic.

These examples indicate that Koine Greek

has enough regularity in word order to allow the analyst to
establish discontinuities and irregularities.
Two instances of the demonstrative adjective precede
the noun instead of following it, as is typical: €.v €.K€.iVll tii
wpQ. (11: 13) and b to(JOUtOS rrAOUtOS (18: 17).

are examples of localized highlighting.

Both constructions
In 11:13, the

fronted element calls greater attention to the
eschatological earthquake at the conclusion of the ·second
woe.-

The unusual word order in 18:17 reinforces the fact

that God's judgment was directed against false security in
worldly goods and material prosperity.
The adjective typically follows the noun it
modifies.

This pattern is generally upheld in Revelation,

except for €.v tii KUplO.Kii
oAiya.ov6~a.ta.
·I€pou(Ja.Ail~

1]~EpQ.

(1: 10), €.v tfl

O€~l~

X€lpi (1: 16) ,

(3:4), ~lKpa.V(X€lSOUVa.~lV (3:8), tf)SKa.1Vf)S

(3: 12),

€.K tWV Aomwv $wvwv (8: 13 ), oAiyov Ka.tpOV

(12: 12), oATJ 1] yf) (13: 3), tau rrpwtou 9TJpiou (13: 12),

$wvf)s (16:1),
i(Jxup~$wVfl

(18:21),

~ia.vwpa.v

(18:2),

~lKpbv

(17:12),

€'V~l~1]~EpQ.

~ia.vyvw~TJV

(17:13,17), €.v

(18:8,10,17,19),

Xp6vov (20:3), and

il rrpwtTJ yf)

~q<iATJS

1]~q<iATJrr6A1S

(21:1).

The noun

in eight of these examples (1:10; 12:12; 17:12; 18:8,10,17,
19; 20:3) is related to time.

The phenomenon is best

explained as localized highlighting of the eschatological
period of God's judgment, particularly when the adjective is
fronted before

1]~Epa.

in chapter 18.

The relationship between noun and adjective can also
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be scrutinized according to the arrangement of article,
noun, and adjective.
adjectives.

The Book of Revelation includes 765

Fewer than seventy of these adjectives are in

the restrictive attributive position (article-noun-articleadjective) which places greater emphasis on the qualifying
nature of the adjective: 1:20; 2:11,27,2:28; 4:1,7,9; 5:12;
6:3,5,7,12; 7:13,14; 8:1,3; 9:12,13,14,18; 10:8; 11:2,7,8,
14; 12:4,9,14; 13:8,12; 14:13,18; 15:2,7; 16:9,12,14,16,19;
17:9; 18:10,18,19: 19:2,4,17,20: 20:2,5,6,9,10,14; 21:8,10,
19; and 22:8.

Ten constructions are even more notable, in

which the order of elements is article-adjective-nounarticle-adjective, all modifying the one noun: 1:20; 2:1;
8:6,13; 9:14,15; 11:4; 17:1; and 21:9 (two examples).

Six

times nouns are modified by a preceding article and two
following article-adjective combinations: 2:12; 17:1,7,18;
18:16; and 22:16.

The genitival modifier usually follows the noun.
Examples of a fronted genitival modifier in Revelation
include Oiod. crou tilv 9Ai\V1V (2:9), oioa. crou to. EPYa. (2:19;
3 : 1, 8 , 15),
(3:8).

€. UPTl"':d.

crou to. EPYa. (3: 2), and hi]pT)crd.S Ilou tOY AOYOV

Fronting the genitival modifier in these expressions

emphasizes the intimate familiarity that Jesus has with the
problems and shortcomings of the recipient congregations.
The genitival modifier is also fronted ahead of the noun in
18: 5, autf]S a.'t cilla.ptim, which emphasizes that God's judgment

is specifically directed against the sins of the wicked city
and her inhabitants.

In summary, unusual word order in
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Revelation is primarily used for localized highlighting and
adds little to text segmentation.
Sentence Structure
The analysis of sentence structure in this
dissertation rests on the presupposition that the predicate
is the minimal element in the Greek clause.

Ellipsis in the

text was recognized, but the ellided predicate was not
included in any analysis of sentence structure.

The

significance of ellipsis is the lacuna between prenuclear
and postnuclear elements of the clause.

The data is skewed

if these constructions are somehow mended and included in
the analysis as though the predicate element was actually
present in the text.

Observations on the order of clausal

elements in both independent and dependent structures,
therefore, were based on the text as written.

Two hundred

eighty-seven predicates were excluded from analysis,
however, on the grounds that they were isolated predicates
in constructions that did not include any other clausal
elements (subject nominative, direct object, indirect
object, or prepositional phrase).
Most of the remaining 1,281 predicates are used in
predicate-object, predicate-abject-indirect object,
predicate-abject-prepositional phrase, or predicateprepositional phrase constructions.

Most clauses in the

Book of Revelation are predicate initial.

Only 319 clauses

have an element fronted before the predicate.

The indirect

object precedes the predicate in only seven clauses:

t~
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VIf\:WVtl owaw (2: 7 ,17), u~lv oE A€Yw (2: 24), 'to KaeT}~€V~ E7t' mh6v
iMeT} (6:4), au'tol~ OE.owKa~ (16:6), 'to eT}pi~ olMaO"lv (17:13),

and 'to Ol\jJWVtl owaw (21: 6).

Six of these seven predicates

preceded by the indirect object are variations of the verb
OiOW~l.

The direct object precedes the predicate in 1:7,11;

2:3,4,5,6,23,25; 3:1,10,16,17,19; 4:8; 5:13; 6:4,6; 9:11;
10:4; 11:2,5,6,9,10; 12:4,8,12,15; 13:10,12; 16:5,6:
17:12,13,16: 18:7,11,14,17; 19:10; 21:2,19,22,23: and 22:9.
The fronted object is generally used for localized
highlighting.

The variety of nouns and predicates involved

in these constructions precluded any meaningful patterns or
regularities.
Sentence length is difficult to determine with any
degree of reliability, because the autographs did not
include any punctuation.

The analysis which follows is

based on the punctuation of the fourth edition of the United
Bible Societies' Greek New Testament on the grounds that its
punctuation is as reliable as that in any available text. 45
The only significant observation based on sentence length is
the preponderance of short sentences in chapter 21.

The

change in sentence length in chapter 21 is related to the
nature of that segment as discourse peak' (see page 147).
Discourse Boundaries
An essential step in textlinguistics is identifying

45Barbara Aland, Kurt Aland, Johannes Karavidopoulos,
Carlo M. Martini, and Bruce Metzger, eds., The Greek New
Testament, 4th rev. ed. (Stuttgart: United Bible Societies,
1993) .
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devices the author used for segmenting the text into
constituent paragraphs, episodes, and sections.

Each unit

will display internal cohesion, but the beginning and ending
of the pericope is generally indicated by discourse markers
and other boundary-marking features.
Discourse Markers
Several proposals have been offered concerning the
significance of

~€'tci

tauta, €.V

7rVEU~atL,

and €7rta. in the Book

of Revelation and their bearing on discourse structure.
expression

~Etcitauta

The

occurs in 1:19; 4:1 (twice); 7:1,9;

9:12; 15:5; 18:1; 19:1; and 20:3.

The primary question is

whether the expression has only temporal relevance (events
which follow previous events) or additional functional
significance as a discourse marker.

Six uses of

~Etcitauta

refer to something John saw (UOOV) or heard (~~oucra) -after
this.~~oucra

Given the discourse significance of both
(see page 118), the likelihood that

uoov

~Etcituuta

functions as a discourse marker is enhanced.

and
also

Edwin A.

Abbott, on the other hand, thought the expression mainly had
temporal meaning. 46
that

~Etcitautu

C. K. Barrett disagreed and pointed out

in John's Gospel marked the transition

between narrative units and did not imply chronological
sequence. 47

Concerning its use in Revelation, Charles ,.,rote

46Edwin A. Abbott, Johannine Grammar (London: Black,
1906), 266.
~7C. K. Barrett, The Gospel according to St. John
(London: S.P.C.K., 1978), 162.
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that

~£tataura

vision. -48

Malways introduces a new and important

G. R. Beasley-Murray concurred:

~£ta

tauta

indicates -succession in order of John's apprehension, not
chronological succession in order of occurrence.- 49
discourse significance of

~£tatauta

The

is further strengthened

by its association with prominent narrative participants,
such as heavenly voices in 4:1 and 19:1 and angelic beings
in 7:1 and 18:1.

David Hellholm labelled the expression a

relative episode marker. 50
the use of

~£tatauta

Stephen Levinsohn, commenting on

in New Testament Greek in general,

wrote: MThere is no direct connection between the events
which follow and those that precede." 51
Another phrase often used for establishing the
structure of the Book of Revelation is €.v
4:2; 17:3; 21:10).52

7rv£u~atl

(1: 10;

This expression does coincide with

otherwise noticeable divisions in the text, but the question
is whether the use of €.v

7rv£u~atl

alone is sufficient grounds

for dividing the narrative at that point.

If €.v 7rV£Ullatl

4BCharles, 1: 106.
49G[eorge] R[aymond] Beasley-Murray, The Book of
Revelation, in New Centu~ Bible Commenta~, ed. Ronald E.
Clements and Matthew Black (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974;
London: Marshall, Morgan, & Scott, 1974), 142.
50David Hellholm, MThe Problem of Apocalyptic Genre
and the Apocalypse of John," SBL Seminar Papers 21 (1982):
185.
51Stephen H. Levinsohn, Discourse Features of New
Testament Greek: A Coursebook (Dallas: Summer Institute of
Linguistics, 1992), 59.
52This function for €.v
440-50.

7rv£u~atl

is favored by Snyder,
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does have a text-segmenting role, then its absence would
also indicate that the intervening material is grouped.
David L. Turner organized the text around the four divisions
established by
rrV(U~a'tl

(V rrV(U~a'tl. 53

This understanding of

(V

is enhanced by its association in 4:1; 17:1; and

21: 9 with

o(i~w 0"01.

One of the most widely discussed possibilities for
segmenting the Book of Revelation is the use of sevens and
series of sevens.

The adjective

(lr'tu

is found in 1:4,11,12,

16,20; 2:1; 3:1; 4:5; 5:1,5,6; 6:1: 8:2,6; 10:3,4: 11:13;
12:3; 13:1; 15:1,6,7,8; 16:1; 17:1,3,7,9,11; and 21:9.

The

word as used in Revelation has the primary connotation of
completion and sufficiency.

Ernst Wendland is one

commentator who segmented the book according to series of
sevens: seven seals (4:1-8:1), seven trumpets (8:2-11:18),
seven signs (11:19-15:4), seven plagues (15:5-16:21), seven
sayings (17:1-19:10), seven sights (19:11-20:15), and seven
revelations (21:1-22:5)

.54

wendland affirmed that -the

architecture of the Apocalypse has been designed with a
special emphasis upon the number seven.- S5

A major defect in

53David L. Turner, -The New Jerusalem in Revelation
21:1-22:5: Consummation of a Biblical Continuum,· in
Dispensationalism, Israel and the Church, ed. Darrell L.
Bock and Craig A. Blaising (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1992),
281.
54 Ernst R. Wendland, -7 X 7 (X 7): A Structural and
Thematic Outline of John's Apocalypse,· OPTAT: Occasional
Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics 4, no. 4 (1990):
371-87.
55vlendland, 372.
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this view, however, is that it overlooks other notable
numhers in the text, such as three. ten. and twelve.
Furthermore. although certain things or events are clearly
numbered from one to seven. other large sections of the text
are not so delineated.

Thus, the reader is justified in

thinking that too much has been read into the use of series
of sevens, when it does not and cannot account for the
structure of the whole discourse.
that the sequences of seven

~are

Even Wendland admitted
not mechanically

reproduced w and that Mthe pattern is not perfect.- 56

Numbers

are used symbolically in Revelation, as in most apocalyptic
literature, but they do not function as discourse markers.
Other potential discourse markers include lexical
items, such as conjunctions, nouns in the vocative case. and
the first person verb.

Conjunctions are used in Revelation

to connect sentences within paragraphs, but they rarely, if
ever, connect larger sequences.

Consequently, conjunctions

are of little value in determining the overall structure of
the book.

This observation is consistent with the nature of

the book as narrative rather than argumentative literature.
Nouns in the vocative case occur in 4:11; 6:10; 7:14; 11:17;
12:12; 15:3; 16:7; 18:4,10,16,19,20; 19:4; and 22:20, but

these nouns of direct address are typically contained within
quotations of praise or mourning.

Nouns in the vocative

case, therefore, do not function as discourse markers in
Revelation.

On the other hand, first person verbs, most of

56Wendland. 373.
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which are cl50v and ~Koucra. might have a discourse-marking
role (see page 118).
Metatextual markers with discourse significance
include introductory words or phrases. rhetorical questions.
preview statements. heading and citation formulas. and
commands to write and to hear or read.

The latter often

have discourse significance in apocalyptic literature.

The

command to write (ypawov) might be structurally significant
in Revelation. although the word usually occurs in the
letters to the churches.

Instances of ypawov outside

chapters 2 and 3 are in 1:11.19; 14:13; 19:9; and 21:5.

The

word is joined with AEYE1 (marked historical present) in 19:9
and 21:5.

The combination signifies localized highlighting.

but ypaWov is too infrequent and sporadic for discourse
segmentation.

On the other hand. metatextual discourse

markers are prominent in the letters to the churches.
letter begins with a heading (T4l

a.nU~

Each

'tf)s • . . €.KKATlcriaS

ypaWOV), a command to write, and a recurring introductory

expression ('tao£ AEY£l).

Each letter closes with a terminal

sentence. b €xWV OUS a.Koucra'tw 'ti 'to 7rVEUI.la AiYEl 'tals €.KKATlcria1S.
Taxis and Span
Any repetitive element Mmay be said to partake
something of the nature of a span and will be relevant to
the structure of the text at some level.

M57

The Book of

S7Nilbur Pickering. A Framework for Discourse
Analysis (Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1980).
108.
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Revelation has several examples of an item span, whether a
repeated word or phrase, connecting segments of text.

The

repetition and fronting of the temporal clause in 6:1,3,5,7,
9,12; and B: 1 (ot€

iivOt~€v

ti]v O'CPpayloa tl)V) connects the

breaking of the first five seals and, by virtue of its
different position in connection with the sixth seal
(following €lOOV), suggests a minor break or segment climax.
The repetition and fronting of otav
{~o6~~v

iiV01~EV

'ti]v O'CPpayloa 'tT]v

in 8:1 connects the intervening material between the

sixth and seventh seals as one unit.
Other examples of span include the repetition of the
future tense in 9:6
ErrteU~~O'OUO'lV),

(S~'t~O'OUO'lV,

EUp~O'OUO'lV,

and

which suggests the inclusion of an authorial

comment on the previous text.

The use of present and future

tense in 7:15-17 indicates a unit off the mainline
narrative, probably epexegetical in nature.

The sentences

of chapter 5 are grouped around the recurrence of
~l~Aiov.

dvol~al'to

The central section of chapter 13 (vv. 5-15) is

grouped together by the repetition of

Eo6e~au't0.

The

epexegetical section in chapter 18 includes several
references to kings, generally O't paO'lAEls 'tlis Ylis.
repeated expression in chapter 18 is
concept of Christian testimony
verse 2,

~ap'tus

in verse 5, and

(E~ap'tup~O'EV
~ap'tupiav

pervades the paragraph of 1:1-9.
much of chapters 9 and 13.

O'tl~l~Wp~.

and

Another
The
~ap'tupiav

in

in verse 9)

The use of

E~ouO'ia

conjoins

The repetition of a~los El in 4:11

and 5:9 connects the two praise sections, indicating the
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fundamental unity of the two recipients of the praise

eEOS and dpviov).

This repetition also indicates the

inseparability of chapters 4 and 5.
cr!OAas

AEu~as

(~UP10S

The recurrence of

in 6:11 (the cry of the martyrs under the

altar) and 7:9 (the prdise of a great multitude before the
throne) conjoins these two events and indicates that 7:9 is
the culmination of 6:11.

Chapter 17 makes frequent use of

words from the root rropv.

Other examples of concentrated

lexical items are dvoiyw in chapters 5 and 6,

rrpocr~uvtw

in

chapters 13 and 14, rrolEw (meaning -to cause to be-) in
chapter 13, and rrAOU!EW in chapter 18.
Each of these examples indicates the ability of span
to delineate a segment in the text, generally a paragraph or
a group of paragraphs.

Taxis, on the other hand, whether

hypotaxis or parataxis, does not figure prominently in the
Book of Revelation, as it would in an argumentative text,
because of its narrative character.
Grouping
Dividing the text into paragraphs has been part of
the exegetical process for quite some time, so the analysis
presented below should not be expected to uncover hidden
secrets overlooked by other interpreters.

On the other

hand, text segmentation informed by the data presented
above, such as lexical and grammatical spans or recurring
semantic domains, enhances the objectivity of the analysis
presented below.

Text segmentation can involve inferential
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conjunctions, discontinuities in time or location, vocative
forms, shifts in verb usage (aspect or mood), or changes in
participant reference.

Furthermore, text segmentation is

incomplete until the individual paragraphs have been grouped
into episodes and sections according to criteria within the
text.

Bible students are routinely taught Mto analyze the

structure of a single sentence, but very few students will
ever have been offered help in analyzing longer sections of

discourse.

w58

The first information in the following pages

is a listing of paragraph units and the rationale for
identifying each unit as a distinct paragraph.

The next

section groups these paragraphs into episodes and indicates
where embedding occurs.
Paragraphs
Table 1 summarizes the individual paragraphs in the
Book of Revelation.

The large number of units labelled as

paragraphs might seem guilty of oversimplification.

Each

unit, however, is set apart from preceding sentences by
boundary devices, and the sentences in each paragraph are
conjoined by recognizable features of coherence and unity.
Cotterell and Turner pointed out that the Msentence cluster,
or short paragraph, is perhaps the basic unit of
communication in a discourse.- 59
is to reduce the discourse into

The function of paragraphs
~anageable

thought units.

58Cotterell and Turner, 196.
S~Cotterell

and Turner, 195 (emphasis added).
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TABLE 1
PARAGRAPH SEGMENTATION OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Reference
1:1-3
1:4-7
1:8
1:9-20
2:1-7
2:8-11
2:12-17
2:18-28
3:1-6
3:7-13
3:14-22
4:1-11
5:1-5
5:6-14
6:1-2
6:3-4
6:5-6
6:7-8
6:9-11
6:12-17
7:1-8
7:9-12
7:13-17
8:1
8:2
8:3-5
8:6
8:7
8:8-9
8:10-11
8:12
8:13
9:1-11
9:12
9:13-16
9:17-19
9:20-21
10:1-7
10:8-11
11: 1-3
11:4-6
11:7-10
11:11-13
11: 14
11:15-19
12:1-9
12:10-12
12:13-18

paragraph Type
Embellishment-identification
Embellishment-identification
Simple
Embellishment-identification
Antithetical
Contrast
Antithetical
Antithetical
Contrast
Contrast
Logical relation-result
Embellishment-identification
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-identification
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal simultaneous
Interaction-quote
Interaction-complex dialogue
Simple
Simple
Temporal sequence
Simple
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-comment
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-co~~ent

Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Interaction-execution
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-comment
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-comment
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Interaction-quote
Temporal sequence
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TABLE 1--Continued
13: 1-3a
13: 3b-7
13 : 8-10
13:11-17
13: 18
14:1-3
14:4-5
14:6-7
14:8
14:9-11
14:12
14: 13
14:14

14:15-16
14:17
14:18-20
15:1
15:2-4
15:5-8
16:1
16:2
16:3
16:4-7
16:8-9
16:10-11
16:12-16
16:17-21
17:1-5
17:6-18
18:1-3
18:4-20
18:21-24
19:1-3
19:4
19:5
19:6-8
19:9-10
19:11-16
19:17-18
19:19-21
20:1-3
20:4
20:5-6
20:7-10
20:11-15
21:1-2
21:3-8
21:9-22:5
22:6-7
22:8-11
22:12-13
22:14-15

Embellishment-identification
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-comment
Temporal simultaneous
Embellishment-comment
Embellishment-identification
Embellishment-comment
Temporal sequence
Tempora~ sequence
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-comment
Embellishment-comment
Embellishment-identification
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-identification
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-identification
Interaction-quote
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal simultaneous
Embellishment-identification
Embellishment-amplification
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-comment
Embellishment-identification
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-identification
Embellishment-comment
Temporal sequence
Temporal sequence
Embellishment-identification
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-amplification
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-comment
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TABLE 1--Continued
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-comment
Interaction-quote
Embellishment-comment

22:16-17
22:18-19
22:20
22:21

The following discussion includes a label for each paragraph
based on the taxonomic classification of Longacre and an
explanation of the features which call for segmenting the
individual unit as such. 6o
paragraph 1:1-3 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph, which is designed to introduce new participants
and topics to the narrative.

This paragraph is set apart by

its position as the first unit of the text and by the
concluding parenthetical reference, b yap KatpOS (nus.
Whether the remark begun with yap is parenthetical or
explanatory is irrelevant; either use breaks the flow of
thought and concludes the unit. 61

This paragraph introduces

the main players in the apocalyptic revelation--Jesus, the
angelic mediator, and John himself.
P2ragraph 1:4-7 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph set apart by John's direct address of personal
identification to the recipients, much in the style of the
Pauline letters, and by the concluding emphatic particles,
60Robert E. Longacre, MAn Apparatus for the
Identification of Paragraph Types,· Notes on Linguistics 15
(1980): 5-22.

61Archibald Thomas Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek
New Testament in the Light of Historical Research, 4th ed.
(Nashville: Broadman, 1934), 433.
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vaici~~v.

The United Bible Societies' text separates verse 7

as a distinct paragraph.

A change in verb tense to a

present with future meaning (lpXEtal; and two future tense
verbs (O$EtUl and KO$OVtal) could support this segmentation.
The verse fits semantically with the preceding three verses,
however, in its description of the person and work of
Christ.

Verse 7 is more likely the peak sentence of this

paragraph, highlighted as such by an inclusion formed by
ci~~v

and emphasized by iODD.

The theme of Christ's parousia

is also repeated in a concluding segment (22:7,12,20).
Paragraph 1:8 is a simple paragraph, which Longacre
defined as consisting of one sentence, just as a simple
sentence consists of one independent clause. 62

In this case,

God adds Mhis own signature M to the preceding introduction
by addressing the recipients directly, rather than through

John.63

The unit is also set apart by the use of AfYEl in

the present tense rather than the aorist clnEv, which would
have been expected if the words had been addressed to John.
The sentence has great thematic value for the book as a
whole by introducing God as both KUP1DS and onavtDKpatWp.
paragraph 1:9-20 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph which is initiated by the emphatic personal
pronoun with the personal name,

(yw'Iwcivv~S

the beginning of the first letter in 2:1.

and terminated by
This paragraph

62Longacre, MApparatus for paragraph Types,M 6.
63Alan Johnson, MRevelation,M in Hebrews--Revelation,
vol. 12 of Expositor's Bible Commenta~, ed. Frank E.
Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1981), 423.
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contains three distinct subunits (1:9-11,12-16,17-20), but
grammatical features require that the sentences not be
separated.

The repetition of

~wv~v

in verse 12 and the use

of the imperfect EAaAE1 obviates the need for a break
between verses 11 and 12.

The repetition of OE;1o.S in verse

20 and the ellision of Xfip from verse 16 connects these
subunits.

The semantic element which connects the entire

paragraph is the vision of the cosmic Christ.

Verses 1:17b-

19 could be construed as an embedded logical relation-reason
paragraph.

Verse 19 contains one of the few uses of the

..

coordinating inferential conjunction, ouv.

The other four

uses of ouv are in the letters to the churches (2:5,16;
3: 3,19) .
The letters to the churches in chapters 2 and 3 are
clearly demarcated by an opening salutation addressed to a
specific church and a closing terminal sentence addressed to
recipients in general.

paragraphs 2:1-7,12-17, and 18-28

are antithetical paragraphs expressing a
expectancy reversal. N64

~frustration

or

The use of aAAu in each letter

makes this an appropriate label.

Paragraphs 2:8-11; 3:1-6,

and 7-13 are contrast paragraphs which Mexpress opposed
activities, events, states, situations, or temporal
horizons. N65

Each of these letters implies that a deviant

group ('rwv AqOV'tWV 'Jouoaious Eiva1 EaUtOUS Ka1 OUK datv in 2: 9;
QVOlla EXE1S

ott ~iis Kat VEKPOS Ei

64Longacre,

in 3: 1 i tf]s auvaywyf]s tOU LataVo.

~Apparatus

for Paragraph Types,- 10.

65Longacre, -Apparatus for Paragraph Types,- 11.
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in 3:9). presupposing to be right with God. is actually the
enemy of His people.

Paragraph 3:14-22 is a logical

relation-result paragraph.
frequently.

This letter uses Ott causal more

Its position as the last of the seven letters.

combined with its structure as a result paragraph. indicates
that it fulfills a summary role in the succession of
letters.

Overall. the structure of the letters as

antithetical or contrast paragraphs indicates that the
sociological occasion behind this book was Christ·s
unfulfilled expectations for and incipient heresy within the
churches, rather than crushing political persecution.
paragraph 4:1-11 returns to the mainline narrative
by beginning with IlEtD. tauta doov, a phrase with repeated
discourse segmentation significance.

The confluence of six

boundary-marking devices (IlEtD. tauta. doov. ioou. 4lWVll.
~Kouaa.

and 4:1.

and

oEi~w)

indicates a decisive break between 3:22

This embellishment-identification paragraph is the

beginning of the narrative proper, being separated from the
introductory material in chapters 2-3.

This paragraph also

contains the narrative theme, the sovereignty of God.

Words

from the semantic domain for ·control. ruleM--OpovoS, KUP10S.
and OUVullls--are used frequently.

One word in particular.

OpOVOS, is placed in significant grammatical constructs by
fronting it ahead of the predicate: Op6VOSEKEltO and EXttOV
Op6vov KaOiU.1EVOS (4: 2)

i

(rrt tous Opovous ... KaOTjIl£vOUS (4: 4 ) i and

EK tOU OpOVOU EKrropEUoV"tUl (4: 5).

The emphasis placed on OpOVOS

indicates that chapter 4 is more than the Mthrone room
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scene.-

The throne is, and will be demonstrated to be

throughout the narrative, a major participant or prop.

The

paragraph is terminated by the conclusion of the song of
praise in 4:11.
Paragraph 5:1-5 is a temporal sequence paragraph,
consisting of four build-up units in verses 1-4 and the
terminus in verse 5.

The complete inability of anyone to

open the sealed book is demonstrated by fronting ouoEIS twice
The present tense AE1El is used when John needs

(5:3,4).

additional information (17:15; 19:9, second use; 19:10;
22:9, 10).

A participant singled out from a group by the

use of (IS also indicates special information or an
explanation of preceding events (7:13; 17:1; 21:9).

Verse 5

is singled out by these means for local highlighting.

The

use of loo\> indicates that b AEWV b E.K 'tits qmAits 'Iouoa. is a major
participant.

The r·aragraph is terminated by the use of Eioov

to begin the next unit.
paragraph 5:6-14 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph, initiated by uoov in verse 6 and terminated by
d~~v

in verse 14.

Grouping these sentences into one

paragraph is further strengthened by the recurrence of dpviov
(5:6,8,12,13).

Three embedded paragraphs within 5:6-14 are

interaction-quote paragraphs recording songs of praise to
the Lamb: 5:9-10,11-12,13.
found in verse 13.

The peak sentence in 5:6-14 is

This sentence contains one of the few

times the object is fronted before the predicate.

The

repetitious use of five prepositional phrases, all modifying
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nav lI:tl<1Jl(l, also highlights this sentence.
Paragraphs 6:1-2,3-4,5-6,7-8,9-11, and 12-17 are
temporal sequence paragraphs initiated by the recurring
expression, OtE. ';VOlSE.V.

An interaction-simple dialogue

paragraph (6:10-11) is embedded within paragraph 6:9-11.
The final paragraph in this series, 6:12-17, contains eight
fronted expressed subjects and concludes with a rhetorical
question, marking it as the terminus in a larger sequence.
Paragraph 7:1-8 is a temporal simultaneous
paragraph, segmented from the cot ext by JlE.tatouto in 7:1 and
the end of a list in 7:8.

Beasley-Murray pointed out that

JlE.tatouto signifies ·succession in order of John's
apprehension, not chronological succession in order of
occurrence.- 66

A coordinate paragraph is embedded in 7:4-8.

Although a textlinguistic appraisal of discourse can
demonstrate the segmentation and relationship of individual
units, it is inadequate to address crucial theological
questions.

In particular, a textlinguistic analysis cannot

answer the usual question concerning this paragraph: who are
the 144,000?

The questions of interludes and reiteration

versus succession also become treacherous at this point.
commentators feel a great need to determine the sequence of
events and their actual fulfillment.

J. Ramsey Michaels

provided a helpful corrective: ·When we discuss structure we
are not yet addressing questions of meaning and reality.-6?
66Beasley-Murray, 142.
67J.

Ramsey Michaels, Interpreting the Book of
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The perplexing question of reiteration versus succession,
although important for interpreting the Book of Revelation,
can be an impediment to an objective textlinguistic analysis
of the book's literary structure.

Michaels added:

If our goal is simply to trace the intrinsic structure
of the Book of Revelation by trying to hear what John
heard and see what he saw, there is room to question the
need for speaking of interludes. 68
A textlinguistic analysis of narrative assumes that text is
structured in straightforward fashion unless recognizable
discourse markers indicate otherwise.
paragraph 7:9-12 is an interaction-quote paragraph
which records the song of praise issuing from the great
multitude.

The paragraph is initiated by J.1E'ta. 'tuu'tu Eioov and

terminated by awriv.

The significance of this paragraph in

its cotext is emphasized by combining lool> with 0XAOS 7rOAUS,
repeating 9povoS four times, and concluding the song of
praise with

aJ.1~v.

Furthermore, the segment exhibits the

Mcrowded stage- phenomenon. 69

Participants Mon stage- in

this segment are the great multitude, the Lamb, God, all the
angels, the twenty-four elders, and the four living
creatures.
Paragraph 7:13-17 is an interaction-complex dialogue
Revelation, vol. 7 of Guides to New Testament Exegesis, ed.
Scot McKnight (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992), 54.

68Michaels, 55.
69Robert Longacre and Stephen Levinsohn, MField
Analysis of Discourse,- in Current Trends in
Textlinguistics, ed. Wolfgang U. Dressler (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1978), 109.
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paragraph.

Longacre defined complex dialogue paragraphs as

those which -involve counter tokens which can be called
continuing utterances.- 70

The segment is marked at the

beginning by a change in participants to Eis EK 'twv rrpECJ!3U't€PWV
and at the conclusion by the end of a quotation.
Paragraphs 8:1 and 8:2 are simple paragraphs
consisting of one sentence each.

The UBS4 text joins 8:1

and 8:2 into a single paragraph, but the introduction of new
participants in 8:2 calls for a separation.
paragraph 8:3-5 is a temporal sequence paragraph.
The segmentation on both ends of this unit is a change in
participants (ciAAOS ciYYEAOS in 8: 3 and

0'1

e.rr'tCt ciYYEAOl in 8: 6) .

Paragraph 8:6 is another simple paragraph.

This

unit is the setting to a larger grouping (8:7-9:11).
paragraphs 8:7,8-9,10-11,12,13; and 9:1-11 are temporal
sequence paragraphs.

Each unit except for 8:13 begins with

a fronted nominative for participant.

This construction

increases the pace of narrative events, which adds tension
to the larger sequence and leads to a peak segment.

Each of

these units is concluded by the introduction of a different
participant in the following unit.

Paragraph 8:13 is also

segmented by reference to a different participant, which in
this case is highlighted with the adjective, e.VOS.

This unit

is further emphasized by the combination of E180v and ~KouCJa.
Two of the paragraphs include embedding.

An embellishment-

comment paragraph (8:11) is embedded within 8:10-11.

Two

70Longacre, -Apparatus for Paragraph Types,w 18.
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embellishment-comment paragraphs (9:6,11) and an
embellishment-illustration paragraph (9:7-10) are embedded
within 9: 1-11.
Paragraph 9:12 is a distinct embellishment-comment
paragraph.

John interrupts the natural flow of the

narrative to insert an authorial comment. 7!
drr~A8£v

The aorist

does not imply chronological sequence but only that

-the vision of the first woe has passed from John's sight.- 72
Paragraph 9:13-16 is a temporal sequence paragraph.
The unit begins with a fronted nominative for expressed
subject, b h:ros ciYYEAOS, and concludes with an embedded
authorial comment, tl..:oucrO, rov dP181lov O,urwv.

Ladd established

a connection between the altar in verse 13 and that in 8:3,
where the prayers of the saints are placed: -This
symbolically portrays the fact that the divine judgment of
evil will occur in answer to the prayers of God's people.- 73
Paragraph 9:17-19 is an embellishment-comment
paragraph, in which John remarks on the preceding unit
(9:13-16).

The paragraph is set apart by the use of ourws

71Alan Culpepper pointed out a similar feature in
John's Gospel: -Comments by the narrator are also
distributed throughout the narrative and generally serve as
introductions or conclusions to scenes, or whole sections,
of the gospel, or as transitional or explanatory notes.R. Alan Culpepper, -The Narrator in the Fourth Gospel:
Intratextual Relationships,· SBL Seminar Papers 21 (1982):
82. Of course, Culpepper would not use this feature to make
any sort of comparison between the Gospel of John and the
Book of Revelation. This writer, however, found the
correlation to favor joint authorship for the two documents.
72Lenski, 298.
7JLadd, 135.
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~

ElOOV in verse 17 and a fronted nominative in verse 20.

Verse 19 also contains the first use of a coordinating
explanatory conjunction (yap) in the body of the narrative.
Paragraphs 9:20-21 and 10:1-7 are temporal sequence
paragraphs, reinstating the mainline narrative after the
epexegetical interruption in 9:17-19.

A fronted nominative

for participant, 0'1 Aomol twV civ9pwtwv, initiates 9: 20-21.
The unit is constrained by repeated references to the same
participant in the independent pronoun.

The paragraph 10:1-

7 is segmented by aAAov aYYEAov iCJA,Upov in 10: 1 and, like
9:20-21, is also connected by the actions of one

participant.

The intervening reference to u'tEXtappovtul is

not sufficient to merit another segmentation, because the
original participant (0 aYYEAos QV e.loov ECJtwtU iXl tf]s 8uAcl.CJCJl1S
KUlEXltf]Syf]S) remains salient as the one commenting on the

seven thunderous voices.
paragraph 10:8-11 is the first interaction-execution
paragraph in the Book of Revelation, which Longacre defined
as a verbal plan followed by a nonverbal performance of the
plan. 74

The unit is initiated by reintroducing a previous

participant, 1] <pwvil ilv Tll\:ouCJu

(I\:

tOU oupuvou Xcl.AlV AUAOUCJUV.

The

unit is marked as being off the mainline narrative by
present tense verbs, such as AEYEl (10:9) and AEyouCJiv
(10:11) .

paragraph 11:1-3 is an interaction-quote paragraph.
AS

was the case with another perplexing segment (7:1-17),
74Longacre, MApparatus for Paragraph Types,w 19.
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the reader must refrain from expecting more of discourse
analysis than is within its grasp. namely. answering
questions of participant identity in the actual fulfillment
of the text.

Applying discourse analysis to the Book of

Revelation does not provide any better answer to the
question of the identity of the two witnesses in chapter 11
than that which has been obtained through other methods of
interpretation.

The unit includes recognition of a speech

act without identifying the speaker (AEyWV).
Paragraph 11:4-6 is an embellishment-comment
paragraph.

The expression OUtoiEicrtv indicates divergence

from the mainline narrative.

The sentences are grouped by a

common text type. namely. explanatory literature.
Paragraphs 11:7-10 and 11-13 are temporal sequence
paragraphs which both cohere through consistent participant
reference.

A change in verb tense indicates segmentation.

The first unit. 11:7-10. uses mainly verbs in the present
and future.

The second unit. 11:11-13. resorts almost

exclusively to verbs in the aorist.

According to

I. T. Beckwith, the tense shift can be explained by (a) the
present in 11:7-10 for -greater vividness· and (b) the
aorist in 11:11-13 for -narrating what he had already seen
and heard in vision.- 75

The two units are also separated by

a fronted temporal element at the beginning of 11:11,

~Eta

75Isbon T[haddeusl Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John:
Studies in Introduction with a Critical and Exegetical
Commentary (New York: Macmillan. 1922), 603.
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Paragraph 11:14 intersects the mainline narrative by
adding an embellishment-comment unit.

John adds an

authorial comment to previously narrated events, similar to
his insertion in 9:12.

Beasley-Murray proposed that this

verse grouped 11:1-13 as Ma section complete in itself,
which was ili.serted into the scheme of the seven trumpet
judgments. "76
Paragraph 11:15-19 is a temporal sequence paragraph,
bounded by a fronted nominative for participant in 11:15, b
€~oo~osaYY€AOS,

12:1.

and the introduction of a new participant in

The events of this unit are grouped together as

successive reactions to the seventh angel's trumpet.
Paragraph 12:1-9 is a temporal simultaneous
paragraph.

The inseparability of this segment of the

narrative with the preceding text is indicated by the
absence of uOov.

The interchange of tenses between aorist,

present, and perfect make it impracticable to isolate
successive events.

Internal cohesion is achieved by common

participants, with the dragon,

bopd~wv,

being locally

salient by virtue of repetition and fronting.

Other

repeated items for internal cohesion include the locative
expression, (. v 'to oupav0.
paragraph 12:10-12 is an interaction-quote
paragraph, demarcated by the use of
reintroduction of

~WV~V~€ydA~V

~~oucra

in verse 10.

and the
The peak

sentence in this paragraph is found in 12:12, marked by the
76Beasley-Murray, 187.
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rare use (at least in the Book of Revelation) of

ola~ou~o.

paragraph 12:13-18 is a temporal sequence paragraph,
bounded by the reintroduction of oopaKWv in 12:13 and the
use of Kalfioov in 13:1.

This paragraph is markedly

different from 12:1-9 in that it more consistently uses the
mainline aorist tense.

For this reason the unit is labelled

temporal sequence, whereas 12:1-9 is labelled temporal
simultaneous.

The kinds of events narrated in 12:13-18 seem

to require temporal succession.

The recurring thematic

concept of persecution, however, makes it difficult to
establish a strong segmentation between any of the sentences
contained in chapter 12.
Paragraph 13:1-3a is an embellishment-identification
paragraph which introduces a new participant to the
narrative,

e~piov.

The local salience of this participant is

demonstrated through the use of participles in 13:1 and
comparative phrases in 13:2 for a full description.

Much of

this description appears to be a parody of the description
of Christ in chapter 1.

Roloff thought the net effect was

to ridicule the demonic entity as -nothing unique, [but)
only a poor copy.-77

John's portrayal of the beast basically

derives from Daniel 7.
paragraph 13:3b-7 is a temporal sequence paragraph.
This unit is grouped by the recurring use of

Eo6e~au~0.

Paragraph 13:8-10 interrupts the narrative flow with an
embellishment-comment paragraph, marked as such by the use
77Roloff, 155.
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of future and present tense verbs.

The series of short

sentences in 13:9-10 gives this section localized
highlighting in the immediate cotext and, perhaps, emphasis
for episode peak.
Paragraph 13:11-17 is a temporal simultaneous
paragraph separated from the preceding sequence paragraph by
the introduction of a new participant,

dAAOe~piov.

The two

units are fundamentally linked, however, by the recurrence
of

(06e~

autQ.

The use of the present tense

1\01E1

indicates

that the actions in this unit are simultaneous and not
chronologically successive.
paragraph 13:18 is another embellishment-comment
paragraph used for the insertion of an authorial response to
the preceding narrative.

The expression "nO€

il O"o¢lia (O"tiv

marks the segment as off the mainline event sequence.
Unfortunately, although a textlinguistic method can
objectively point to this verse as a distinct segment, it
cannot answer the question of the identity of the individual
with the number 666.
paragraph 14:1-3 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph, separated from the preceding cotext by KaiE1oov.
The use of ioou in connection with dpviov reestablishes the
priority and salience of the Lamb.
embellishment-comment paragraph.

Paragraph 14:4-5 is an
This unit is demarcated by

the use of OutOl and the present tense verb.

Depicting the

faithful as virgins is derived from the symbolic use of
virginity in the Old Testament for loyalty to Jehovah (Jer.
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18:13; Amos 5:2)

.7B

John adopts this terminology consonant

with his purpose: to enjoin the readers to abstain from
spiritual harlotry and remain faithful to Christ.
Paragraphs 14:6-7,8, and 9-11 arc temporal sequence
paragraphs, distinguished only by a difference in salient
participants.

The recurrence of

~WvTI~lE1aATI

in verses 7 and

9 forms an inclusion around the pronouncements of the three
angels.
Paragraph 14:12 interrupts the narrative with an
authorial comment, similar in form to comments in 13:10 and
13:J8.

Furthermore, the comments in both 13:10 and 14:12

deal with a recurring motif,

uno~ov~.

Before resuming the

narrative, another comment is inserted in the text in
paragraph 14:13, but this remark, like the insertion in 1:8,
comes directly from God Himself without being mediated by
the angelic messenger.
paragraph 14:14 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph.

The recurrence of ~a\clBov r8establishes the

narrative flow after the insertion of authorial and divine
comments in 14:12 and 14:13.
highlighted by

ioou.

The prop,

VE~(A~AEU~~,

is

The following three paragraphs, 14:15-

16,17,18-20, are each segmented by a fronted nominative,
aAAos aYYEAos, introducing a new participant.

paragraph 15:1 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph which introduces a completely new participant,

ci:yyU..ouS EntU EX,OV'taS

nA~:us

78Mounce, 270.

EntU tUS EO'x,aras.

Segmentation is

established by

. ..
t-:Ul (loov.
~
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Swete understood the adjectival

construction to mean that -the plagues now about to begin
are distinguished from all that came before them.-79

Roloff

suggested that the verse functions as -a superscription for
everything that follows.- Bo
paragraph 15:2-4, an interaction-quote paragraph,
interrupts the narrative flow with a tense shift
The use of the vocative,

t-:UPlE,

(~OOUcrlV).

and a rhetorical question

highlight this segment within its episode.

Beasley-Murray

concurred with joining verses 3 and 4, in spite of their
referring to two songs, because the song of Moses
anticipated the song of the Lamb. Bl
Paragraph 15:5-8 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph which sets the stage for the following narrative
events.

The unit is separated from the preceding cotext by

the expression I\:u't ~(ta. 'tuu'tu doov.

The occurrence of this

phrase establishes a greater segmentation than that normally
found between paragraphs.

Mounce, however, limited the

antecedent of 'tuu'tu to the songs of Moses and the Lamb in
the preceding verses. 82
Paragraph 16:1 is an interaction-quote paragraph.
This single sentence sets the stage for events in paragraphs
16:2,3,4-7,8-9,10-11,12-16, and 17-21, each of which is a

79Swete, 190.
BORoloff, 182.
BIBeasley-Hurray, 235.
82Mounce, 289.
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temporal sequence unit, except for 17-21, which is temporal
simultaneous.
€.~€X.€€V

Each of these paragraphs is demarcated

'tllv 4l1Q.Allv autou.

embedded paragraphs.
comment in 16:14.

by

Paragraph 16: 12-16 includes two
The author inserts an embellishment-

The embellishment-comment in 16:15 is

from the divine source.
Paragraph 17:1-5 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph which introduces another participant.

That this

unit is intended to add extra details to the existing
narrative is marked by the use of €lS with the speaker.
use of LlEUPO.

oEi~U) 0'01

The

persuaded Ladd to establish a major

division at this point, which he identified as the beginning
of the third vision (17:1-21:8)

.B3

paragraph 17:6-18 is an embellishment-amplification
paragraph, which Longacre defined as ·rewording a piece of
information.· B4

The repetition of words from the semantic

domain for ·control, rule,· particularly paO'lAEus, gives the
unit internal cohesion.
Paragraph 18:1-3, an interaction-quote paragraph,
establishes a major segmentation with the preceding
narrative by the use of IlEtU taiha Eloov.
revolves around one term in particular,

The paragraph
4luAa~ll.

paragraphs 18:4-20,21-24; 19:1-3,4,5, and 6-8 are
interaction-quote paragraphs.

Each of these units is

demarcated by a distinct speaker for each quotation: aAAllv
83Ladd, 221.
84Longacre, MApparatus for paragraph Types,· 14.
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4>wvT]v in 18: 4; El~ ciYYEAO~ icrxupaS in 18: 21; 4>wvT]v J.1E"{clAT)V 0XAOU
rro}..;\,ou in 19: 1; o't npEcrpUtEPOl in 19: 4; 4>wvT] cina 'tou ep6vou in
19 : 5; and 4>wvi]v 0XAOU nOAAou in 19: 6 .

Paragraph 19:9-10 is an embellishment-comment
paragraph, set apart as a distinct unit by shifting to the
present tense verb,

parci~ularly

AEYE1.

The unit is also

conjoined by the recurrence of AEYEIJ.101.

This paragraph is a

comment on the previous text, but in this case the speaker
is the angelic mediator rather than John or God.

Lenski, on

the other hand, identified the one commanding John to write
with the voice from the throne in 19:5. 85
Paragraph 19:11-16 is an embellishmentidentification paragraph.

The length of this identification

signifies the centrality of this participant in the
narrative as a whole and his high degree of salience in this
episode.

The use of ioou and verbs in the present,

imperfect, future, and perfect tenses also indicates the
importance of this paragraph in its cotext.
paragraphs 19:17-18,19-21; and 20:1-3 are temporal
sequence paragraphs.

Each unit is initiated and terminated

by a change in participant: Eva aYYEAov in 19: 17; 'to 9T1Piov in
19: 19; and ci"f1€'AOV Ka'tapaivovta EX 'tou oupavou in 20: 1.

Paragraph 20:4 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph, followed closely by paragraph 20:5-6, an
embellishment-comment paragraph.

These two units interrupt

the narrative flow and add ancillary details, primarily
85Lenski, 543.
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directed to the original recipients.
Paragraphs 20:7-10 and 11-15 are temporal sequence
paragraphs.

Each unit is marked by a different participant

engaged in mainline narrative events.
salient participant is

ora~avds.

participant, or prop, is 9povov

In 20:7-10 the

In 20:11-15 the salient

~Eyav

AEUJ..:OV.

The anarthrous

reference to 9povov indicates that this particular throne is
somehow distinct from the many previous references to
thrones.

Swete pointed out that the singular throne in this

reference stands in contradistinction to the many thrones in
20:4, highlighting the fact of God's sovereignty in

judgment. 86
Paragraph 21:1-2 is an embellishment-identification
paragraph.

The significance of

lEpoucraA~~

in the overall

narrative sequence is emphasized by fronting the object in
21: 2, ~~v rroAlv ~~v ayiav 'IEpoucraA~~ J..:alv~v Eloov.

This sentence

is one of only two times the object precedes Eloov, the other
being in 21:22.
Paragraph 21:3-8 is an interaction-quote paragraph.
This speech is the only time a voice issuing from the throne
addresses John directly.

The significance of the monologue

in its cotext is emphasized by the use of ioou twice, six
fronted nominatives (uutoi and autOS 09EOS in verse 3; 0
9civa~os,

OUtE rrEv90S OUtE

J..:pauy~ OU~E

rrovos, and

~a. rrpw~a

in verse

4; OUtOl in verse 5), the present tense for AErEl, and the
redundant personal pronoun (autOS in verse 3 and EYW twice in
86Swete, 267.
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verse 6).
Paragraph 21:9-22:5 is an embellishmentamplification paragraph.

The use of (i~ with the participant

in verse 9 highlights the explanatory nature of this
segment.

The only time that John expressly states what he

did not see is in 21: 22, vaov QUI\: (ioQv.
Paragraphs 22:6-7,8-11,12-13,16-17, and 20 are
individual interaction-quote paragraphs.

Each unit is

segmented from the surrounding cot ext by a shift in speaker.
paragraphs 22:14-15,18-19, and 21 intersect the quoted
material with embellishment-comment paragraphs.

These

paragraphs collectively form the epilogue to the narrative
proper.
Episodes
The next step in applying discourse analysis to a
narrative text is grouping the paragraphs into episodes.
These units are bound by COmmon participant reference, time
and location, and topic.

Episodes in narrative literature

are the functional equivalent of sections in argumentative
literature.

Mounce pointed out the difficulty here:

No particular problem exists in identifying the units
and supplying a descriptive phrase for each. It is when
scholars set out to organize the smaller units into
larger blocks in an attempt to discover the underlying
plan that widely differing schemes begin to appear. S7
Table 2 summarizes episode segmentation in the Book of
Revelation, including the designated theme and peak unit for
S7Mounce, 45.
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each episode (see page 145).
TABLE 2
EPISODE SEGMENTATION IN THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Reference

Theme

Peak

1:9-3:22
4:1-8:1
8:2-11:19
12:1-20:15
21:1-22:7

Theological adversaries
Geopolitical opposition
Geopolitical opposition
Spiritual hostilities
Consummation of victory

none
7:9-11
11:15-19
19:1-10
21:1-8

The criteria for identifying episodes varies with
the text type under study.

Shifts in participant reference

tend to demarcate episode-level segments in narrative texts.
In the Book of Revelation, two proposals seem most
plausible.

Episode segments might begin and end with the

recurrence of (lBDV or JlEta tau'to. (laov, on the grounds that
the narrative structure is determined by the succession of
John's revelatory experiences.

The other term regularly

used by John to denote his reception of the visionary
experience is
T~

to (lOOV.

~Koucra,

but this term is considered subsidiary

Another alternative is that episodes begin and end

with the actions of major participants within the visions
themselves.

Both proposals are examined below.

The use of UOOV coincides with other distinctive
elements of the discourse with text-segmentation function.
The term is connected with JlEtataUta in 4:1; 7:1,9; 15:5
(but in this verse preceded by Kat); and 18:1.

The question

is whether the text should be segmented at these points
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because of the combination of floov and JlE'ta. ta.Uta. or because
of another element in the text.

Two additional factors must

be considered before a decision can be made regarding the
significance of JlE'ta. ta.Uta. e.loov.

Four of the five examples

listed above include participant reference: tEcrcra.pa.sayyEAouS
in 7: 1; 0XAOS rroAus in 7: 9; b va.OS tf]s crKTlVf]S in 15: 5; and UAAOV

UHEAOV in 18: 1.

The most likely example of JlEta. ta.uta. e.lSOV

functioning as a text-segmentation device, however, is the
one instance where a participant is not included, 4:1.
The use of e.lOOV without considering the addition of

JlEta. ta.uta. presellLs a similar picture.

A distinction must be

made, however, between uoov in anacolutha and E1Sov in
regular syntactic construction with an expressed direct
object.

Anacolutha with UOOV occur in 4:1; 5:11; 6:2,5,8:

7:9: 8:13: 14:1,14: and 15:5.

participant reference seems

to be the more notable feature in most of these references,
A participant or prop with ioou occurs in 4:1:

as well.

6:2,5,8; 7:9; and 14:1,14.

Although the participant in 8:13

is not highlighted with ioou, it is singled out by Evas.

The

most likely device for segmentation at these points,
therefore, is participant reference and not the use of E1Sov.
The narrative nature of the Book of Revelation lends
itself to segmentation on the basis of participant
reference.

The first three chapters are almost exclusively

dominated by the person of Christ.

Chapter 4 is controlled

by the throne, which is mentioned twelve times.

The first

reference includes ioou and is fronted before the predicate,
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Chapters 5 through 8:1 are controlled by reference

to a significant prop, the book and its seven seals.
Chapters 8:2 through 11:19 are grouped by the seven angels
sounding seven trumpets.

Chapters 12 through 20 include

consistent reference to supernatural forces of evil,
including the dragon. the beasts from the sea and the earth,
the great harlot, and the devil.

These entities are

presented so that they are grouped by one common
denominator, their opposition to the Lamb and the people of
God.

Chapters 21:1 through 22:7 are dominated by reference

to the new Jerusalem.

The epilogue (22:8-21) reverts to

reference to John by personal name.
Unit Relationships
The additive and associative relationships between
units in argumentative texts have received more attention.BS
Less space has been dedicated to the relationships between
narrative units, with one exception. B9

According to John

Tuggy, semantic paragraph patterns for narrative units are
problem-resolution, resolving incident-resolution,
complication-resolution. occasion-outcome, episode-sequel,
88Two examples are Vern Sheridan Poythress,
·Propositional Relations,· in The New Testament Student and
His Field. ed. John H. Skilton and Curtiss A. Ladley
(Phillipsburg. NJ: presbyterian & Reformed, 1982), 159-212;
and J. A. Loubser. -The Structural Interpretation of
Argumentative Texts,· Scriptura 5 (November 1981): 1-65.
89John C. Tuggy. -Semantic paragraph Patterns: A
Fundamental Communication Concept and Interpretive Tool,· in
Linguistics and Ne:v Testament Interpretation: Essays on
Discourse Analysis, ed. David Alan Black (Nashville:
Broadman, 1992), 45-67.
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move-goal, setting, and preliminary incident.

The

paragraphs and episodes of the Book of Revelation can be
described and interrelated within this matrix.
The paragraphs of 1:9-3:22 can collectively be
grouped as Mpreliminary incident,W which Mheightens
attention for the forthcoming problem. w90

The vision of the

cosmic Christ in 1:12-20 and, more pointedly, the letters to
the churches in chapters 2-3 reveal the nature of the
problem confronting the readers.

They need a reminder of

the ultimate sovereignty of God and the importance of
continued loyalty and doctrinal integrity.

This preliminary

material is Mnot a stimulus for the succeeding narrative. w91
Indeed, the first three chapters have no stimulus-response
connection with any of the narrative events beginning in
chapter 4.
Paragraphs 4:1-11; 5:1-5,6-14; 6:1-2,3-4,5-6,7-8,911,12-17; 7:1-8,9-12,13-17; and 8:1 fall into an episode-

level structure which can be labelled Mmove-goal. M92

The

distinctive aspect of this structure is the absence of
struggle or tension.

In this construction, events progress

until a final goal is attained.

In 4:1-8:1 the breaking of

the seventh seal is the final goal.

Paragraph 4:1-11 is an

embedded setting paragraph which introduces the most salient
participant for the episode, (ITt tOY ep6vov
90Tuggy, 62.
91Tuggy, 62.
92Tuggy, 62.

Kaeti~€VoS.
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Paragraph 5:1-5 is an embedded complication-resolution
paragraph.

The complication, in this case the complete

inability of anyone to break the seven seals

(ouoEi~

is

fronted before the predicate twice), is followed by the
resolution in 5:5.

The succeeding units, 6:1-2,3-4,5-6,7-

8,9-11,12-17, are occasion-outcome paragraphs leading up to

the final event in 8:1.

The distinctive mark of the

occasion-outcome paragraph is the absence of tension.

The

connection in an occasion-outcome paragraph is stimulusresponse. 93

The episode is interrupted by another embedded

complication-resolution unit, 7:1-8, which impedes the
realization of the final goal in the series, the opening of
the seventh seal in 8:1.

Two paragraphs, 7:9-12 and 7:13-

17, are interaction paragraphs completely removed from the

mainline narrative.
The episode consisting of paragraphs 8:2 through
11:15-19 is a problem-resolution structure with several

levels of embedding.

The entire unit is bounded by

recurrent references to the sounding of trumpets.

The force

of this salient participant reference cannot be overlooked
in establishing text segmentation.

The episode contains two

complications, both resolved in the final paragraph (11:1519).

The first complication, the refusal of mankind to

repent and acknowledge God, consists of paragraphs 8:2
through 9:20-21.

The second complication is the harsh

treatment of the two witnesses in chapter 11.
93Tuggy, 61.

Both
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impediments are resolved by the declaration of God's rule in
11:15-19.

Embedding within the two units includes one

setting paragraph (8:2-6) and six occasion-outcome
paragraphs (8:7,8-9,10-11,12; 9:1-11,13-16).
The episode consisting of paragraphs 12:1-9 through
20:11-15 is another problem-resolution structure.
distinction

betw~en

The

this episode and the preceding one (8:2-

11:19) is a change in locally salient participants.
Chapters 12 and 13 introduce the dramatis personae in the
army of the devil.
represented by
salient.

In this episode the forces of evil,

opa~wv,

e~piov,

rr6pv~~£raA~,

One participant in particular,

part of the entire episode.
by iOOD in 12:3,

bopa~wv

and

ola~OAos,

opa~wv,

are

unites each

This participant is highlighted

in 12:4 (using a full noun phrase

when the reference to person inherent in the verb would
suffice), and the lengthy string of epithets applied to him
in 12:9.

The dragon is highlighted again at the end of this

episode in 20:2.
The problem-resolution episode of 12:1-20:15 is
interrupted by three embedded units: 12:1-18 and 13:1-14:20
are complication-resolution units; 15:1-16:21 is a move-goal
unit.

A lengthy segment, 17:1-18:24, is off the mainline

narrative.
20:15.

The episode resolution is achieved in 19:1-

The first complication (12:1-18) is the persecution

of the woman.

The second complication (13:1-14:20) is the

blasphemy of the beast.

The resolution of both

complications is the reappearance of the Lamb and the
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pronouncement of judgment on Babylon (14:1-20).

The next

embedded segment (15:1-16:21) is a move-goal unit consisting
of a setting (15:1-16:1) and seven occasion-outcome
paragraphs (the sounding of the seven trumpets).

The

outcome in each unit is the response to the emptying of a
bowl; no struggle or tension is apparent.

The goal of this

segment (15:1-16:21) is expressed in the words of the
seventh angel in 16:17, riYOVfV.

The next two chapters,

17:1-18:24, are off the mainline narrative.

They provide

additional explanatory information for the preceding cotext
by the use of tlS with the participant in 17:1.

The

resolution segment of the whole problem-resolution episode
is 19:1-20:15.

This unit includes two embedded

complication-resolution structures, 19:11-20:3 and 20:7-10.
The last episode of the whole discourse is contained
in paragraphs 21:1-2 through 22:6-7.

This episode is the

final resolution of the overall problem-resolution plot
initiated in 1:6.

This episode could accordingly be

labelled episode-sequel, because it presents Mthe final
result of the story.N94

The problem is stated in 1:6: God

made them (the recipients) a kingdom (€.1roiT)O'€.v 1l,.H1S J3aO'lA€.iav) ,
but they do not appear to reign in their present milieu.
The problem is a growing, gnawing doubt concerning God's
ability to rule and overrule in the affairs of humankind.
This problem is resolved by presenting a neVI order in the
new heaven and new earth.
9~Tuggy,

62.

This episode is marked by the
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complete absence of struggle, tension, or conflict.

This

episode contains the high point of the book, when the
various battles which have raged heretofore finally conclude
in the ultimate victory of God.
The final paragraphs (22:8-21) form an epistolary
epilogue, which, when combined with the epistolary prologue
in 1:1-7, forms a natural inclusio around the entire text.
These two sections (1:1-7 and 22:8-21) authenticate the
message and validate the messenger.

They are not artificial

accretions appended to the original text by a later
redactor.
Coherence
Coherence is accomplished through the collocation of
individual units within a paragraph or episode.

In

narrative literature a coherent unit is typically demarcated
by common participants, common location or tirr.e, and
thematic macrostructures.
Participant Reference
The value of tracking participant reference in
narrative texts has already been demonstrated in the
preceding discussion of text segmentution.

This section

presents further information on the means and significance
of participant reference in the Book of Revelation.
Tracking participants involves determining the resource used
to identify the participant (from noun plus qualifier to the
verb affix), the participant's rank in the overall
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narrative, and the degree of salience in the local cotext. 95
The use of participant reference for identifying paragraphs
and episodes in the Book of Revelation is clear.
The first step in evaluating participant reference
is identifying principal (central or major) and nonprincipal
(noncentral or minor) players.

Principal participants are

identified as such by formal introduction in a nonevent
clause or by being combined with iOOU. 96

Another device for

marking principal participants is the use of a
circumstantial participle. 97

participants in the Book of

Revelation introduced with lOOU include b oLCiPOAOS (2:10),
OPUKWV IlE"(as rruppos (12: 3), and to apviov (14: 1).

The

interjection is found more often with an inanimate or
nonhuman prop: 9upa (4: 1)

I

9povoS (4: 2), 'irrrros A€.UKOS (6: 2) ,

'irrrros IlEAas (6: 5), 'irrrros XAWPOS (6: 8), 0XAOS rroAus (7: 9), V€.$f.ATJ
AEUKTl (14:14), 'irrrroSAEul\:OS (19:11), and i]aKT)VT] (21:3).

If

all references to Christ (either through the inherent
reference to person in the verb or by some kind of symbolic
reference) are combined, then lOOU is used with Christ
fourteen times (1:7,18; 2:22; 3:8,9 [twice], 20; 5:5;
14:1,14; 16:15; 19:11; 22:7,12).

Four of these references

95Robert E. Longacre, Mlntroduction,· OPTAT:
Occasional Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics 4, no.
1-2 (1990): 9.
96Levinsohn, 113.
97p. Healey and A. Healey, MGreek Circumstantial
participles: Tracking Participants with Participles in the
Greek New Testament,· OPTAT: Occasional Papers in
Translation and Textlinguistics 4, no. 3 (1990): 177-259.
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are specifically to the coming

of Christ.

This

accumulated evidence indicates the central role of Christ in
the narrative events of Revelation.
participants which enjoy the status of being
formally introduced in a nonevent clause include Jesus
(1:5), the angel of the abyss (9:11), the dragon (12:3), the
Lamb (14:1), and the great harlot (17:1).

These

participants form the core of the persons involved in
mainline events.

The explicit duality between principal

participants indicates that the narrative is essentially a
conflict between good and evil.

The recurring reference to

Satan in the letters to the churches (2:9,10,13,24: 3:9)
indicates thac he, not a geopolitical entity, is the
readers' real enemy.

The expression Msynagogue of Satan M

(2:9: 3:9) lends credibility to the idea that the real
threat facing the churches is a doctrinal matter, not an

adversarial regime (whether that of Domitian or Nero) .
The actual instigators, however, of most of the
events in the Book of Revelation are angelic beings.

The

prominence of angels in the discourse is first underscored
by the salutation of each letter, which is addressed
specifically

however.

t0dyyEA~.

Their real identity is debated,

Walvoord takes the position that these are Mhuman

messengers,· either pastors or others who would have
addressed the congregation. 98

If this position is overruled

Q8Walvoord, 53. Walvoord pointed to Matt. 11:10:
Mark 1:2; Luke 7:24,27; and 9:52 in support of his view.
However, all but one of these verses, Luke 9:52, deal with
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and all references to aYYEAOS are collated, then their
collective influence in Revelation is considerable.

They

are not principal participants because they appear and
disappear without formal introduction.

Rather, angelic

beings (both good and evil) are helpers of the two principal
participants, Christ and Satan.

The use of aYYEAOS is

concentrated in chapters 8, 9, 14, and 15.
seven trumpets in chapters 8 and 9.

They sound the

The bowls of judgment

are poured out in chapter 15.
One reference to angels is problematic: the use of
the anaphoric definite article in 8:2 (tOUS EntadyyEAoUS).
This entity, the seven angels who sound the seven trumpets,
has not been mentioned prior to this verse.
definite article, therefore, is marked.

The use of the

R. H. Charles

attempted to explain the presence of the article by
reordering che text: MThis verse [8:2] stood originally
after 8:5.

w99

Beckwith sought to correlate these seven

angels with the seven archangels of Jewish apocryphal
literature. lOO

A more plausible view, which does not require

recourse to textual emendations or noncanonical sources, is
that the seven angels and their trumpets are to be
the same person, John the Baptist. Furthermore, Matt.
11:10; Mark 1:2; and Luke 7:27 are quotations of Isaiah
40:3. The evidence, therefore, that dYYEA~ in the
salutations to the letters refers to a human being is
weakened considerably.
99Charles, 1: 224.
lOOBeckwith, 551.
Swete, 105.

H. B. Swete holds a similar view;
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identified with the judgments of either the seven seals or
the seven bowls or both.

Mounce suggested: -It is

possibl~

that they are also the seven angels who later pour out the
seven bowls of the wrath of God.- 101

The marked use of the

definite article in 8:2 strengthens a recapitulation view
concerning the interplay between the seals, trumpets, and
bowls.
The role of Satan in Revelation becomes more
apparent when all references to evil supernatural beings are
grouped.

This analysis is permissible on the grounds that

each distinct entity, whether the first or second beast, the
great harlot, the dragon, or the serpent, is a concretion of
the same evil personage, Satan.
OpciKWV,

~o

References to

oaa~avds,

0

9TJpiov, or oOlciJ3oAos include 2: 9,10,13,24; 3: 9;

6:8; 11:7; 12:3,4,7,9,12,13,16,17; 13:1,2,3,4,11,12,14,15,
17,18; 14:9,11; 15:2; 16:2,10,13; 17:3,7,8,11,12,13,16,17;
18:2; 19:19,20; and 20:2,4,7,10.

Nominatives are fronted

before the predicate in 11: 7 (to eTJPiov
OpciKWV

(a~TJKEV),

7 (0 opciJ..:wv E1l0A€JlTJCJEV); 13: 2

rro11iO'(1); 12: 4 (0
(~o

9TJpiov

1)V); 17: 8 (~o 9TJpiov • . . 1)V); and 20: 10 (oolciJ30AOS
€J3A~eTJ).

Concentrated reference to one or more of these

participants in chapters 12, 13, and 17 indicates local
salience.

Chapter 12 is dominated by OOpciKWV.

is overshadowed by toOTJpiov.

Chapter 13

The subordination of the beast

to the dragon, however, is emphasized in two ways.

The

first mention of 8TJpiov in 11:7 is stated with no fanfare
lOlMounce, 180.
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whatever.

Other than the qualifying phrase concerning the

beast's rise from either the sea (13:1) or the earth
(13:11), all references to

e~piov

are unmodified.

salience of these two entities, oopaKwv and

The local

e~piov,

in

chapters 12 and 13 is increased by the formal reintroduction
of 'to cipviov in 14: 1.
Other significant participants include ·one sitting
on the throne.·

This entity is mentioned in 4:2,9,10:

5:1,7,13: 6:16; 7:10,15: 19:4 (where the one sitting on the

throne is clearly identified as God Himself); and 21:15.
The throne symbolizes His omnipotence.

His posture

indicates His confidence in the ensuing conflict.
The use of

~$wv~

also merits examination.

references to a voice are modified by the adjective

Several
~£yciA~.

This construction occurs in 1:10; 5:2,12; 6:10; 7:2,10;
8:13; 10:3; 11:12,15; 12:10; 14:7,9,15,18; 16:17; 19:1,17;

and 21:3.

$WV~

is followed by a verb in the imperative mood

seventeen times: 1:10; 4:1: 6:1,7: 9:13; 10:4,8; 11:12:
14:7,13,15,18: 16:1; 18:4: and 19:5,17.

The content of the

voices revolves around certain themes: redemption (3:20;
6:6: 7:2: 11:12: 12:10; 14:13; 21:3) and judgment (6:1,7,10:
8:13; 9:13: 14:7,9,15,18; 16:1,17; 18:2,4: 19:17).

the repetitiveness of 19: 6
Mci'twv rroAAwv Ka.'L

WS

($WV~v 0XAOU rroAAou Ka.i

QUlV~V ppovtwv iO'xupwv)

Finally,

wS QWv~v

intimates that this

expression is a summation of previous voices: the voice of a
great crowd also occurs in 19:1: the voice of many waters is
mentioned in 1:15 and 14:2: and the voice of strong thunders
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occurs in 4:5; 6:1; and 14:2.

This combination supports

identifying the segment as the resolution of a larger
episode (12:1-20:15).
One final matter in participant reference is the way
that bSEOS is used in the narrative.

Most instances are tOU

SEOU, in which the genitival modifier always follows the
noun.

The vocative form is used in 4:11; 11:17; 15:3; and

16:7, always in a song of praise, with the exception of 16:7
(in which the altar itself speaks).

The only instances in

which God is reported in an active role in the narrative are
7:17 (wiping away tears); 17:17 (causing His enemies to
accomplish His purposes); 18:5,8,20 (judging Babylon); and
22:5 (illuminating the new creation).

This observation,

combined with the preference for the expression ·one sitting
on a throne,· reinforces the theme of God's ultimate
sovereignty and control in spite of any and all opposition.
Location and Time
Another prominent device for coherence in narrative
literature is reference to time and place.

Relying on time

and place for coherence is understandable, given that
narrative is a retelling of events which must demonstrate
some relationship to one another by a common time frame and
a common location.

References to location in the narrative

proper in the Book of Revelation (chapter 4 and following)
include

fvt~Oupnv~.

This expression occurs with a

potential segmentation function in 4:1,2; 8:1; 11:15,19;
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12:1,3,7,10: 13:6: 14:17: 15:1,5: and 19:1,14.

References
to Mheaven- in contradistinction to MearthM and Msea M have

been excluded.

The expression for location coincides with

previously established text segmentation at 4:1,2: 8:1;
11:19: and 12:1.

Lo~ative

phrases are never fronted,

however, which decreases their value as segmenting devices.
The recurrence of the expression in 12:1,3,7, and 10
emphasizes the otherworldly nature of the conflict described
in chapter 12.

Other references to location in the

narrative are unspecified, being primarily references to
earth and sea.
Ascertaining reference to time in the narrative
sequence is stymied by the absence of clear, unequivocable
expressions.
Revelation.

John never uses the temporal infinitive in
He uses four temporal conjunctions: dXpt (five

times), EWS (once), otav (nine times), and OtE (thirteen
times).

Eleven times either otE or otav is used to segment

the text (1:17: 6:1,3,5,7,9,12: 8:1: 11:7; 12:13; 20:7).
These segmentations, however, are never at the episode
level.

They segment sentences within a paragraph or

paragraphs within an episode.
The ongoing debate over chronological progression
versus reiteration is examined in chapter four of this
dissertation.

Without attempting to bypass this important

matter, a word of caution is in order: MThe interpreter's
first priority is to describe, as clearly as possible, how
the order of John's testimony reflects the order of what he
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had seen and heard.- lo2

The fact that John did not pattern

his apocalyptic narrative after other, noncanonical texts in
a similar genre implies that he was not very concerned with
temporal order anyway.

The literary structure of the

discourse itself is not altered by conclusions one way or
the other on the matter of chronological progression versus
reiteration.

Analyzing the discourse structure of the book,

unless the method includes dissecting the text and
reordering the elements, proceeds invariably regardless of
the sequence of events in actual fulfillment.

As far as the

temporal element in Revelation is concerned, John apparently
depended on tense shift in the verb to convey any reference
to time.

Since the primary element in tense is verbal

aspect, however, John'S concern for time in the Book of
Revelation was minimal.
Thematic Macrostructures
One pervading theme undergirds the narrative text of
the Book of Revelation--the unquestionable sovereignty of
God.

This semantic network is the -thematic net- lO ) or

-unifying principle- lo4 throughout the narrative.

Any

macrostructure, however, must consist of microstructural
elements in the surface text, because the reader Mreceives
from the author neither a macrostructure nor a deep
!02Hichaels, 5<!.
l03Cotterell and Turner, 232.
l04Gillian Brown and George Yule, Discourse Analysis
(Cambridge: University Press, 1983), 70.
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structure but a text tel quel.- 105

The theme of God's

sovereignty in the Book of Revelation can be traced in the
following terms (previously identified as items from the
semantic domain for -control, rule- [see page 80]): OOUA01S,
OOUA~

(1: 1);

9povou (1: 4 ); apxwv, J3a<11A€.wv, AU<1aVtl (1: 5) ;

€1t'Oi'T}<1EV, J3a.<11AEiav
(2:1); $UAaK~V,

(1: 6);

KUPLOS

(1:

8); J3aO'lA€iq.

<iPX~

(3:9): tT}P~<1W (3:10);

(3: 14):

9); KpatWV

<1t€'$avov (2:10); 9povoS (2:13): OOUAOUS (2:20):

($' (2: 24): (Soucria. v (2 : 26): 7t'O 1/laVE1 ,
nOl~<1W

(1:

Ka.9icral,

9pov~

paJ3o~

crlO'T}PQ. (2 : 27) :

crtE$aVoV (3:11):

rrol~O'w

(3:12):

(twice), (Ka9lcra (3: 21); epOVOS

(six times in 4:2-4); <1tE$aVOUS (4:4); 9povoS (five times in
4:5-6);

KUP10S (4:8): OpOVOS (three times in 4:9-10): crt€$aVOUS

(4:10):

KUP10S, OUVa./llV (4:11); 9povou (5:1,6,7):

(5:9);
(5:11):

~yopacras

(rroiT}cras, J3a<J1AEia.v, J3a<J1A€ucroucrlV(rr\ (5:10); Opovou
OUVa/llV (5:12);

9p6v~

(5:13);

(009T}, crt€'$avos (6:2);

(069T} (twice in 6: 4); (009T}, (soucria (rr' (6: 8): OE<1notllS, Kpiv€1S
(6:10);

(009T} (6:11);

J3aO'lA~S

(6:15);

9povou (6:16):

KpatOUvtas (7:1); (000T} (7:2); OOUAOUS (7:3); OpOVOS (four
times in 7:9-11); ouVa/llS (7:12); OpOVOS (three times in 7:1517);

(060T}. Opovou (8:3); (000T} (9:1); (009T} (9:3); (Soucria.

(twice in 9:3); (000T} (9:5); crtE$a.VOl (9:7); (Soucria. (9:10);

J3acrlA€.a (9:11); AUcrOV, OEOE/lEVOUS (9:14); (AUOT}crav (9:15);
(soucria (9:19); OOUAOUS (10:5); J3a<11AEucrlv (10:11); (000T}
(11:1,2);

Kupiou (11:4); (Soucria.v (twice in 11:6); KUPLOS

lOSE. GOlich and w. Raible, ·Oberlegungen zu einer
makrostrukturellen Textanalyse,· in Grammars and
Descriptions: Studies in Text Theory and Text Analysis, ed.
Janos S. PetOfi and Teun Adrianus Van Dijk (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1977), 163.
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(11:8); paCHAf.ia, .-:upiou, pacrlAf.ucrf.l (11:15); OpOVOUS

(11:16);

,-:UPlf., ouvalliv, €pacriAf.ucraS (11:17); ,-:plOiiVal, aOuAolS (11:18);
crtEcjlavos (12: 1); 7rolllaivf.lv, pcipoC!>

crlOT)P~,

;,prrcicrOT), OpOVOV

(12: 5); ouvalllS, pacrlAEia, €~oucria (12: 10); OUValllV, OpOVOV,
(~oucriav
(~oucria

(13:2); €~oucriav (13:4); (000T) (twice in 13:5);
(13:5); (OOeT) (twice in 13:7); (~oucria (13:7);

(~oucriav,

9povou,

rrolf.l (13: 12); €OOeT) (13: 14,15); rrolf.l (13: 16) ;

~yopacrllEvol

crtEcjlavov (14:14);

(14:3); ~yopcicreT)crav (14:4); ~upi~ (14:13);
(~oucriav

(14:18); OOUAOU, ~UPlf., pacrlAf.Us

(15:3); ~UPlf. (15:4); {~plVas

(16:5); ,-:UPlf. (16:7); €~oucriav

(16: 9); Op6vov, pacrlAf.ia (16: 10); paO"lA€wv (16: 12); f3aO"lAf.ls
(16:14); Opovou (16:17); pacrlAf.ls (17:2,9,12); €~oucriav
(17: 12); ouvalllv, (~oucriav (17: 13); ~UplOS, pacrlAf.Us

(17: 14) ;

rroliicral, paO"lAElaV (17: 17); pacrlAf.iav, pacrlA€WV (17: 18) ;
(~oucriav

(18:1); cjluAa~~ (three times in 18:2); f3acrlAfls

(18: 3); pacriAlcrcra (18: 7); ~UplOS, ~pivas

(18: 8); f3acrlAfls

(18:9); {~PlVf.V (18:20); ouvaJ.us (19:1); E~PlVf.V, OOUAWV
(19:2); Opov~ (19:4); epovou, aouAol (19:5); EpacriAfucrfv, ~UPIOS
(19: 6); €oo9T) (19: 8); ~piv(l

(19: 11); rrOlllaVf.l, pcipo~ O"loT)P~

(19: 15); pacrlAf.Us pacrlAEwv, ~UplOS ~upiwv (19: 16 ); pacrlAEwv
(19:18); pacrlA€ls (19:19); UAUcrlV (20:1); €~pcitT)crfv, (oT)crf.V
(20: 2); Au9iiVal (20: 3); 9povouS, (~ciOlcrav, €oDeT), (f3acriAf.ucrav
(20: 4); (c;oucriav, pacrlAf.ucroUO"lV (20: 6); AUOitcrE.'tal, cjluAa~iis
(20:7); Ef3A~9T) (20:10); Opovov (20:11); 9povou, E~pi9T)crav
(20:12); €~pi9T)crav (20:13); €pA~eT) (20:15); 9povou (21:3);
Opov~

(21:5); ~UPIOS (21:22); epovou (22:1); 9povoS, OOUAOI

(22: 3 ); ~UplOS, pacrlAf.ucroucrlv (22: 5); '-:UplOS, OOUA01S (22: 6) ;
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(~oucria

(22:14); KUpt€ (22:20); and Kupiou (22:21).

This

semantic string is the central thematic macrostructure which
unites the narrative events of the Book of Revelation.

The

tenet of God's sovereignty is
without
symbols
worked.
a whole
produce

doubt central to the repertoire of prophetic
and a key to the way in which John's mind
This is . . . a master-image, since in it
congeries of symbols is subtly woven together to
a complex pattern. 106

The key element in this thematic net is the
throne. l07

The concentration of ep6voS in Revelation (45

times, compared to only 15 times in the rest of the New
Testament) is remarkable.

Elisabeth S. Fiorenza wrote: -The

major theological motifs of Revelation are those of power
and justice.

The central theological symbol of the book is

the throne signifying divine or demonic power.- l08
The theme of God's sov8reign rule is reinforced by
other features.
truth.

The songs of praise center on this pivotal

The twenty-four elders affirm the dominant will of

God in creation (4:11).

Then, in conjunction with the four

living creatures, they affirm God's ability to extend His
sovereign rule on earth throughout the kingdom of the
l06Paui S[evier] Minear, I Saw a New Earth: An
Introduction to the Visions of the Apocalypse, with a
Foreword by Myles M. Bourke (Washington, DC: Corpus, 1968),
228.
l07Minear, 228, citing H. Langenberg, Schlussel zum
Verstdndis der Apokalypse (Metzingen: Ernst Franz, n.d.).
l08Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Invitation to the
Book of Revelation: A Commenta~ on the Apocalypse with
Complete Text from the Jerusalem Bible (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1981), 27.
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redeemed (5:10).

After the martyrdom of the two witnesses,

which conceivably casts a pall of doubt on God's ability to
control events on earth, loud voices in heaven declare that
-the kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord
and of His Christ- (11:15-17).

The same affirmation is made

after another potential threat to God's rule, the
persecution of the dragon (12:10).

God's ability to

overrule opposition is vigorously restated in 15:3.

The

reference to -Moses the bondslave of God- reminds the reader
of how God previously dealt with another oppressive regime,
the Pharaoh of Egypt.

The final song (19:1-7) puts the

climactic finishing touch on this central truth with the
fourfold chorus of -hallelujah!-

The fullness of the

expression in 19: 6, ¢lwvilv 0XAOU rrOAAOU Kat

w~

Qwvilv uoa.tWV rrOAAWv

Kat w~ Qwvilv ppovtwv i<1Xupwv, highlights this declaration as a

thematic sentence.

The collection of interaction-quote

paragraphs (19:1-8) summarizes the theme of God's
sovereignty.
The epithets applied to

e(O~

are also instructive.

The reference in 1: 8, <> wv Kat b ~v Kat b €pX6J.1(vo~, although a
grammatical monstrosity by most standards, nevertheless
unequivocally states the eternality of God.

The fusion of

this agrammatical expression with orraVtOKpa.twp (outside the
Book of Revelation only in 2 Corinthians 6:18) undergirds
the idea that He is eternally powerful.

The recurrence of b

rraVtOKpatWp in 11:17 reinforces the truth that His

sovereignty extends to affairs on earth, even when events
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appear quite bleak to those who trust Him.

The ultimate

expression of His dominion is found in 17:17. which
explicitly states that even His detractors are bound to do
His will and fulfill His purposes.
The frequent use of the aorist passive indicative
for

OiOW~l.

€o6e~.

sovereignty.

lends more support to the theme of God's

The verb is found in 6:2.4.8.11; 7:2; 8:2.3;

9:1.3.5; 11:1.2; 12:14; 13:5.7.14.15; 16:8; 19:8; and 20:4.

Most occurrences are followed by the third person personal
pronoun.

aut0.

The combination is a repeated phrase with

topic function.

Alan F. Johnson wrote that

Eo6e~

was a

-formula for the sovereign permission to carry out acts
that. from a human viewpoint. seem contrary to God's
character but nevertheless accomplish his will.- 109

On the

implication of this construction. G. B. Caird commented:
More frequently he [John] uses it of the divine
permission granted to evil powers to carry out their
nefarious work--the denizens of the abyss (9:1,3,5), the
monster (13:5.7). and the false prophet (13:14,15) .110
The last use of

€o6e~

any form is in 21:6
any form of

OiOW~l

is in 20:4; the last use of

(owcrw).

The disappearance of

OiOW~l

in

€o6e~

or

after 21:6 highlights this part of the

text as the fitting conclusion to a narrative designed to
reinforce the truth of God's consummate rule.
109Johnson, 473.
110G[eorge] B[radford] Caird. A Commentary on the
Revelation of St. John the Divine, in Harper's New Testament
commentaries. ed. Henry Chadwick (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
1966). 8l.
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The real test of a macrostructure is its ability to
comprehend the various facets of a message in a single
generalization.

A thematic macrostructure must be capable

of entailing the entire text.

The macrostructure is u

generalization of every episode in the narrative.

In the

case of the Book of Revelation, the episodes were previously
identified as 1:9-3:22; 4:1-8:1; 8:2-11:19; 12:1-20:15; and
21:1-22:7.

The first episode (1:9-3:22) declares God's

ability to thwart theological adversaries.

The second two

episodes (4:1-8:1 and 8:2-11:19) demonstrate God's ability
to judge geopolitical opposition.

The episode dominated by

references to evil supernatural forces, 12:1-20:15, confirms
God's rule over spiritual hostilities.

The final episode

(21:1-22:7) contains the consummation of God's victory in
the redemption of the created order.

Each episode in the

Book of Revelation, therefore, fits into the overarching
topic of God's sovereignty in all matters, both earthly and
heavenly, natural and supernatural.
The dominant macrostructure of God's sovereignty has
a corollary in the theme of victory for His followers.

The

thematic grid for ·overcomer,· based on the root V1K,
includes
(3:21),
€ViK~crav

V1KWV~l

EviK~cr(V

(12:11),

(2:7,17), VlKWV (2:11,26; 3:5,12,21),
(5:5), V1KWV and
vlK~cral

(17:14), and VlKWV (21:7).

vlK~crTI

(6:2),

vlK~cr(l

(13:7), vlKwVtas (15:2),

€ViK~cra

(11:7),

V1K~cr(1

The relative infrequency of this

root compared to the dominant recurrence of words from the
semantic domain for ·control, rule· (see page 134) is
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immediately apparent.

If one assumes that the occasion

which was behind the initial writing was intense
persecution, then the theme of victory could, perhaps, take
precedence.

If the occasion was the threat of heretical

teaching, however, then the doctrine of God's sovereignty
would be a more urgent topic.

The references to ·overcomer·

might be designed to admonish as much as to comfort or
encourage.

Kenneth Strand placed more emphasis on the idea

of ·overcomer- and its significance in the macrostructure of
the Book of Revelation.lll
Prominencp
Most texts, whether narrative, procedural, or
argumentative, exhibit prominence by virtue of one or more
segments receiving greater emphasis.

In narrative

literature prominence, or peak, can take two forms: climax
and denouement.

The event sequence of narrative texts can

also be categorized according to mainline and supportive
material.

This analysis does not imply that supportive

material is somehow a lesser part of the text than mainline
material.

Both kinds of material are essential ingredients

in a meaningful text.
Mainline and Supportive Material
Every document, regardless of text type, has both
IllKenneth A. Strand, M'Overcomer': A Study in the
Macrodynamic of Theme Development in the Book of
Revelation,· Andrews University Semina~ Studies 28 (Autumn
1990): 237-54.
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mainline and supportive material.

Mainline material in

narrative literature generally rests on a particular verb
tense.
aorist.

In Greek narrative this tense is the unmarked
Shifting to another tense, therefore, might be

considered a device for marking supportive material.

Other

markers for supportive material include unusual word order
and the historic present.

The analysis below categorizes

supportive material by type.

Mainline events in the Book of

Revelation, like most narrative literature, typically use
the aorist tense.
Supportive material includes background, flashback
or flashforward, setting, collateral, and evaluation.
Background material gives the author an opportunity to add
explanatory information to aid the reader's understanding of
events.

Flashback or flash forward refers to events out of

chronological sequence.

Setting includes identification or

description of participants, although in some texts it is
the primary instigator of an event sequence.
states what did not happen.

Collateral

Evaluation consists of the

author's beliefs and attitudes toward the topic or events.
Background texts in the Book of Revelation include
1:4-8; 2:1-3:22; 8:11; 9:12; 11:4-6,14; 13:8-10; 14:4-5; and
17:7-18.

The first of these, 1:4-8, although in the form of

a typical epistolary prologue, does more than introduce a
letter.

This background text sets the stage for the rest of

the document by establishing the topic: the eternal ruler of
the earth has destined that the ones He loves be coregents
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with Him.

The frequent use of ellipses and interjections

and the unusual construction in 1:8, in which the divine
author addresses the recipients directly, set apart this
segment for special highlighting.

The letters to the

churches in chapters 2 and 3 are also background material
because the admonitions and warnings addressed to the
recipients provide the occasion for the document as a whole.
The other background texts give John or the angelic
messenger an opportunity to identify participants or to
explain event sequences.
The Book of Revelation contains no flashback texts
but does include five flashforward segments: 7:9-17; 9:6;
11:7-10; 14:3; and 15:2-4.

Flashforward texts pull the

reader along and intensify expectation of the final climax
dnd denouement.

The first flashforward text (7:9-17)

clearly anticipates the new order, which does not come into
existence until chapter 22.

This text is separated from the

mainline narrative by a shift in verb tenses to present and
future.

Shifting to future tense in 9:6 also indicates

flashforward, as does the expression

(V

tatS TtJlEpmS

E.t~e.ivalS.

The place of 11:7-10 in the larger cotext of chapter 11 is
difficult to determine.

The events seem to read as if

related in straightforward chronological succession, but
there is a distinct tense shift at verse 11 where the aorist
is resumed after a series of verbs in the present and
future.

The present tense in 14:3 and 15:2-4 indicates

flashforward texts.

That both texts are song segments also
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points to the role of the hymns in Revelation.

They appear

to be anticipating the final consummation of God's rule on
earth.
Setting is prominent in the Book of Revelation
because of the number of different participants involved in
the event sequence.

Each new participant requires some kind

of identification in order to determine allegiance with the
forces of good or evil.

Setting texts in Revelation include

1:12-20; 4:1-5:6; 9:7-11,17,19; 10:1; 13:1-3,11; 14:14;
16:14,16; 17:3-6; 19:11-16; and 21:11-22:5.

a

trumpet~

The voice -like

which John hears on the island of Patmos is

identified in 1:12-20.

The throne is projected as the

central prop in 4:1-5:6.
open is the -prime

The sealed scroll which no one can

mover,~

initiating the narrative sequence

of the remainder of the book.

The first actual -event- in

the book is the Lamb stepping up to the throne and taking
the sealed scroll.

Details describing the locusts coming

out of the smoke from the pit are added in 9:7-11,17,19.
Other setting segments for participant identification are
10:1; 13:1-3,11; 14:14; 16:14; 17:3-6; and 19:11-16.

Two

setting texts (16:16 and 21:11-22:5) depict places rather
than persons.
Collateral texts in Revelation include 7:1-8;
9:20,21; 16:9,11; and 20:5.

The only event text in which

the anticipated event is negated is contained in 7:1-8.

The

angels lying in wait to wreak vengeance on the earth and sea
are told to withhold their activities until God's
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bondservants are sealed.

Men fail to repe;lt after an

outpouring of God's judgment in 9:20,21 and 16:9,11.

The

-rest of the dead- are withheld from resurrection in 20:5.
Evaluation in the Book of Revelation often includes
imperatives commanding the reader to take an appropriate
course of action.

Evaluation texts include 1:1-3; 13:18;

14:12; 16:15; 18:20; 20:6; and 22:6,18-19.

Each of these

texts in some way indicates John's stance concerning the
discourse itself or the events narrated therein.

John's

personal opinion of the document which the recipient is now
hearing or reading, as well as his expectation of response
(-keep the things written herein-), is stated in 1:1-3 and
22:6,18-19.

The expression ?nBE . . . lcr~iv takes 13:18 and

14:12 off the main line.

Both 13:18 and 14:12 project

John's expectations onto the hearer or reader.

John's

attitude toward narrated events is expressed in 16:15 and
18:20, although neither segment is written as authorial

comment.
16:15.

The readers are admonished to be vigilant in
They are commanded to rejoice in 18:20 because of

the retribution of God.

An authorial blessing on selected

participants in the narrated events is contained in 20:6.
Climax and Denouement
Most narrative texts have at least one segment which
displays what Longacre called a -zone of turbulence.- 112
112Robert E. Longacre, -Discourse Peak as Zone of
Turbulence,· in Beyond the Sentence: Discourse and
Sequential Form, ed. Jessica R. Wirth (Ann Arbor, MI:
Karoma, 1985), 82.

In
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reality many texts have several Npeak- segments, which can
be either climax or denouement.

Peak can be the resolution

of a paradox, the victory after conflict, or the answer to a
controlling question.

Any text type, including narrative,

furthermore, can contain a didactic peak as well as an
action peak.

On a lower linguistic level, the analyst can

find paragraph and episode peak.
Each episode in the narrative sequence of the Book
of Revelation (chapter 4 and following) has segments which
exhibit certain peak-marking features.

The move-goal

episode contained in 4:1-8:1 progresses without tension to a
final event, the breaking of the seventh seal in 8:1.

The

episode contains one segment (7:9-11), however, with a
Ncrowded stage,· in which numerous participants are active
at once.

Participants on stage include a great multitude

(marked with ioou), the throne, the Lamb, all the angels
(rrcivtES

0'1

dyyO.. Ol, emphasized with fronting), the twenty-four

elders, and the four living creatures.
praise is marked by

d~~v

Their affirmation of

at the beginning and end, as well.

This segment has been previously identified as a
flashforward unit (see page 142).

This segment, which is

off the mainline narrative, is the peak of the episode
bounded by 4:1-8:1.
The problem-resolution episode of 8:2-11:19 contains
no segment with obvious climactic features.

The pericope

11:1-10 is marked by a convulsion of tense shifting
(primarily present and future) and a series of fronted
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direct objects.

These features, however, do not mark

but increase tension in the episode as a whole.

pe~:~

The peak

segment of this episode, like that of the previous episode,
appears to be an outburst from loud voices in heaven (11:1519) .

The problem-resolution episode of 12:1-20:15 has a
segment (19:1-10) with distinct peak-marking features.

This

unit consists of the final song of praise in the Book of
Revelation.

participants on stage include a great

multitude, the twenty-four elders, and the four living
creatures.

The fullness of expression in 19:6

(~~V~VOXAOU

1t'OAAOU Kai WS ~~vilv ui5cit~v 1t'OAAWV Kal WS ~~vilv J3POVtWV icrxupwv)

gives this sentence unusual focus.

The content of praise

coincides with the major thematic emphasis in the book: our
God reigns.
The remainder of the narrative moves quickly to the
denouement in 21:1-22:7.

The event line following the song

of praise in 19:1-6 exhibits semantic quantity-based
highlighting.

Semantic quantity-based highlighting consists

of increasing -the ratio between the number of explicit
verbal actions and the amount of clock time elapsed in the
story.Nl13

The action of 19:19-20:15 moves with remarkable

rapidity by concentrating verbs on the main event-line.
Specific events between 20:11 and 21:2 include the
113Robert D. Bergen, -Text as a Guide to Authorial
Intention: An Introduction to Discourse Criticism,· Journal
of the Evangelical Theological Society 30 (September 1987):
332.
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dissipation of earth and sky (20:11), the judgment of all
the dead (20:12-13), the destruction of death itself
(20:14), and the revelation of a new creation (21:1-2).
This segment also exhibits crowded stage: the beast, the
kings of the earth, the armies of the kings of the earth,
the one sitting on the white horse and his armies, the false
prophet, the angel with the key to the

a~Jss,

the dragon,

martyrs, Gog and Magog, the camp of the saints, and the
dead.

Significant props pack the stage even more: birds,

the key and chain for the abyss, thrones, the beloved city,
fire from heaven, the lake of fire and brimstone, the great
white throne, and the book of life.

The dragon and beast

undergo Mrole reversal,· switching from agent (subject) to
patient (object).

This final action sequence leads

conclusively to the denouement in 21:1-22:7.
The entire final episode (21:1-22:7) is also marked
by quantity-based highlighting, consisting of a series of
short sentences.

The most notable feature which marks this

segment as denouement, however, is the absence of conflict.
Struggles and tension nave filled the narrative up to this
point.

Now is the first and only time in the narrative

sequence where all conflict is resolved.
devices in 21:1-8 are numerous.

Peak-marking

The only time the direct

object is fronted before doov occurs in 21:2, 'tT]VrrOAlV'tT]V

6.yiav ·I€.poucraAT]Jl t.:atvT]v.
oupavoS Kal

il rrpw'tT] yf]

Fronted nominatives include rrpwtos

and ;18uAacrcra in 21: 1; aUtOl in 21: 3; b

8a.vatos, OUt€. rrh80s OUt€. t.:pauyT] OUt€. rr6vos, and 'to. rrpwta in 21: 4;
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and

OUtOl

in 21:5.

The one sitting on the throne addresses

John directly in 21:5.

~al

AtYfl

rpawov.

The redundant first

person personal pronoun is used twice in 21:6.
interjection.

ioou.

is used twice (21:3.5).

out that 21:5-8 is -the text..
"embedment.- ll4

The

Hellholm pointed

with the most profound

Thus, the narrative sequence initiated in 4:1

is brought to a fitting close.

The pericope 21:1-22:7 is

the sequel to the previous episodes and the resolution of
the problem posed in 1:5-6 (Jesus rules and made us to be a
kingdom).

The rest of tne discourse consists of admonitions

to the recipients and an epistolary epilogue.
sUmmary and Discourse Presentation
The text segmentation of the Book of Revelation is a
compilation of two features.

On the one hand, a thematic

macrostructure of God's sovereign rule ties together the
entire text through a system of lexical links.

On the other

hand, the chief boundary-marking device is shifts in
participant reference.

The underlying notional structure

(hortatory) and authorial intent (admonition to loyalty)
undergird the surface structure

n~rrative

sequence.

The

text is marked by peak (climax) and peak' (denouement).
The following presentation is patterned after the
method developed by Longacre for narrative discourse with
surface structure peak. lIS

The surface structure -title-

114Hellholm, 181.
llSLongacre. Grammar of Discourse, 22.
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consists of 1:1-3.

This title. the revelation -about- (not

merely -from-) Jesus Christ, creates expectations in the
mind of the reader concerning the narrative sequence which
is to follow. 11G

The notional idea of exposition (surface

structure -stage-) is contained in the letters to the
churches (2-3).

This segment presents the problem

confronting the churches and its remedy.

The next three

segments (4:1-8:1; 8:2-11:19; 12:1-18:24) are pre-peak
episodes demarcated by participant reference.
moment- is 4:1-5:6.

The -inciting

The remainder of this episodic material

is developing conflict and increasing tension.

Discourse

peak (climax) in 19:1-10 is marked by unusual vividness,
rhetorical underlining, and concentration of participants.
One episode (19:11-20:15) intervenes between peak (climax)
ana peak' (denouement).

Final resolution or denouement is

contained in the episode 21:1-22:7.

This segment is marked

by increasing the narrative pace by concentrating a quick
series of mainline events.

Discourse closure is 22:8-21.

This discourse presentation demonstrates that the
segmentation of the Book of Revelation is based on
recognizing 19:1-10 as climax and 21:1-22:7 as denouement.
In summary, the Book of Revelation has a narrative
framework in the surface text and an underlying hortatory
notional structure.

The occasion was an attack on a

cardinal Christian doctrine. the sovereignty of God, rather
116Brown and Yule, 139, refer to title as a
-particularly powerful thematisation device.-
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than open assault on the readers themselves.
follows an episode-sequel pattern.
is expressed in 1:6.

The discourse

The initiating problem

Christ has destined the readers to be

coregents, but their social milieu is dominated by hostile
forces (seen and unseen).

Each of the five episodes in the

narrative sequence presents God's victory over particular
adversaries (theological, geopolitical, and supernatural) .
The hymns interrupt the event

se~uence

and project the

reader forward in time to the ultimate triumph of God.

The

sequel or denouement is the revelation of the new heaven and
new earth.

The discourse macrostructure entails each of the

five episodes.

This macrostructure is visible in the

surface text in the recurrence of words from the semantic
domain for ·control, rule.

N

Most paragraph-level segments

are demarcated by changing the salient participant.
Prominence is also intimately connected with participant
reference.
denouement.

Crowded stage highlights both climax and
A textlinguistic analysis of the Book of

Revelation, therefore, pinpoints the consistent use of
participant reference for text segmentation and prominence.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE BEARING OF A TEXTLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS
ON SCHOLARSHIP WITH REFERENCE TO
THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Matters of Introduction
The three introductory matters with the greatest
bearing on interpreting the Book of Revelation are literary
unity, authorship, and authorial intent.

This section of

the dissertation examines the bearing of a textlinguistic
analysis of Revelation on these questions.

Studies of other

biblical texts have demonstrated the value of textlinguistic
analysis for introductory matters.l
textlinguistics

a~d

The inseparability of

diccussions of authorship and authorial

intent is manifest when the sociolinguistic milieu of any
document is considered.

Every document emerges from a

lJeffrey T. Reed, MTo Timothy or Not: A Discourse
Analysis of 1 Timothy,M in Biblical Greek Language and
Linguistics: Open Questions in Current Research, ed. Stanley
E. Porter and D. A. Carson (Sheffield, England: JSOT, 1993),
90-118; Robert E. Longacre, MThe Discourse Structure of the
Flood Narrative,- SBL Seminar Papers 15 (1976): 235-62.
Reed supported Pauline authorship of 1 Timothy after a
textlinguistic appraisal of the letter. Longacre upheld the
literary unity of the flood account: M1 have attempted to
show in this application of contemporary discourse study to
the flood account that the text of the flood story as it
stands has a consistent and plausible discourse structure,
that the variations in style found in certain parts of it
are appropriate to the distinctions in the subject matter(258) .
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social situation.

The question is whether analyzing the

Book of Revelation according to a textlinguistic method can
help to determine the authorship and occasion of a book
written "over nineteen centuries ago.
Recognizing a viable thematic network which is woven
through the whole text supports the idea that the Book of
Revelation is the production of one author.
as a carefully crafted literary unit.

The book stands

Theories of literary

structure based on dissecting and rearranging parts of the
narrative ignore this objective standard of textual unity.
Vern S. Poythress suggested that -the search for structures
'below' the surface . . . may uncover further evidence for
the unity and integrity of Biblical texts.- 2

Robert

Longacre also emphasized the relationship between notional
structure and text unity:
That a story has an overall macro-plan or abstract
conception which is worked out in detail in the various
parts of the unrestricted discourse is something which
no one would wish to deny. Occasionally it is all but
impossible to make sense out of the structure of a
discourse without accounting for its abstract or
germinal idea. It is from this germinal idea that the
discourse ultimately derives its unity.3
The underlying notional structure of hortatory in
the Book uf Revelation is expressed in the surface text in
~aKaplos.

A special blessing is pronounced on the recipient

2Vern S[heridan] poythress, -Structuralism and
Biblical Studies,· Journal of the Evangelical Theological
Society 21 (September 1978): 233.
3Robert E. Longacre, -Texts and Text Linguistics,in Text vs. Sentence: Basic Questions of Text Linguistics,
ed. Janos S. Pet6fi (Hamburg, Germany: Buske, 1979), 269.
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at three points in the text: 1:3: 16:15: and 22:7.

The

blessing is specifically directed to those who will (a) obey
the injunctions contained in the document (1:3; 22:7), and
(b) maintain doctrinal integrity and moral purity (16:15).4
G. R. Beasley-Murray wrote: -The beatitude contains an
implicit warning to believers to maintain spiritual
alertness so as not to suffer the fate of the godless.-

The

hortatory element is more obvious in the letters to the
churches.

This initial episode exhibits a propensity for

verbs in the imperative mood (22 occurrences).

The

underlying hortatory element also appears in the surface
text in imperatives addressed to the recipients in 13:9,18.
All other imperative verbs are commands addressed either to
John or to supernatural powers in the event sequence.
Another surface element which binds the text
together is the use of words from the root rropv to describe
God's enemies.

The self-designated prophetess Jezebel

refuses to repent of her
rr6pv~~EyaA~

(17:1-5).

rropvEia~

(2:21).

Babylon is the

The kings of the earth committed

fornication (ErrOpV€ucrav) with the great harlot (18:3,9).
concept of fornication is joined with -dogs·
-sorcerers·

(¢ap~a~Ol),

and -liars·

The

(~~~VE~),

(rrolwvWEUOO~)

in 22:15.

Each of these terms has a history of association with the
idea of doctrinal deviation, such as the use of -dogs· for
4G[eorge] R[aymond] Beasley-Murray, The Book of
Revelation, in New Century Bible commenta~, ed. Ronald E.
Clements and Matthew Black (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974;
London: Marshall, Morgan, & Scott, 1974), 245.
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heretics in Philippians 3:2.

The deep notional structure in

Revelation, therefore, is a concern for doctrinal purity and
its corollary, moral purity.

These notions consolidate the

prologue (1-3), narrative sequence (4:1-22:7), and epilogue
(22:8-21) into a single literary unit.

Another introductory matter which might benefit from
textlinguistic analysis is authorship.

poythress pointed

out substantial agreement between the Gospel of John and the
Book of Revelation in the use of intersentence connectives. 5
Robert H. Mounce pointed out one remarkable connection which
seems to indicate mutual authorship.
John 19:37 use the same Greek verb,

Revelation 1:7 and
EKKEV~EW,

in a reference

to Zechariah 12:10, which is not found elsewhere in the New
Testament nor in the Septuagint. 6

UnfortunateJy, this

evidence (as far as it concerns who wrote Revelation) rests
on the presupposition that John wrote the Gospel attributed
to him, which is in itself a contested issue.

Other writers

have identified common themes between the Gospel, 1 John,
and Revelation. 7 This evidence is similarly weakened unless
5Vern S[heridan] Poythress, MJohannine Authorship
and the Use of Intersentence Conjunctions in the Book of
Revelation,· Westminster Theological Journal 47 (Fall 1985):
329-36.

6Robert H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation, in The
New International Commenta~ on the New Testament, ed.
F[rederick] F[yvie] Bruce (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977),
30.

7Leon Morris. The Revelation of St. John (Downers
Grove, IL: Inter-varsity, 1969), 27-35; Frederic Louis
Godet. Commenta~ on John's Gospel (New York: Funk &
wagnall, 1886; reprint, Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1978), 182-90;
Alan Johnson, -Revelation,· in Hebrews--Revelation, vol. 12
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one first assumes Johannine authorship of the Gospel and
First Epistle.

The commonalities might derive from nothing

more than a similar milieu.

Sean Kealy, however, pointed

out that
similarities between the content . . . and form
(duality, metaphors, numerical symbols, groupings, old
Testament citations) in the Apocalypse and the other
Johannine writings . . . cannot be attributed to a
common Jewish background. B
Differences between the various pieces of the
Johannine corpus are just as apparent, however, and were the
very thing which led Dionysius to cast doubt originally on
the idea of Johannine authorship of Revelation.

A case for

or against Johannine authorship cannot rest solely on
comparisons between the various documents.
Although thematic and grammatical parallels exist
between each of the documents in what is commonly called the
Johannine corpus, textlinguistic analysis does not add much
evidence for determining the authorship of any of these
texts.

The external evidence from the earliest witnesses is

still the most reliable testimony to Johannine authorship of
Revelation, if only on the grounds of their close temporal
proximity to the actual composition.
The greatest value of a textlinguistic method for
questions of introduction is its bearing on the matter

o~

of Expositor's Bible Commenta~, ed. Frank E. Gaebelein
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1983), 405; Mounce, 30.
BSean P. Kealy, The Apocalypse of John (Wilmington,
DE: Glazier, 1987" 55.
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occasion and authorial intent.

Anthony Thiselton

highlighted the importance of authorial intent for
interpreting biblical texts:
Without the constraints impos€d on meaning by the text's
context or situation and the directedness of the
author's utterance, meaning becomes almost infinitely
variable and polyvalent. 9
A. B. du Toit declared that -the object of Discourse
Analysis should always be to trace the course of the
argument of the (Biblical) writer in order that his
intention may be grasped.

MID

Under the influence of speech-act theory, Mdiscourse
is considered a form of action that is motivated by the
speaker's intentions or beliefs. MIl

Every text, therefore,

has a pragmatic framework governed by the writer's
communicative purpose.

The text is more than a hierarchical

arrangement of propositions.

It should be viewed as a

Msocial, communicative interaction. Ml2

The methodological

9Anthony C. Thiselton, New Horizons in Hermeneutics:
The Theory and Practice of Transforming Biblical Reading
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992), 50.
IDA. B. du Toit, -The Significance of Discourse
Analysis for New Testament Interpretation and Translation:
Introductory Remarks with Special Reference to 1 Peter 1:313,· Neotestamentica 8 (1974): 59.
IIPeter J. MacDonald, MDiscourse Analysis and
Biblical Interpretation,- in Linguistics and Biblical
Hebrew, ed. Walter R. Bodine (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns,
1992),158.

12Stanley E. Porter and Jeffrey T. Reed, -Greek
Grammar since BDF: A Retrospective and Prospective
Analysis,· Filologia Neotestamentaria 4 (November 1991):
159.
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question, though, for determining the text producer's
purpose, when the communication is ancient literature,
becomes quite problematic.

The reader is forced to rely on

the text itself for clues to authorial intent.

Poythress

wrote:
In the absence of anything like full information about
the situation of a biblical speaker and his audience,
the viability of an interpretation both as the speaker's
meaning and as the discourse meaning is a useful check
to interpretive arbitrariness. l )
The analyst should not expect to find too much in
the text which directly answers the question of occasion,
either.

The need for lexical economy dictates that only as

much information as is appropriate to the situation be
included in the text.

The writer had no need to state the

obvious.
A textlinguistic analysis of Revelation cannot add
much new information to the debate over date.

The analysis

presented in chapter three does suggest a probable cause and
intent for the book.

The pervasive theme of God's sovereign

rule is an underlying semantic structure in the Book of
Revelation.

Although a specific date for John's writing is

virtually impossible to determine with any degree of
reliability, it is still generally understood that to some
degree the original readers lived during times which were
less than propitious for Christians.

John's combination of

13Vern S[heridan] Poythress, MAnalysing a Biblical
Text: Some Important Linguistic Distinctions,· Scottish
Journal of Theology 32 (1979): 123.
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terms in 1:9 seems mutually contradictory:
and pacrlAEia.

eA1Wl~,

urro~ov~,

Consequently, the readers' confusion

concerning their lot in life and role in society is
understandable.

The believing community at-large also

suffered from considerable confusion concerning the coming
of Christ, as evidenced in Paul's letters to the
Thessalonians.

The question posed in Revelation 6:10, how

long must they wait until God vindicates them, implies that
hostile forces seem to be in control.

Yet God has evidently

engineered even the opposition to suit His purposes (17:17).
In the face of this dilemma over God's sovereignty
and their status as coregents versus society's opposition
and persecution, John wrote to remind his readers that God
is always in control.

John's immediate concern was that

-despite present appearances, God is in control of
history.-14

~he

peak sections, particularly 19:1-10,

emphasize this truth.

The forward-looking songs of praise,

displaced as they are in the narrative sequence, denote
-author-intended significance.- 15

The believer's only

recourse is to trust, wait, and be faithful.

John's

purpose, therefore, was to -demonstrate how one can be
faithfully observant of one's religious obligations in a
14John P. New~ort, The Lion and the Lamb (Nashville:
Broadman, 1986), 50.
15Robert D. Bergen, -Text as a Guide to Authorial
Intention: An Introduction to Discourse Criticism,- Journal
of the Evangelical Theological Society 30 (September 1987):
332.
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foreign, if not hostile, environment. Nl6

In another

apocalyptic text (Mark 13), Jesus repeatedly admonishes the
disciples to be alert because of the threat of incipient
heresy (vv. 9,23,33).

Likewise, the Book of Revelation

Mconfronts the people of God in terms of ethical obedience
to their present covenant obligations. Nl7

John did not write

to comfort the persecuted, although the readers certainly
suffered from persecution, if only in being ostracized by
mainstream society.

Alan Johnson held the same position:

The major problem seemed to be disloyalty to Christi
this may indicate that the major thrust of Revelation is
not sociopolitical but theological. John is more
concerned with countering the heresy that was creeping
into the churches toward the close of the first century
than with addressing the political situation. 1s
The macrostructure (God's sovereign rule), John's purpose
(to encourage doctrinal

integ~ity),

and the sociological

occasion (incipient heresy) agree in this analysis.

Johnson

also stated:
As a prophet, John is called to separate true belief
from false--to expose the failures of the congregations
in Asia .19
16John J. pilch, What Are They Saying about the Book
of Revelation? (New York: Paulist, 1978), 7.
I7David L. Turner, MThe New Jerusalem in Revelation
21:1-22:5: Consummation of a Biblical Continuum,· in

Dispensationalism, Israel and the Church, ed. Darrell L.
Bock and Craig A. Blaising (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992),
277.

18Johnson, 400. Sean Kealey suggested that a
specific heresy might have been aberrant -apocalyptic
expectations and speculations.- Kealey, 49.
I9Johnson, 407.
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F~om

a different vantage point, Gregory K. Beale referred to

the same purpose for the Book of Revelation:
The author of Revelation sees the church of his own day
as being in the situation of the loyal Jews of Daniel,
who stand in the midst of Mflatterers,· and are in
danger of being seduced by them. No doubt there was
also a threat of persecution, but the element of
theological seduction was just as evident. It is in the
light of both of these elements that we are to
understand the Sitz im Leben of the churches to which
John is writing. 20
unlike the typical apocalypticist, John's primary concern
was not deliverance from oppression. 21

The Book of

Revelation, in contradistinction to typical apocalyptic
literature, contains an urgent moral imperative.
John's Use of Symbols and Their Sources
The Book of Revelation has an undeniable but
indeterminate connection to the Old Testament.

Revelation

contains more allusions to Old Testament sources than any
other New Testament book but no direct quotations.

Can a

textlinguistic method account for John's use of symbols, and
20Gregory K. Beale, MThe Danielic Background for
Revelation 13:18 and 17:9,- ~ndale Bulletin 31 (1980): 169.
21This feature of apocalyptic literature has been
discussed at length by Stanley Brice Frost, Old Testament
Apocalyptic: Its Origins and Growth (London: Epworth, 1952);
and D. S. Russell, Divine Disclosure: A~ Introduction to
Jewish Apocalyptic (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992). The
difference between other apocalyptic texts and the Book of
Revelation on this point puts a greater gulf between
Revelation and the apocalyptic genre. David Aune, on the
other hand, put Revelation in the typical apocalyptic text
framework by stating that the purpose of the book was -to
offer comfort and encouragement to persecuted Christians.David E. Aune, MRevelation,· in Harper's Bible Co~~enta~,
ed. J. L. Mays, (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988), 1300.
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can it answer the question of what source(s) he might have
used for deriving these symbols?

Most parallels between

Revelation and Old Testament books are drawn from Daniel and
Ezekiel.

In textlinguistic terminology, affinities with Old

Testament literature would have provided John's readers with
Mscripts· or Mframes,· which Mallow the hearer to make sense
of discourse even when the discourse itself is elliptical,
imprecise, and loaded with presuppositions.- 22

Peter

Cotterell and Max Turner pointed out a similar need for a
shared presupposition pool in order to understand any kind
of figurative language. 23
The textlinguistic analysis presented in chapter
three found no direct correlation between literary structure
and John's use of symbols.

Rather, the symbols are

interwoven throughout the entire narrative sequence.
Particular symbols are rarely, if ever, used as text
segmentation devices.

The only collection of images found

to coalesce in one segment, which enhanced segmentation at
that point, was the multifarious reference to evil
supernatural forces in 12:1-20:15.

Recognizing semantic

density, however, does not provide any new information
concerning John's source(s) for these symbols.
22MacDonald, 160. He further stated: MBiblical
discourses that to us appear vague, elliptical, or even
defective may be ones in which the speaker was simply
assuming a high degree of overlap between his or her own
scripts and those of the hearers· (165).
23Peter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and
Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-varsity,
1989), 301.
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Interpreting the symbolic language of Revelation
requires restraint.

Seeking hidden significance in every

detail is -gratuitous and risky exegesis.- 24

If the book was

designed to be relevant and meaningful to the original
readers, as well as to succeeding generations, then the
symbols must be tensive, unrestricted by or limited to one
referent.25
fluid.

Symbols by their very nature are flexible and

This writer agrees with Grant Osborne concerning the

function of symbols in the Book of Revelation:
One reason for the use of cryptic symbols was to keep
the reader from giving the future fulfillment too great
a place in the message of the book. The writer wanted
to turn the reader toward God, not just toward future
events. Therefore, the actual event prophesied was
clouded in the mist of symbolism and the reader had to
turn to the God who would bring it to pass. 26
G. B. Caird epitomized the opposing view: John wrote a tract
for his own times and his symbols are properly regarded as
the counterpart of first-century people and events.27
Textlinguistics is concerned with discourse function of
symbols, however, not concretions in actual fulfillment.
The role of symbols in the overall discourse is -to turn
24Richard G. Moulton, The Modern Reader's Bible (New
York: Macmillan, 1950), 1707.
25Lowell J. Satre, -Interpreting the Book of
Revelation,· Word and World 4 (Winter 1984): 60.
25Grant R. Osborne, The Hermeneutical Spiral: A
Comprehensive Introduction to Biblical Interpretation
(Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity, 1991), 231.
27G[eorge] B[radford] Caird, -On Deciphering the Book
of Revelation: IV. Myth and Legend,- Expository Times 74
(January 1963): 105.
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readers from the actual event to its theological meaning.- 28
A fruitful topic for future study would be to ascertain the
semantic equivalent of the symbols used in the Book of
Revelation and to determine how they influence text
segmentation through recurrent image motifs.
Beale proposed that portions of the Old Testament do
segment the Book of Revelation into distinct units. 29

For

example, Daniel 2 and 7 provide a prototype for Revelation
I: 4-5: 13: and 17.

Beale went so far as to suggest that

Daniel 2:28-29 functioned as a text-segmenting device at
1:19; 4:1; and 22:6. 30

Unfortunately, although Daniel 2

might have had some influence on Revelation at those points,
it does not help to segment the narrative proper (4:1-22:6).
The influence of the Book of Daniel on the Book of
Revelation, therefore, is minimal as far as segmenting the
narrative discourse is concerned.
The pivotal issue is the methodological domain of
280sborne, 228.
29Gregory K. Beale, -Revelation,- in It Is Written:
Scripture Citing Scripture, Essays in Honour of Barnabas
Lindars, ed. D. A. Carson and H. G. M. Williamson
(Cambridge: University Press, 1988), 323-25. See G[regory]
K. Beale, The Use of Daniel in Jewish Apocalyptic Literature
and in the Revelation of St. John (Lanham, MD: University
Press of America, 1984). E. Schussler-Fiorenza proposed the
same influence of the Old Testament on Revelation about
eight years earlier. Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza,
-Apokalypsis and Propheteia: The Book of Revelation in the
Context of Early Christian Prophecy,· in L'Apocalypse
johannique et l'Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, ed.
J[an] Lambrecht (Leuven, Belgium: University Press, 1980),
105-28.
30Beale, -Revelation,· 324.
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textlinguistics, which assumes that studying one text at a
time is a worthwhile and sound enterprise.

Intertextuality

can be used to critique a textlinguistic analysis of a
particular document, but external texts cannot be used to
establish the literary structure of a given text.

Literary

structure is strictly an individual matter, text by text.
External texts playa secondary role, perhaps being brought
alongside the primary text either to confirm or discredit
the proposed segmentation.
The Grammar of Reyelation: Solecisms.
Semitisms. and Septuagintalisms
The seemingly bizarre grammar of the Book of
Revelation has been the subject of intense scrutiny.

The

magisterial work is R. H. Charles's commentary in the

International Critical

Commenta~

series. 31

He decided that

Revelation's grammar was Munlike any Greek that was ever
penned by mortal man. H]2

Various solutions to John's grammar

include: (1) John wrote sloppy, haphazard Greek; (2) he
translated from Aramaic into Greek; and (3) he used a
unique, Jewish-Greek dialect.]]

G. Hussies proposed that

31R[obert] H[enry] Charles, A Critical and Exegetical
on the Revelation of St. John: With Introduction,
Notes, and Indices, also the Greek Text and English
Translation, in The International Critical Commenta~, ed.
S. R. Driver, A. Plummer, and C. A. Briggs, 2 vols.
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1920).
Commenta~

]2Charles, 1: xliv.
33Stanley E. Porter, HThe Language of the Apocalypse
in Recent Discussion,H New Testament Studies 35 (October
1989): 582-83.
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John was bilingual and that his grammar was affected by,
without being an amalgamation of, Hebrew and Aramaic
influences. J4

Mussies also commented that John

commits various other crimes against Greek syntax which
betray Semitic influence: he blunders with case and
gender, uses participles as finite verbs, [and] coordinates indicatives with participles. 35
E. H. Peterson proposed that John's poor grammar was a
result of the book being Man oral construct of visual,
auditory, and tactile material. *36

John Newport suggested

that John purposefully wrote in Ma peculiar, contemporarily
Semitizing Greek,· in order to protest against the
prevailing Hellenism.37

John's concern, however, was not

making a protest against the dominant culture of his day.
Kenneth Newport has published several articles on
the Semitic influence on the Greek of Revelation. 38
34G. Mussies, The Morphology of Koine Greek as Used
in the Apocalypse of St. John: A Study in Bilingualism,
Supplements to Novum Testamentum, ed. W. C. van unnik, no.
27 (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 353. His results and conclusions
are undermined, however, by the fact that he only used the
Codex Alexandrinus for his database of Revelation's grammar.
35G. Mussies, MThe Greek of the Book of Revelation,·
in L'Apocalypse johannique et l'Apocalyptique dans le
Nouveau Testament, ed. J[an] Lambrecht (Leuven, Belgium:
University Press, 1980), 171.
36E. H. Peterson, MApocalypse: The Medium Is the
Message, * Theology Today 26 (July 1969): 135.
37Newport, 60.
3BKenneth Newport, MSemitic Influence on the Use of
Some Prepositions in the Book of Revelation,* Bible
Translator 37 (July 1986): 328-34; MThe Use of ~ in
Revelation: Evidence of Semitic Influence, * Andrews
university Seminary Studies 24 (Autumn 1986): 223-30;
MSemitic Influence in Revelation: Some Further Evidence,·
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Admittedly, John's tedious repetition of

~ai

in the

narrative sequence reminds the reader of the Hebrew
predilection for waw consecutive.

Furthermore, Steven

Thompson pointed out the ·un-Greek use of the verb,- which
he imputed to the -influence of Semitic syntax, primarily
biblical Hebrew.- J9

C. G. Ozanne was more emphatic, however,

than either Newport or Thompson: -The author deliberately
modelled his grammar on the pattern of the classical Hebrew
of the Old Testament.- 40

Porter admonished those who favor

Semitic influence to reconsider their methods:
The burden of proof must rest upon those arguing for a
Semitic source to prove that a particular construction
is impossible in the NT or at least highly unlikely to
occur as often as it does. 41
Porter concluded that proving the use of a -distinctive
Semitic Greek- was difficult.42

Consequently, Daryl Schmidt

turned his attention to the influence of the Septuagint.
Schmidt cited the use of EXWV in Revelation as an example of
Mthe peculiar septuagintal use in Daniel of the verb

EXW.-43

Semina~ Studies 25 (Autumn 1987): 24956; and ·Some Greek Words with Hebrew Meanings in the Book
of Revelation,· Andrews University Semina~ Studies 26
(Spring 1988): 25-31.

Andrews university

39Steven Thompson, The Apocalypse and Semitic Syntax
(Cambridge: University Press, 1985), 1.
40C. G. Ozanne, -The Language of the Apocalypse,·
rYndale House Bulletin (no. 16, April 1965): 4.

41Porter, 587.
42Porter, 592.
~3Daryl

D. Schmidt, ·Semitisms and Septuagintalisms
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Whether -unusual- grammatical constructions in the
Book of Revelation have text-segmenting function is within
the realm of textlinguistics.

A textlinguistic method

presumes that no extant grammar is truly incorrect as long
as the sender and receiver understand the message.

Grammar

is not only acceptable but even appropriate as long as it
falls within the range of registers for the language in its
sociological milieu.
correct or incorrect.

In other words, grammar is not simply
Michael Stubbs wrote: -No one has

ever demonstrated that grammaticality has to be a binary
distinction. w44

A iunctional approach to communication

places pragmatics as -an overriding categoryW above and
beyond questions of grammaticality.45

The most plausible

view is that John felt compelled to put his visionary
experiences into writing as quickly as possible, without
regard for the rules of grammar.
and

~Koucrn

The frequent use of

conveys an almost frenetic pace at times.

€ioov
John

sensed the urgency of his message, b yap KntpOS EYYUS (1: 3) .
This compulsion or urgency can account for the quick
succession of events conjoined only by Knl.
in the Book of Revelation,- New Testament Studies 37
(October 1991): 598.
44Michael Stubbs, Discourse Analysis: The
Sociolinguistic Analysis of Natural Language (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1983), 91.
45Stanley E. Forter, ·Studying Ancient Languages from
a Modern Linguistic Perspective: Essential Terms and
Terminology,· Filologia Neotestamentaria 2 (November 1989):
156.
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The Question of Chronological progression
and Reiteration
One of the most profound questions concerning the
Book of Revelation is the matter of chronological
progression versus reiteration.

Victorinus of

Petta~,

whose

third-century work is the oldest surviving commentary on
Revelation, first introduced the idea of reiteration.
Contemporary discussion of reiteration dates to an article
by

Gunther Bornkamm in 1937. 46

perhaps Bornkamm felt

compelled to salvage the integrity of the Book of Revelation
after the assault by John Oman.

According to Oman, the

confusion in Revelation was the fault of a scribe
incorrectly arranging his papyrus

sheets.~7

The issue of reiteration versus straightforward
progression surfaces first at the conclusion of chapter six
with the breaking of the sixth seal.
depict the end of the world?

Does the sixth seal

If so, then the narrative

sequence following 7:1 must of necessity include reiteration
and flashback.

The problem is even more pronounced when

loud voices declare, -The kingdom of the world has become
the kingdom of our Lord and of His

Christ~

(11:15).

This

proclamation, however, is only half-way through the
narrative sequence.

David Barr wondered: ·What action can

46Gunther Bornkamm, -Die Komposition der
apokalyptischen Visionen in der Offenbarung Johannis,w in
Studien zu Antike und Christentum, 2d ed. (Munich: Kaiser,
1963), 204-22. This article was originally published in
1937 in Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft.
·17John Oman, The Text of Revelation: A Revised Theory
(Cambridge: University Press, 1928).
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possibly be subsequent to the declaration of 11:15?*4B

Only

two options are viable: either the event sequences are
sequential or they are simultaneous.

The majority opinion

favors at least some degree of simultaneity or reiteration,49
although there are detractors. 5o
If reiteration is assumed, the discussion becomes
how such a view affects segmentation of the narrative
sequence.

At this point, the matter of progression versus

reiteration takes on less priority.

Textlinguistic analysis

is not concerned primarily with questions of reality or
4BDavid L. Barr, ·The Apocalypse as a Symbolic
Transformation of the World: A Literary Analysis,·
Interpretation 38 (January 1984): 45.
49Selected representatives include Frank Stagg,
-Interpreting the Book of Revelation,- Review and Expositor
72 (Summer 1975): 331-43; Paul S[evier] Minear, I Saw a New
Earth: An Introduction to the Visions of the Apocalypse,
with a Foreword by Myles M. Bourke (Washington, DC: Corpus,
1968): G[eorge] B[radford] Caird, -On Deciphering the Book
of Revelation: I. Heaven and Earth,· Exposito~ Times 74
(October 1962): 13-15; Martin KiddIe, The Revelation of St.
John, vol. 17 of The Moffatt New Testament Commenta~, ed.
James Moffatt (London: Hodd~r & Stoughton, 1940); E. B.
Allo, Saint Jean: L'Apocalypse, 4th ed. (paris: Gabalda,
1933); J[an] Lambrecht, ·The Book of Revelation and
Apocalyptic in the New Testament,· in L'Apocalypse
johannique et l'Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, ed.
J[an] Lambrecht (Leuven, Belgium: university Press, 1980),
11-18; and Mounce.
50Jacques Ellul, Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation,
trans. George W. Schreiner (New York: Seabury, 1977); Dale
Ralph Davis, -The Relationship between the seals, Trumpets,
and Bowls in the Book of Revelation,- Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society 16 (Summer 1973): 149-58.
Davis, however, actually proposed a modified form of
parallelism: ·The end of each judgment-series is parallel to
the end of the other judgment-series; . . . although the
series are sequential in the main, the seventh members of
each are simultaneous or parallel- (151). He referred to
this schema as a ·successive-final- viewpoint (158).
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fulfillment of the narrative (which in this case is a
prophetic text).

Rather, textlinguistic analysis seeks to

determine the order of the literary sequence as the author
encoded it.

Kathleen Callow, on the other hand, offered a

different view:
In every discourse type, it is essential to make the
relationship between the events very clear--what event
caused what other event, which of two events occurred
first, which is an explanation of a whole series of
following events, etc. 51
Joseph Grimes, her colleague in the Summer Institute of
Linguistics disagreed: MThe boundaries between events are
rarely clear cut

W

in a narrative sequence. 52

The basic question is whether John designed the text
to be read and understood in straightforward succession.

If

reiteration is present, it should have functional value in
the overall discourse.

J. Ramsey Michaels, who favored the

use of reiteration in Revelation, wrote: MThe reiteration
always shows the previous vision in a new way, providing a
close-up of some specific aspect not evident before.

w53

Whereas Old Testament apocalyptic literature conveyed a
singular Day of the Lord, Revelation describes this same
51Kathleen Callow, Discourse Considerations in
Translating the "'ord of God (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974),
37.

52Joseph E. Grimes, The Thread of Discourse (The
Hague: Mouton, 1975), 38.
53J. Ramsey Hichaels, Interpreting the Book of
Revelation, vol. 7 of Guides to New Testament Exegesis, ed.
Scot McKnight (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992), 54.
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event from diverse angles.

The eschatological event is the

same, but the depiction of it is markedly different.
Newport described this as Ma mounting storm at sea, [in
which] each new crest of the wave moves history closer to
its final destiny.M54
Grimes suggested two terms which could be useful for
evaluating reiteration in Revelation.

Obviously, all events

in every narrative are not encoded in straightforward
sequentiality.

In addition to simultaneity is action

discontinuity, in which the author intentionally rearranges
events.

Meaningful communication, however, requires that

the narrative sequence coalesce at some point.

Grimes

proposed the term Mforked- for actions related by
simultaneity or by being -different sides of a single
complex action.- 55

A -joined- segment is Mwhere all the

simultaneous processes . . . have been completed so that
another step that depends on their joint results can then
proceed. - 56
The idea of -forked- and -joined- actions could
explain the relationship among the seals, trumpets, and
bowls in the Book of Revelation.

Each series of seven is a

-forked- action, presenting three different views of the Day
of the Lord of old Testament expectation.

Each segment

provides additional details not found in the other two
5~Newport,

Lion and the Lamb, 115.

55Grimes, 42.
56Grimes, 42, n. 16.
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segments, while at the same time repeating enough to make an
unmistakable connection.

The climactic segment in chapter

19 is the point at which these three -forks- are -joined.-

The denouement in chapter 21 quickly follows after the three
-forked- action sequences are -joined- in chapter 19.
Another model which could determine the relationship
of the seals, trumpets, and bowls is an -overlay,- in which
the text is structured in a series of accretions. 57

Grimes

defined this pattern as -the near repetition of relatively
long stretches in such a way that certain elements in one
stretch are repeated in another, while other elements are
novel each time.- 58

Thus, the -repeated elements stand out

in almost stereoscopic fashion by virtue of being related to
several contexts that are nearly the same.- S9

Adela Yarbro

Collins pointed out that each narrative sequence does
contain structural and thematic repetition: (1) persecution,
(2) judgment, and (3) salvation. 6o

The concept of overlays

merits further study for its application to the Book of
Revelation, particularly the relationship between the seals,
trumpets, and bowls.

It could lend objective, evidential

data to a position widely held concerning the question of
57Joseph E. Grimes, -Outlines and Overlays,- Language
See Grimes, Thread of Discourse, 292-97.

48 (1972): 513-24.

58Grimes, ·Outlines and Overlays,· 513.
s9Grimes, -Outlines and Overlays,- 513.
60Adela Yarbro Collins, • 'vlhat the Spirit Says to the
Churches': Preaching the Apocalypse,- Quarterly Review 4
(Fall 1984): 72.
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chronological succession versus reiteration:
The visions do not represent a chronological sequence of
events relating to the end of the world. Rather they
show a variety of aspects of the final event in such a
way as to indicate the different dimensions.61
Other Outlines in Commentaries and Popular Works
The number of outlines on the Book of Revelation and
their diversity is overwhelming.

The difference of opinion,

however, should not lead to the conclusion that the whole
affair is a hopeless blind alley fit only for academic
harangue.
intent.

Text structure is intimately related to authorial
With the Book of Revelation, the problem is

compounded because very few outlines are supported by
objective data based on segmenting features in the text
itself.

The whole point of this dissertation is to suggest

a (not the) structure for the Book of Revelation by using a
textlinguistic method.

Textlinguistics places primary

emphasis on segmentation devices within the text.

The

review of outlines below encourages comparing the structure
derived by textlinguistic analysis to representative views
in the published literature.
Most outlines of the Book of Revelation can be
categorized as either (a) a chiastic structure; (b) a
dramatic seven-act play patterned after Greek theater; (c) a
series of sevens; (d) a poetic symphony; or (e) a

litu~gical

61Graeme Goldsworthy, The Lamb and the Lion: The
Gospel in Revelation (Nashville: Nelson, 1984), 98.
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work patterned on an early lectionary or Jewish festal
calendar.

What distinguishes most of these views is their

identification of narrative peak.

The idea that Revelation

is structured according to the formula in 1: 19 (0. dOEs Kat 0.

e.icrtV Kat 0. J.1€AAEl y€v€crOat J.1€1:cl 1:au1:a) is omitted from
discussion on the grounds that this view is strictly based
on theological presuppositions and has no support in the
discourse. 62
Commentators who divide Revelation according to a
liturgical formula include Vernon Kooy,63 John O'Rourke,64
and Massey Shepherd. 65

They point to the inclusion of hymnic

material in the text, equating it with early ecclesiastical
practices.

Shepherd, basing his outline on the Paschal

Vigil, derived the following association: chapters 1-3 are
the Scrutinies; 4-6 is the Vigil; 7 is the Initiation; 8-19
is the Synaxis; and 19-22 is the celebration of the
Eucharist. 66

The liturgy to which Shepherd likens the Book

62Michaels also pointed out the many different
interpretations of this one expression: past, present,
future; present and future; or vision, explanation, and
prediction. J. Ramsey Michaels, MRevelation 1:19 and the
Narrative Voices of the Apocalypse,· New Testament Studies
37 (October 1991): 604-20.
63Vernon H. KOOy, MThe Apocalypse and worship: Some
Preliminary Observations,· Reformed Review 30 (Spring 1977):
198-209.
64John J. O'Rourke, MThe Hymns of the Apocalypse,·
Catholic Biblical Quarterly 30 (July 1968): 399-409.
65Massey H. Shepherd, The Paschal Liturgy and the
Apocalypse, Ecumenical Studies in Worship, ed. A. Raymond
George and J. G. Davies, no. 6 (London: Lutterworth, 1960).
66Shepherd, 83.
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of Revelation, however, originated later than Revelation and
has no value for establishing discourse structure.

The idea

of forcing Revelation into the mold of another text is
anathema to a textlinguistic understanding of communication
anyway.
Commentators who consider Revelation to be beyond
segmentation as a work of literary art include Richard
Moulton and Martin KiddIe.

This position bypasses the issue

of structure by advocating that readers respond to the
overall aesthetic impact of the text.

They describe the

author as a visionary enjoying an ecstatic experience, so
any well planned structure is out of the question.
position has one point in its favor.
reader to get the -big picture.-

This

It encourages the

The idea that the book has

no formal structure is false, however, because the text
exhibits specific segmenting devices and moves to climax and
denouement.
Commentators who divide the Book of Revelation
according to series of septets include Ernst Lohmeyer,67
R. L. Loenertz,68, Austin Farrer,69 Adela Yarbro Collins,7o
67Ernst Lohmeyer, Die Offenbarung des Johannes,
Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, ed. Gunther Bornkamm, no. 16
(Tubingen: Mohr, 1953).
68R[aymond] J[oseph] Loenertz, The Apocalypse of
Saint John, trans. Hilary J. Carpenter (London: Sheed &
Ward, 1947).
69Austin Farrer, The Revelation of St. John the
Divine: Commentary on the English Text (Oxford: Clarendon,
1964) .

70Adela Yarbro Collins, The Combat l1yth in the Book
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and J. M. Ford.?1

Farrer, who thought that John adopted the

importance of seven from the Jewish festal calendar, divided
Revelation into seven messages (1-3), seven seals (4-7),
seven trumpets (8:1-11:14), seven unnumbered visions (11:1514:20), seven bowls (15-18), and seven more unnumbered

visions (19-22).

The proposal of Ernst Wendland also

segments the book on the basis of septets, but his method is
better informed by current linguistic methods. 72

Wendland,

however, admitted the inability of a structure based on
seven to accommodate all of the book:

~There

are always some

unexpected interruptions and interesting shifts in the
underlying framework.- 73

Martin KiddIe's criticism remains a

valid one:
It is pressing this fact too hard to insist that the
whole literary structure of Revelation is based on the
number 7, and that all the material not included in one
of the seven-fold series is an Minterlude,· or,
alternatively, an interpolation.?4
The frequency of seven in the text, for everything from
of Revelation, Harvard Dissertations in Religion, ed. George
Rupp and Caroline Bynum, no. 9 (Missoula, MT: Scholars,
1976) .

71J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation: Introduction,
Translation, and Commenta~, vol. 38 of The Anchor Bible,
ed. William Foxwell Albright and David Noel Freedman (Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, 1975).
72Ernst R. wendland, M7 X 7 (X 7): A Structural and
Thematic Outline of John's Apocalypse,- OPTAT: occasional
Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics 4, no. 4 (1990):
371-87.

7JWendland, 373.
74Kiddle,

Y~xii.
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lampstands, stars, horns, and plagues to thunders, diadems,
and mountains, highlights its symbolic use for completeness.
On the other hand, its frequency decreases its value for
text segmentation.
commentators who favor a chiastic structure include
James Moffatt,75 Nils Lund,76 Elisabeth S. Fiorenza,77 and
Kenneth Strand. 78

Fiorenza divided the book into seven

parallel components revolving around a central section: 1:18, A; 1:9-3:22, B; 4:1-9:21 and 11:15-19, C; 10:1-15:4, D;
15:5-19:10, C'; 19:11-22:9, B'; and 22:10-21, A'.79

The only

parallel which is easily distinguished, however, is that
between the epilogue in 1:1-8 and the prologue in 22:10-21.
The remaining segments, although they share certain
similarities in structure and theme, do not display clear
parallelism.

The real shortcoming in Fiorenza's proposal,

however, is her identification of the central portion of the
7SJames Moffatt, ·The Revelation of John the Divine,·
in 1 Peter--Revelation, vol. 5 of The Expositor's Greek
Testament, ed. W. Robertson Nicoll (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1974).

76Nils Wilhelm Lund, Studies in the Book of
Revelation (Chicago: Covenant, 1955).
77Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, ·Composition and
Structure of the Book of Revelation,· Catholic Biblical
Quarterly 39 (July 1977): 344-66. This article was later
reprinted in The Book of Revelation: Justice and Judgment
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), 159-80.
78Kenneth A. Strand, Interpreting the Book of
Revelation: Hermeneutical Guidelines with Brief Introduction
to Litera~ Analysis, rev. and enl. ed. (Worthington, OH:
Arbor, 1976).
79Fiorenza, Justice and Judgment, 175.
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text (10:1-15:4) as the -generative center- of Revelation. Bo
She justified this interpretation on the grounds that this
segment provides -the prophetic interpretation of the
political and religious situation of the community.-Bl
Textlinguistic analysis, however, does not indicate overall
discourse peak anywhere in the section which Fiorenza has
made the crux of her chiastic arrangement (10:1-15:4).
Donald Guthrie concurred: -Nor does the book give the
impression of reaching its climax anywhere other than at its
end.- B2

Robert Bergen humorously alluded to the same thing:

The peak, or author-intended point of greatest
action/thematic interest, of a typical story occurs
within the final twenty-five to fifty percent of the
composition. (How many Perry Mason cases are solved
before the last fifteen minutes of the show?)B3
John's intent, furthermore, was not to help his
readers to understand their sociopolitical situation but to
admonish them to remain faithful to Christ and obedient to
His commands.

Fiorenza said that the original readers'

situation was -powerlessness in the face of harassment,
80Fiorenza, Justice and Judgment, 3.
81Fiorenza, Justice and Judgment, 176. Fiorenza was
even more explicit in another source: MThe prophetic visions
and auditions of Rev are not predictions of future event~
nor are they calculations of the end-time. Eschatological
vision and apocalyptic prophecy have the function to
strengthen and console the Christian community experiencing
persecution and suffering.- Fiorenza, -Apokalypsis and
Propheteia,- 111.
B2Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, rev.
ed. (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-varsity, 1990), 977.
83Bergen, 332.
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oppression. and persecution.- s4

Why. then. did Jesus

specifically castigate the Laodiceans for their materialism
(3:17)?

Fiorenza's outline is the outcome of her mistaken

ideas concerning authorial intent.

She exemplifies the

warning of Beasley-Murray: MTo minimize that element [the
obedience of faith] in John's motivation and in the actual
content of the Revelation . . . is to do injustice alike to
the book and its author.- ss
Another interpreter who favors a chiastic
arrangement. Kenneth Strand. divided the text of Revelation
into a historical series (1:12-14:20) and an eschatological
series (15:1-22:5).86

The peak of the chiasm is 15:2-4. the

Song of Moses and the Lamb.

This view has two difficulties:

(1) it separates an episode with obvious agreement and
overlap in participant reference (12:1-20:15); and (2) it
separates the trumpet and bowl judgments with their many
points of contact and similarity.

Furthermore. although the

parallel nature of the prologue and epilogue is not
difficult to see. Strand stretched the evidence to show
parallelism between other sections. like 1:12-3:22 (the
·church militant-) and 21:5-22:5 (the ·church triumphant·).
Strand admitted that ·there is a relationship of theme.
84Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza. Invitation to the
Book of Revelation: A Commentary on the Apocalypse with
Complete Text from the Jerusalem Bible (Garden City. NY:
Doubleday. 1981). 28.
85Beasley-Murray. 20.
S6Strand. 51.
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though not in detailed literary structure.- S7

This writer

wondered why Strand referred to his work as a -new literary
analysis- instead of a new thematic or theological
analysis. BS

One wonders how and why John would have written

-a remarkably well-crafted literary piece, with an intricate
design of intertwining literary patterns.- B9

Strand's

alleged chiasm within 12:3-20:2 is better labelled inclusio.
The unit exists as a distinct episode, but the centerpiece
of the inclusion is not to be equated with discourse peak.9o
Leonard Thompson found several similar inclusio structures
throughout the book and indicated that such NcircularityB7Strand, 45.
88Strand, 43. He said that -the material in the
Revelation is theologically-thematically conceived.·
Kenneth A. Strand, -Chiastic Structure and Some Motifs in
the Book of Revelation,· Andrews University Seminary Studies
16 (Autumn 1978): 406.
B9Kenneth A. Strand, NThe 'Spotlight-on-Last-Events'
Sections in the Book of Revelation,· Andrews University
Seminary Studies 27 (Autumn 1989): 201. See Kenneth A.
Strand, NThe Eight Basic Visions in the Book of Revelation,·
Andrews University Seminary Studies 25 (Spring 1987): 10721: and Kenneth A. Strand, NThe 'Victorious-Introduction'
Scenes in the Visions in the Book of Revelation,· Andrews
university Seminary Studies 25 (Autumn 1987): 267-88.
90Strand pointed out what he considered to be the
chiastic arrangement of 12:3-20:2 as (A) the dragon, 12:3;
(B) the sea-beast, 13:1; (C) the earth-beast, a.k.a. false
prophet, 13:11; (D) Babylon, 14:8; (E) beast-worshipers,
14:9; (E') beast-worshipers, 16:2; (D') Babylon, 16:19; (e')
earth-beast, a.k.a. false prophet, 19:20, (B') sea-beast,
19:20; (A') dragon, 20:2.
Strand, NChiastic Structure,·
403. William Shea committed the same error, when he
labelled the inclusio in chapter 18 as a chiasm. William H.
Shea, -Chiasm in Theme and by Form in Revelation 18,·
Andrews University Seminary Studies 20 (Autumn 1982): 24956.
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enhances the linguistic unity of the text as a whole. 91

Like

Fiorenza, Strand thought the situation behind John's writing
was a time of intense distress and oppression. 92

Strand

distanced himself from Fiorenza, though, primarily by
placing the major dividing point in the text at 15:2-4
instead of 10:1-15:4.
Commentators who liken the book to the Greek theater
include John wick Bowman,9J Raymond Brewer,94 and James
Blevins.95

Bowman, the instigator and most notable advocate

of this view, proposed that the book consisted of seven acts
with seven scenes each.

Bowman thought that the Book of

Revelation had ·certain features suggestive of the current
Greek and Latin dramatic art with which his Christian
91Leonard L. Thompson, The Book of Revelation:
Apocalypse and Empire (New York: Oxford University Press,
1990), 45. Examples cited by Thompson included the woman
with child versus dragon circling chapter 12 and the harlot
clothed in scarlet versus the bride clothed in white
circling 17:1-19:10. Thompson's methods and intentions are
suspect, however: ·Circularity consists of a concentric
development of words, syntactical forms, or motifs. As with
all analysis, location of circularity becomes the more
ingenious the more removed it is from the actual language of
Revelation.·
92Strand, Interpreting the Book of Revelation, 43.
93John wick Bowman, ·The Revelation to John: Its
Dramatic Structure and Message,· Interpretation 9 (October
1955): 436-53; John wick Bowman, The First Christian Drama:
The Book of Revelation (Philadelphia: westminster, 1955).
94Raymond R. Brewer, MThe Influence of Greek Drama on
the Apocalypse of John,· Anglican Theological Review 18
(April 1936): 74-92.
95James L. Blevins, Revelation as Drama (Nashville:
Broadman, 1984).
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readers in Asia Minor were familiar.*96

The Ephesian

community did have a stage constructed on seven thuromata. 97
Most writers who favor this view consider the epistolary
prologue and epilogue to be later additions.

The

integration of these sections with the rest of the text,
however, has already been demonstrated.

Furthermore, the

relative absence of dialogue from Revelation sets it apart
from Greek drama.

Although the hymns in Revelation do have

an interpretive role in relation to the event sequence, they
differ from the chorus of Greek drama by consisting only of
adulations of the Almighty and not discussions or debates on
th~

action itself.

David Carnegie pointed out that the

hymns have ·clear points of contact with the eschatological
songs of praise to be found in Isaiah 40-55.*98

The hymns in

Revelation are not patterned after the choruses of Greek
drama.
The present writer found the most affinity between a
textlinguistic analysis and the outlines in
Beasley-Murray, Mounce, and Jurgen Roloff.99

co~~entaries

by

Beasley-Murray

recognized the pivotal importance of the throne-room scene
9GBowman, ·Dramatic Structure and Message,· 440.
97James L. Blevins, MThe Genre of Revelation, * Review
and Expositor 77 (Summer 1980): 398.
98David R. Carnegie, MWorthy Is the Lamb: The Hymns
in Revelation,· in Christ the Lord: Studies in Christology
Presented to Donald Guthrie, ed. Harold H. Rowdon (Downers
Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity, 1982), 247.
99Jurgen Roloff, The Revelation of John: A
Continental Commentary, trans. John E. Alsup (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1993).
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in chapters 4 and 5, which not only ·supplies the key to the
theology of the entire work, but . . . also occupies a key
position in the structure of the book.*lOO

Beasley-Murray

divided the book into eleven segments: 1:1-8; 1:9-20; 2-3;
4-5; 6:1-8:5; 8:6-11:19; 12-14; 15-16; 17:1-19:10;
19:11-22:5; and 22:6-21.

Although these divisions do not

agree entirely with the episodes presented in chapter three
of this dissertation, they more closely resemble the
textlinguistic analysis than the other outlines discussed
above.

Mounce also divided the book into eleven segments:

1:1-20; 2:1-3:22; 4:1-5:14; 6:1-8:1; 8:2-11:19; 12:1-14:5;
15:1-16:21; 17:1-19:5; 19:6-20:15; 21:1-22:5; and 22:6-21.

Roloff suggested that three main narrative segments (4:111:19; 12:1-19:10; 19:11-20:15) emanate from motifs

initiated during the vision of the throne in chapters 4-5. 101
The three episodes depict Jesus' lordship over history,
demonic powers, and the church.
The major discrepancy between the textlinguistic
analysis suggested in this dissertation and the outlines
proposed by Mounce and Beasley-Murray is their dividing
12:1-20:15 into separate visionary experiences.

These

sections are joined by common participant reference and
increasing tension in the move to climax and denouement.
100Beasley-Murray, 29. Paul Minear made a similar
observation: ·This vision serves to prepare for all the
later visions. John viewed the material in chapters 4 and 5
as basic to the understanding of his whole message.*
Minear, 67.
lOlRoloff, 16.
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Roloff, on the other hand, did group 12:1-19:10 according to
the dominant participant reference. 102
In summary, textlinguistic methods are useful in
some areas of biblical scholarship but not others.
Textlinguistics has limited value for questions of
authorship, date, and provenance.

On the other hand, the

tool can provide objective data for determining literary
unity and authorial intent.

In the case of the Book of

Revelation, textlinguistic analysis supports literary unity
to the exclusion of transposition theories (such as those of
R. H. Charles and J. M. Ford).

Concerning occasion and

authorial intent, textlinguistic analysis of Revelation
opposes the idea that John was writing to encourage an
embattled community faced with severe persecution.
This writer found textlinguistics to offer little
insight concerning John's use of symbols and their sources.
Further study might reveal that image clusters do assist
text segmentation.

This writer also found no correlation

between grammatical peculiarities and text segmentation.
Further study in a textlinguistic framework, which
adjudicates questions of grammaticality text by text, might
find that John's unusual grammar in Revelation did have a
specific function in the overall discourse.
The textlinguistic analysis presented in chapter
three supports literary progression instead of reiteration.
The method has no bearing, however, on chronological
l02Roloff, 16.
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progression of events in actual fulfillment.

Most of the

narrative sequence of the Book of Revelation is
straightforward.

The hymns fit into a flashforward slot,

increasing tension in anticipation of climax and denouement.
According to a textlinguistic appraisal

0:

literary

structure, the key element in text segmentation is
identifying 19:1-10 as climax and 21:1-22:7 as denouement.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
The biblical documents are literary productions of
human authors, yet the human element in nowise detracts from
their divine inspiration (2 Pet. 1:21).

Because God chose

to communicate with humankind in written form,
textlinguistics is an appropriate tool for biblical studies.
A textlinguistic analysis of the Book of Revelation has
demonstrated literary unity, highlighted authorial intent,
and indicated discourse prominence.

Temporal deixis

reinforced John's role as authoritative messenger.

A

surface-level thematic network based on recurring elements
from the semantic domain for Mcontrol, rule w indicated a
prominent macrostructure with implications for authorial
intent as well as occasion.

Episode segmentation

demonstrated the natural divisions of the text according to
participant reference.

Episode segmentation and

macrostructure were found to coalesce.

These results

provide the reader with guidelines for interpreting the book
paragraph by paragraph.
The Book of Reyelation and the
Perspicuity of Scripture
Is textlinguistics necessary for biblical
interpretation?

Is a hermeneutic informed by
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textlinguistics necessary for understanding the Book of
Revelation?

The answer to both questions is, no.

The

biblical text is self-interpreting; and any reader, with the
assistance of the Holy Spirit, can understand its
fundamental message.

This writer disagrees with Vern S.

poythress concerning the relative importance of discourse
analysis:
Discourse meaning is that meaning that can be arrived at
competent judges with sufficiently extensive knowledge
of the linguistic context, the discourse context, and the
situational context. 1
by

On the contrary, readers with absolutely no knowledge of
textlinguistic methods can adequately understand the Book of
Revelation.
The analysis presented in this dissertation did not
uncover any hidden secrets for understanding the Book of
Revelation.

Rather, it only objectified certain positions

and views which have been achieved through other means.

The

analysis overruled other positions and views on the grounds
that they were inconsistent with the inherent linguistic
structure of the discourse.

The main value of

textlinguistics for understanding the Book of Revelation or
any biblical document is an objective evaluation of the
text.

Textlinguistics is an aid to but not an essential

prerequisite for interpretation.

Studying the biblical text

lVern S[heridan] poythress, MAnalysing a Biblical
Text: Some Important Linguistic Distinctions,· Scottish
Journal of Theology 32 (1979): 126 (emphasis added) .
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with textlinguistic tools will rarely determine new meaning,
but it can suggest how the text means what it means.

Joseph

Grimes placed the value of a textlinguistic approach in
perspective:
What does it show us about the text that we did not know
before? The answer should be Mnot much M; that is, it
should yield something very much like the structural
outlines we have been making all along. The difference
now is that our map of the structure is based not just on
our feel for arrangement, but on explicit recognition of
the kinds of signals that Koine readers reacted to and
writers built into their texts. 2
J. P. Louw cautioned against viewing discourse analysis as a
Mrecipe- for reading the text. 3
Exegesis informed by textlinguistic principles will
produce better results.

D. A. Carson has already called

attention to blunders committed by exegetes with good
intentions but poor methods. 4

Discourse analysis Mopens the

door to seeing how the discourse as a linguistic structure
can inform analysis of its smaller components,- whether
words, clauses, sentences, or whole pericopes. 5 Any student
of the Bible will benefit from recognizing the importance of
2Joseph E. Grimes, MSignals of Discourse Structure
in Koine,- SBL Seminar Papers 14 (1975): 159.
JJ[ohannes] P. Louw, MReading a Text as Discourse,·
in Linguistics and New Testament Interpretation: Essays on
Discourse Analysis, ed. David Alan Black (Nashville:
Broadman, 1992), 18.
4Donald A. Carson, Exegetical Fallacies (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1984).
5Stanley E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New
Testament, Biblical Languages--Greek, no. 2 (Sheffield,
England: JSOT, 1992), 307.
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the larger discourse unit in interpreting the text, even
down to the level of individual words.

Discourse analysis

does not, however, obviate the need to study words; it only
changes the methods.

Word studies in the biblical text are

still a relevant and fruitful part of the exegetical
process.

Studying individual words without considering

cotext, on the other hand, is more obviously wrong now than
in the past.

An exegetical method informed by the basic

presuppositions and techniques of discourse analysis will
engender more accurate and meaningful interpretation.

A

text1inguistic method will improve exegetical preaching and
teaching by leading

~he

exegete to consider portions of the

text which the author indicated to be natural segments.
Textlinguistics will further encourage exegetical preaching
and teaching by providing tools for studying suprasentential
relationships from paragraphs to episodes.
The Value of Discourse Analysis for Eyangelicals
Textlinguistics is not a prerequisite for the
average churchgoer to be able to read and understand the
Bible.

Those charged with the responsibility of teaching

and commenting on the Bible, however, fall into another
category.

For them, an exegetical method informed by

text1inguistics is useful and profitable. 6 A textlinguistic
6Three notable textbooks on introductory
hermeneutics have incorporated a textlinguistic approach
into their method: Grant R. Osborne, The Hermeneutical
Spiral: A Comprehensive Introduction to Biblical
Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-varsity, 1991), 3440; Walter L. Liefeld, New Testament Exposition: From Text
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method is even more apropos for those who hold the biblical
documents in a high view of inspiration.

Moises Silva

wrote: ·Those who are persuaded that the Bible comes from
God in a sense not true of other writings- should pay
·special attention to the way sentences are joined, how they
form paragraphs, and how the paragraphs combine to
constitute larger units.- 7
A textlinguistic method for biblical interpretation
can stymie the ravages of reader-centered hermeneutics.
Discourse analysis can correct the errors of exegesis that
puts the reader, and not the text, in a better position to
determine the original author's meaning.

Textlinguistics is

without peer as a text-centered hermeneutic.

Within the

realm of biblical scholarship, a textlinguistic approach,
with its emphasis on text segmentation, discourse structure
(including peak), and authorial intent, is quickly becoming
a hermeneutic in its own right.

For this reason alone,

evangelical scholars should consider it as a method for
biblical interpretation.
Textlinguistics in general has encouraged
reconsideration of ·correct· grammar.

The text, regardless

to Sermon (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1984), 57-84; and
William W. Klein, Craig L. Blomberg, and Robert L. Hubbard,
Introduction to Biblical Interpretation (Dallas: word,
1993), 205-14.

7Moises Silva, God, Language, and Scripture: Reading
the Bible in the Light of General Linguistics, Foundations
of Contemporary Interpretation, no. 4 (Grand Rapids:
zondervan, 1990), 125.
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of grammatical -blunders,· stands in its own right as the
author's production.

This reevaluation of grammar can spell

the end of source-critical studies.

No more need to find

sources by another editor or redactor, at least on the basis
of changes in grammar, will exist.

Rather, peculiarities

and irregularities in the text will be studied for discourse
significance as intended by the author.

Robert Longacre

pointed out other aspects of text which cannot be explained
without recourse to a textlinguistic method, such as
participant reference; the use of tense, mood, and voice;
paragraph segmentation and cohesive devices; and discourse
peak.B
Textlinguistics has great value for biblical
studies.

The method is a corrective to reader-centered

hermeneutics which can displace the text in a morass of
subjectivity.

The utility of linguistics, combined with a

conservative, evangelical doctrine of Scripture, can profit
the church in these last days.

Although no amazing results

are forthcoming, a linguistic approach will help the
interpreter to study the Word of God faithfully and
accurately (2 Tim. 2:15).
BRobert E. Longacre, MTexts and Text Linguistics,·
in Text vs. Sentence: Basic Questions of Text Linguistics,
ed. Janos S. Pet6fi (Hamburg, Germany: Buske, 1979), 258-71.
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